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(ABSTRACT)

The information systems literature is rich with studies of database

organization and its impact on machine, programmer, and administrative

efficiency. Little attention, however, has been paid to the impact of

database organization on end-user interactions with computer systems. This

research effort addressed this increasingly important issue by examining the

effects of database organization on the ability of end—users to locate and

extract desired information.

The study examined the impact of normalization levels of external relational

database schema on end-user query success. It has been suggested in the

literature that end-user query success might be improved by presenting



external schema in lower level normal forms. This speculation is based on

an analytical study of one particular class of query, queries involving join

operations. The research presented here provides empirical support for this

assertion. However, the implicit assumption that all other queries are

neutral in their bias toward a particular level of normalization was found to

be false. A class of queries requiring decomposition of prejoined relations

was identified which strongly biases normalized relations. Thus, no

particular normalization level was shown to dominate unless assumptions

were made as to the class of query being formulated. Evidence from field

research may be required to completely resolve the issue.

The study also examined the interaction effects between normalization levels

and other key variables known to impact query success. Significant

interactions with user skill and the complexity of the query being made were

found. The level of normalization did not impact high skilled users making

easy queries or low skilled users making difficult queries. The impact of

these interactions, as well as the main effects of the related variables, on

query syntax and logic errors holds important implications for database

administrators as well as those involved with the development of database

query languages.
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I

THE PROBLEM STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION

This research examines the effects of structural differences between content

equivalent external database schemas‘ on end-user query success. By

"content equivalent," it is meant that the data structures contain the same

data elements, i.e. the same information, even though the information is

organized differently. An end-user is defined as a computer user who is not

a data-processing professional but who has some control over their

computing environmentz. Syntactical and conceptual formulation errors

made during query attempts on six different schemas are measured. All six

‘The external schema is often referred to as a sub-schema or user view. This is because it
represents a subset of the database that is presented to one or more users. The external schema

is several levels of abstraction above the actual physical storage of the data (see Figure 1).

“An
excellent discussion of end-user computing is found in Bullen (1986) and Jarke (1986).
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schemas use the relational data model. The relational model is a widely

accepted end-user oriented data model that employs a simple conceptual

approach to basic data organization [Tsichritzis and Lochovsky, 1977].

Normalization theory is used as a framework for defining and analyzing the

different relational schemas tested.

The results of the study contain important implications for database admini-

strators attempting to provide end-users with the easiest to use external

schema. It was determined that denormalized schemas are inconsistent in

their effect on query success, depending on the type of query being made.

Also, the effect that was present disappeared for very highly skilled users,

very low skilled users, relatively highly skilled users formulating "easy"

queries, and relatively low skilled users formulating "difficult" queries.

MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY

Distributed computing systems° have brought computing power into the

hands of end-users. Advances in communications technology, the

proliferation of microcomputers, the increased user-friendliness of software,

’Distributed systems are environments in which processing power is pushed outward into the
user community and yet integration between subsystems is high [Ahituv (1985), Jarke (1986)].
This is in contrast to centralized computing environments where only terminals connected to
a central processor are available to users.
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and the increased power, yet decreased cost, of computing hardware have all

been contributing factors to the growth of distributed systems.

End-users, having experienced success with the manipulation of personal and

local data, have increased their demand for access to corporate data banks‘.

Efforts in this direction, however, have often revealed an inability of end-

users to successfully extract and transfer data from corporate databases to

personal decision models or other local data pools. Hendrix (1978) notes "In

dealing with a very large database... a central problem faced by would-be

users is that of formulating queries in terms communicable to the system

[p.105]." This suggests a mismatch between user abilities and the database

query language. Heterick (1987) suggests a more fundamental problem,

"Even with the most user-friendly query language in the world I’m not sure

a typical or even a well trained end-user would be very successful at

extracting information from a complex data structure." Others agree with

this position:

’By
and large, most end users are not sophisticated enough to use [database

access tools] says DATAMATION advisor Irene Nesbit, president of Nesbit
Systems Inc. a Princeton, N.J. consulting firm. ’They don’t understand enough
about the [emphasis added], and there is a lack of promise that
data will be easy to retrieve in an ad-hoc fashion.’ [Schroeder, M.T., 1986, p.

68].

‘Appleton (1985) discusses this demand. The reader may also want to look at Bullen (1986)
and Heterick (1986). Both provide excellent summaries of how the evolution of information
systems thought has affected end-user computing.
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Thus, two major problem areas can be identified. First, it is important that

the abilities of end-users to formulate query syntax are matched with the

sophistication of the query language being used. Secondly, it is important

that the abilities of end-users to understand and navigate the

schema presented to them are not exceeded. Put simply by McGee (1976),

"Before a data model can be used, it must be understood." Natural query

languages and attribute driven query languages (such as those which employ

the universal relation) hold the most promise for distancing the user from

complex schemas. To date, however, these systems have met with very

limited success. Given the need for user understanding of the data model

as well as the query language, end-users can be said to interface with the

database at two levels, a syntactical level and a conceptual level. These two

interfaces are shown in Figure 1 in their relation to the traditional ANSI-

SPARC’ (1975) representation of a database management system (DBMS).

A weakness at either interface will prevent the formulation of a correct

query.

’American National Standards Institute Standards Planning and Requirements Committee.
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Interfaces Between a Database and an End-user
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NARROWING THE FOCUS

To improve the communications between a user and a computer system two

major options exist: the user can be trained more extensively or,

alternatively, the interface can be simplified. At the syntactical interface

then, end-users can be more extensively trained in query syntax; or

alternatively, the query language can be made easier to use. Similarly, the

same two approaches exist at the conceptual interface; end-users can be

trained to better understand general and specific data models, or the

complexity of the models being presented to them can be reduced. This

research examined the feasibility of reducing the complexity of external

schemas, the model presented to database users, by presenting the schema

in a denormalized form.

In many cases, an end-user can be shielded from the complexity of a large

database by presenting a small sub-schema or external view of the much

larger database. However, for this type of filtering to occur, it is necessary

to know a priori the subset of the total corporate information resource that

will be needed for the particular application area or query. Numerous

information requirements are not anticipated and are non-repeating. In
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these cases, ad-hoc queries are used to extract the necessary information

from the database. Queries of this kind cannot be presupposed and

therefore are not subject to shielding by a reduction in schema size. The

user must interface with the entire conceptual database schema, a

transformation of the conceptual database schema, or a significantly

complete subset thereof. In any case, the user will necessarily bc interfacing

with a very large data model. Undoubtedly, a larger database (one with

additional decision relevant data elements) is more difficult to query. Less

clear is the effect of different data models on query success when the models

being studied are of equivalent data content.

Research in logical data representation can be divided into research on data

models and research on schema design. Research on data models centers on

the selection of a logical data model class such as hierarchical, relational

or network [see, for example, Brosey and Shneiderman (1987), Codd (1970),

Durding (1977), McGee (1976), Senko (1973)]. Research on schema design

centers on optimization of the data model given a particular logical data

model class. This includes implementational optimization as well

optimization of the structure’s subsequent usefulness in terms of update,

deletion and retrieval operations. Schema design research is well developed
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in general, especially with regard to the relational model [Amikam (1985),

Bastani (1987), Codd (1970), Curtice (1985), Senko (1973)]. Most research

in this area, however, has been hardware and applications program oriented.

Primary concerns in this vein are system performance, ease of application

development, and ease of application maintenance. Little attention has

been focused on the effect of different schemas on the user’s comprehension

of the data model and therefore the user’s ability to Cxtract (query)

information from it°. The research presented here examines this critical

issue.

The level of normalization in a relational database (discussed in detail in

chapter 2) effects the organization of the data but not the information level.

It has been suggested in the literature that end-user query success can be

improved by presenting external schema in lower level normal forms. The

specific objective of this study was to provide empirical evidence for this

assertion by measuring the impact of normalization levels on end-user query

success. A secondary objective was to measure the interaction effects

between the normalization level and other variables know to impact query

°McGee (1976) discusses the importance of users’ comprehension of the data model and
points out a number of attributes that a model must possess to bc easily understood. Battmann
(1986) investigated the general trade-offs between dialogue complexity and task complexity in
access tasks.
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success. In particular, end-user skill levels and the complexity of the query

being made were studied.

THE RESEARCH METHOD

The study employed a lab experiment to gather query success measures

resulting from queries made on six different database schemas. Lab

experiments have been frequently and successfully used in the information

systems area to study query languages, programming languages, and

numerous other man/machine interface issues. Much of the specific

methodology employed was derived from these studies. The lab situation

also presented significant advantages for variable manipulation and control,

data gathering, and study costs.

STUDY OUTLINE

The remainder of the research is presented in four chapters. Chapter II

provides a review of the relevant literature in data representations including

human interactions with such representations. The current state of the
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literature is summarized, evaluated, and extended. All variables

operationalized later in the dissertation are first discussed here. Chapter

III contains a detailed description of the lab experiment performed,

including the measurement scales employed for each variable. It also

references a number of appendices which contain student instructions,

handouts, and other test instrument documentation. Chapter IV presents

the results of the statistical analyses used to t€St the research questions of

interest. Finally, in Chapter V, the results of the study are discussed and

summarized, study limitations are pointed out, and possible extensions to

the research are discussed.
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II

LITERATURE REVIEW, SYNTHESIS,

AND EXTENSION

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is fivefold. First, the chapter will describe the

application of normalization theory to database design. Second, the

expectation, provided by the current database literature, that the

denormalization of external database schemas may lead to improved ad-hoc

query formulation is discussed. Third, evidence contrary to this expectation

is brought out by examining previous research into user/data model

interactions. Fourth, an experiment which provides empirical evidence to

help resolve the conflicting literature for and against external schema

denormalization is described. Finally, other variables (in addition to the

level of normalization) which are expected to impact query success are

identified.
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NORMALIZATION THEORY

Normalization, originally a mathematical concept, was first introduced to

data model analysis by Codd [1970]. Normalization is a technique for

eliminating unwanted data dependencies and therefore data redundancy.

Placing a data model in normal form prevents certain documented anomalies

from occurring during update, insertion, and deletion operations of database

application programs [Codd (1970), Date (1977)]. These anomalies and the

normalization techniques which can prevent them are explained in this

section.

Normalization theory can be applied to many different types of data models.

Primarily, however, it has been applied to the c0nceptual7 schema of rela-

tional databases. Date (1977) refers to the conceptual schema as "a view of

the data as iz really is, rather than as users are forced to see it." In Figure

1 (page 5), the position of the conceptual schema in a database management

system is shown. It lies one level of abstraction above the actual physical

organization of the data, but one level of abstraction below any external user

view. The conceptual schema interacts primarily with application programs.

’The conceptual schema is also referred to as the logical schema.
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Relational databases (RDB’s) represent data and the associations between

data in flat (two dimensional) files called relations. An example of a

relation is shown if Figure 2. Relations store information about entities or

the relationship between entities. Entities can be physical objects, persons,

events or anything else that can be described by a list of attributes (McGee

1976). An individual relation represents one type of entity (e.g. employees,

departments, transactions). The relation in Figure 2, for example,

represents students.

Each row of a relation, referred to as a "tuple", represents an occurrence of

that entity type (a particular employee, a particular department, a particular

transaction, a particular student). Each "column" in a relation represents an

"attribute" of the entity type. The attributes shown in Figure 2: name, social

security number, grade point average, major, and address are just a few of

the attributes of students that might be stored. The set of allowable values

for any attribute is called a "domain". The set {ACCT, FIN, MATH, CS,

ENGL} might represent the domain of allowable values for the attribute

Major in the relation STUDENT°.

'Upper case is used to refer to the relation. The lower case will be used to refer to a tuple
in the relation.
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I
RELATION-STUDENT

Name §§;Ngg§g; GPA Major Address...

BLANKENSHIP, ROGER 218728607 3.24 FIN
PHILMAN, GEORGE 223343346 1.56 ACCT
DAVIS, REBECCA 213655643 3.65 MATH
SMITH, ROSE 112567453 2.45 MATH
BANES, JOSEPH 845563904 2.54 ACCT
ROBINSON, DALE 213859983 2.78 FIN
GERGE, JAMES 897753235 3.01 MATH
MILTON, HARTLEY 345987867 2.75 MATH
SMITH, BILL 621972562 3.90 ACCT
BAKER, RAMONE 187987943 3.10 CS
SMITH, BILL 904676037 1.35 FIN

IIIllllIllIIIIIIIllllllIlIIIllIllIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Figure 2

A Student Relation

IllIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllIIIIIIIIIllIIIIIlIIlllllllllllllllllllllllll
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By definition, each tuple of a relation must be unique. In the STUDENT

relation the uniqueness is maintained by the attribute SS-Number. SS-

Number is said to be the "key" to the student relation because knowledge

of a social security number identifies one and only one student. In Figure

2 this is indicated by underlining of the key field name. This convention for

identifying key fields to the reader is used throughout this dissertation.

In some relations the key may consist of more than one attribute. For

example, a relation holding information on cities in the United States would

need both the city name and the state name to uniquely identify the city.

As another example, many mail-order companies use the customer name and

address as the unique key to the customer relation. Such keys are termed

"composite."

The level of normalization of the relations comprising a database has a

direct effect on the efficiency with which the data being modeled can be

maintained. There are seven generally recognized levels of normalization.

These are: no normalization, first normal form, second normal form, third

normal form, Boyce-Codd normal form, fourth normal form and fifth normal

form [Date, 1977]. The higher the level of normalization the more desirable

the properties inherent in the data model. The term "normalization" refers

LITERATURE REVIEW, sYNTHEsIs, AND EXTENSION 15



to the process of moving from a given level of normalization to any higher

level. The term "denormalization" refers to moving from a given level of

normalization to a lower level. Whether a given schema is or is

not , then, is somewhat relative. Any relation can be examined

to determine the level of normalization by evaluating its compliance with a

series of rules. The rules and implications of first, second, third, and fourth

normal forms are discussed in the next several sections. These are the

normalization levels employed in the study. Boyce-Codd normal form and

fifth normal form cover special cases which were not included in this study°.

First Normal Form

For a relation to be in first normal form each attribute must have one and

only one value, i.e., each attribute can occur in a relation only one time.

While this rule may seem definitional in nature, a flat file can be built which

violates it. Consider the following relation and its attributes:

STUDENT [Name, , Major, GPA, Classl, Class2, Class3].

The designer of the relation has designated three attributes to store

°Detailed discussions of normal forms can be found in McFadden and Hoffer [1983], Kent
[1983], Kent [1973], Codd [1970], Codd [1972], and Date [1977]
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information about the classes a student is taking: Classl, Class2, and Class3.

In actuality, class is but a single attribute with a single domain. The above

relation must be divided into two new relations to comply with the rules of

first normal form:

STUDENT [Name, , Major, GPA]

REGISTRATION , Grade]

There is a one-to—many relationship between students and registrations in

the resulting data model. That is, for any one student tuple there can be

zero or more registration tuples. This two-relation model provides greater

flexibility. First, there is no artificial limit on the number of classes that a

student can take. Second, programming code to access and process data in

the normalized model is more straightforward. This is partly because null

values (empty class fields) do not have to be dealt with and partly because

an access of one attribute, class, is less complex than access to three (or

more) attributes, classl, class2, and class3. The process of dividing a single

relation into multiple relations without loss of information is called lossless

decomposition and is also the primary basis for further levels of

normalization.
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Second Normal Form

The rules for second normal form apply only to relations with composite

(multi-field) keys. A relation is in violation of second normal form if there

exists a nonkey field which is an attribute of a part of the composite key (or

if the relation does not satisfy the rules of first normal form). Consider the

following relation which stores information about United States cities.

USCITIES Mayor, Governor]

City and State together act as the composite key to the relation. City alone

does not uniquely identify a city in the United States because different states

may have cities with the same name. Mayor is a legitimate attribute of

USCITIES because it describes the entity, a city, which is identified by the

full composite key. Governor, however, is an attribute of STATE (is

determined by STATE alone). STATE is only part of the key‘°. This

violation of second normal form results in redundant information in the

relation, as shown in Figure 3.

"’In
more technical discussions the concept of functional dependency is used. The state

name, alone, is enough information to determine the governor. Thus, it would be said that
Governor is functionally dependent on StateName. The attention, instead, to attributes and the
entities they describe was more in keeping with both the technical level of the dissertation as
well as the theoretical discussions on entity modeling which follow.
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RELATION IS USCITIES

gigyßgyg gggggßgng Mayor Governor

ROANOKE VIRGINIA TAYLOR BALLILES
CHARLOTTESVILLE VIRGINIA BUCK BALLILES

VIOLATION RICHMOND VIRGINIA WEST BALLILES
OF SECOND MARION VIRGINIA SCOTT BALLILES
NORMAL BALTIMORE MARYLAND SCHMOKE SCEAEFER
FORM SALISBURY MARYLAND MARTIN SCHAEFER

ANNAPOLIS MARYLAND MCCLAHAN SCHAEFER
FREDERICK MARYLAND YOUNG SCHAEEER
WILMINGTON DELAWARE FRAWLEY CASTLE
NEWARK DELAWARE REDD CASTLE
DOVER DELAWARE CARROLL CASTLE

RELATION IS USCITIES RELATION IS STATES

Qixylans Smslm Mayor Sigmar; Governor

ROANOKE VIRGINIA TAYLOR VIRGINIA BALLILES
CHARLOTTESVILLE VIRGINIA BUCK MARYLAND SCHAEFER

DECOMPOSED RICHMOND VIRGINIA WEST DELAWARE CASTLE
TO MEET MARIONVIRGINIARULES

OF BALTIMORE MARYLAND SCENOKE
SECOND SALISBURY MARYLAND MARTIN
NORMAL ANNAPOLIS MARYLAND MCCLAHAN
FORM FREDERICK MARYLAND YOUNG

WILMINGTON DELAWARE FRAWLEY
NEWARK DELAWARE REDD
DOVER DELAWARE CARROLL

Figure 3

Second Normal Form: Violations and Compliance
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Notice in this figure that the fact "Balliles is Governor of Virginia" is

repeated many times in the relation. This creates a serious update problem.

Whenever the governor of a state changes every tuple in the USCITIES

relation with that state must be updated. To avoid this anomaly the relation

can be decomposed into two relations, each representing one of the

underlying real-world entities.

USCITIES Mayor]

STATES Governor]

The data model resulting from this decomposition is also shown in Figure 3.

Each of its two relations comply with the rules of second normal form. Thus,

they are in second normal form. Notice that the redundant information and

hence the related update anomaly have been removed.

Third Normal Form

A relation violates third normal form if a nonkey field is an attribute of

another nonkey field (or if the relation does not satisfy the rules of second

normal form). This is similar to the rule used to determine second normal

form but deals with the case where the hidden entity is not part of a
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composite key. Consider the following relation:

EMPLOYEE [Name, Salary, Department Name, Department Head]

Department head is in fact an attribute of Department and not the

EMPLOYEE entity. Redundancy and update problems similar to those

produced by violations of second normal form are thus created by the single

relation. Third normal form can be reached by decomposing the original

relation to reflect the two underlying entities:

EMPLOYEE [Name, Salary, Department Name]

DEPARTMENT Department Head]

Once again, the decomposed model eliminates the redundancy and the

associated update problems.

Fourth Normal Form

Potential violations of the fourth normal form occur when an entity is

involved in multiple many-to-many or one-to-many relationships with other

entities (or if the relation does not satisfy the rules of third normal form).

The following example is taken from Kent [1983].
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Consider a group of employees, each of whom is capable of speaking a

number of languages, and each of whom possesses a number of other skills

from a finite domain. First note that there exists a many-to·many

relationship between employees and languages. That is, each language

might be spoken by a number of employees and each employee might speak

a number of languages. Note further that a many-t0·maHy relationship also

exists between employees and skills. Now consider the following relation,

R, which associates these entities.

RFourthnormal form is violated when two associations are represented by the

same relation. This is the case for the relation R above. If Language and

Skill have no direct relationship (are not dependent on each other) then the

maintenance of a single associative relation to store both creates a situation

where either null values _o_r redundancy will occur in the resulting tuples.

This is illustrated in Figure 4. In this figure, two of five possible

representations of the employee/skill/language relation identified by Kent

are shown. Either null values or data redundancy can lead to reduced

efficiency during update, deletion, and insertion tasks. The data model in

fourth normal form avoids these problems.
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Emulmzsa S.ls;L;Ll Lauamzs
A relation in violation
of fourth normal form. Smith cook
The relation contains Smith type
no redundancy but contains Smith French
a number of null values. Smith German

Smith Greek

A relation in violation Empleyee Skill Leggeege
of fourth normal form.
The relation contains Smith cook French
no null values but does Smith type German
contain redundancy. Smith type Greek

Decouposition into two
associative relations Employee Sxill ßnplgyee Langpgge
renoves the occurrences
of null values and Snith cook Snith French
redundancy from the data Smith type Snith German
1mhL Bmhofüm Süün Qxü
resultinq relations comply
with the rules of fourth
nornal form.

IIllIIIllIIIIIlIIIIllIIlIlIIIlllIIllllIllIIIIIIlIlllllllllllllllllllllllll

Figure 4

Fourth Normal Form: Violations and Compliance

IlllIllllllIIllIllIlllllIllllllllIlllllllIlllllllIllllIllllllllllllllllllllllll
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Thus, it can be seen that relations which comply with the rules of higher

level normal forms, and the resulting database schemas they comprise, will

demonstrate considerably more desirable properties for data maintenance.

Because of these desirable properties, the process of normalization, at least

theoretically, is a recognized goal of database design. In the next section,

possible exceptions to the goal of complete normalization are addressed.

NORMALIZATION AND THE CONCEPTUAL SCHEMA

Recall that the conceptual schema of a database interacts primarily with

application programs. From the discussion of normal forms presented in the

last section, one would expect that normalization of the conceptual schema

would be an undisputed goal of database design. While this is theoretically

correct, it is not universally true in practice. There is evidence which shows

that denormalized schemas are useful in some situations to improve machine

execution time and program development time in database application

programs. Burkhard (1979), Immon (1985) and Ott (1985) all identified such

cases. These researches found that normalization is not efficient if the

majority of operations (retrieval or update) are performed on the combined

model and not the base relations. For this reason, it is not unusual to see
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several relations within a schema kept in lower level normal forms even

though others are normalized further.

NORMALIZATION AND THE EXTERNAL SCHEMA

As just explained, the theoretical desirability of normalization in the

conceptual database schema is sometimes outweighed by problems of

practicality. These studies primarily examined the impact of denormalized

schemas on machine efficiency. This study looked at whether the same

efficiency issues might exist in human interactions with databases. That is,

the possibility that the practical ability of users to understand and

manipulate particular schemas might outweigh the theoretical merits of

complete normalization. Thus, the level of normalization of the _e;t_e_;na,l

database schema, the abstraction of the conceptual schema which is

presented to a particular user or group of users, is questioned. A review of

the relevant literature does in fact reveal conflicting evidence.

Denormalization of an external schema for purposes of ad-hoc queries poses

fewer problems than denormalization for conceptual schema design. This
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distinction is being made clearer by the continued development in database

technology. Database theory is still well ahead of what can be practically

implemented [Date, 1977, p.17 and Schroeder, 1986]. Present day DBMS’s,

however, are approaching a true three schema model as originally specified

by Codd (1970) which will allow a more definitive distinction between

external and conceptual schemas [Curtice and Casey, 1985], something that

has been lacking in many systems. Denormalized models of an external

schema are less problematic because the documented update, insertion, and

deletion anomalies caused by normal form violations do not occur during

retrieval processes [Date, 1977]. Many companies employ a dual database

strategy, one for production and one for queries and downloading [Immon,

1985]. Like the external schema, normalization may not be a major concern

in the non—production database.

If an external schema can easily be kept in a denormalized form it may

provide an advantage to end-users by reducing the syntactical complexity of

one type of database query. The reason for this advantage is that some

questions that would be multi-relation queries under a normal form data

model can be reduced to single relation queries in a denormalized schema.

As early as 1970, Codd recognized this advantage and mentioned that
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"named" relations may include some redundancy for user convenience“.

"Named" relations would be derived from "stored" relations which do not

include the redundancy. Date (1977) also made note of this:

for retrieval at least, the external schema provides a powerful mechanism for
considerably simplifying the DSL“ operations that the user must issue. Because
the user may be provided with external relations obtaiued by joining together
all appropriate conceptual relations, the need for quantifiers in the user’s
retrieval statements can be greatly reduced [Date, 1977, p.188].

Shneiderman [1978, p.430] also draws the same conclusion. He states that

joining of relations during a query increases the complexity of query

formulation, and it therefore may be preferable to have some relations

which are not in third or Boyce-Codd normal forms. He goes on to suggest

that an experiment where "groups of users [are] given a relational database

in various stages of normalization and [are required] to perform database

access tasks" would be important in determining what benefits or problems

arise.

As an illustration of the syntactical advantage just discussed consider the

following example. Define two relations EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT.

“Codd (1970).

“DSL is an abbreviation for data sublanguage, a term which was applied to languages which
were based on relational algebra or relational calculus but were primarily concerned with
retrieval processes [Date, 1977]. The term query language is generally used today.
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Assume that EMPLOYEE contains a foreign key", department number, to

DEPARTMENT (a many-to-one mapping from EMPLOYEE TO DEPART-

MENT). Thus, any given department has associated with it zero or more

employees, while any given employee is associated with only one department.

An example, including data occurrences, of these relations is shown in

Figure 5. Together, these two relations establish a normalized schema (of

at least fourth normal form). Now consider the following query:

What are the names of all employees and the names
of their respective departments?

The relationship between the two files must be considered in order to devise

the correct syntax. In relational algebra the query would look something

like:

JOIN EMPLOYEE AND DEPARTMENT OVER DEPTNO GIVING TEMP1
PROJECT TEMP1 OVER EMPLOYEENAME, DEPTNAME GIVING RESULT

“A
foreign key is an attribute that uniquely identifies a tuple in another relation.
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I
RELATION=EMPLOYEE

Emp1oyeeName §§—Nggbe; DeptNo

ADAMS, JOHN 123456789 O1
BOOKER, DAVID 987654321 02
CATSMUR, DAVE 476534978 02
DEMPSY, STEVE 298674655 Ol
GARMAN, TERRY 111111111 O4
HILL, SCOTT 222222222 03
HILL, LYNN 555555555 O4
JONES, REBECCA 666666666 02

MILLER, LISA 333333333 O1
PORTER, JIMMY 876678876 03

ROUNDTREE, DICK 123245343 04

IRELATION-DEPT

Qgpgäg DeptName

01 ADMINISTRATION
O2 FINANCE
03 ACCOUNTING
04 ENGINEERING

IIIIIIIIIIIIlIIllIIIIIIIIIIIllIllllIIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Figure 5

EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT Relations: A Normalized Schema
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The "join" is one of several relational operators that can be used to

manipulate the data in a set of relations. Other operators include unions,

intersections, etc. These operators, like normalization theory itself,

originated in set mathematics.

Now, assume a schema where these two relations are pre-joined by

department-number into a relation called EMPDEPT (see Figure 6),

creating a denormalized schema of second normal form. The syntax of the

necessary algebra is now simpler:

PROJECT EMPDEPT OVER EMPLOYEENAME, DEPTNAME GIVING RESULT

The elimination of the join from the necessary relational algebra simplifies

the task of the user. The necessary projections" and selections may also be

easier to conceive since the user is dealing with a lesser number of attributes

(one "table" of data instead of two). Thus, denormalized schemas appear

to have a significant advantages when formulating this one type of database

query. This type of query will be referred to as denormalized class

queries in the remainder of this dissertation.

"As originally conceived, the result of any relational operation on one or more relations is
another relation. A projection is used to define the "columns" of the new relation. A selection
is used when we also want to include only certain rows of the existing relation(s) in the new
relation.
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Q
RELATION—EMPDEPT

EmployeeName SS-Number DeptNo DeptName

ADAMS, JOHN 123456789 01 ADMINISTRATION
BOOKER, DAVID 987654321 02 FINANCE
CATSMUR, DAVE 476534978 O2 FINANCE
DEMPSY, STEVE 298674655 O1 ADMINISTRATION
GARMAN, TERRY 111111111 04 ENGINEERING
HILL, SCOTT 222222222 03 ACCOUNTING
HILL, LYNN 555555555 04 ENGINEERING
JONES, REBECCA 666666666 02 FINANCE
MILLER, LISA 333333333 O1 ADMINISTRATION
PORTER, JIMMY 876678876 03 ACCOUNTING
ROUNDTREE, DICK 123245343 O4 ENGINEERING

IlllllIIlllllllllllIIIIIllIllllIllIlllllllllIllIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Figure 6

THE EMPDEPT Relation: A Denormalized Schema
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Broblems with Qenormaljzatjgg

To this point, evidence has been presented which suggests that end-user

success in making ad-hoc database queries may be improved by providing

external schemas in lower level normal forms. Alternatively, however, the

presentation of non-normal schemas may cause difficulties in

conceptualization of the database by the user. The reasons for this

expectation follow.

The formulation of a query can be broken into two major phases. Given an

information objective, the user must first evaluate and restate the objective

in terms of the relations and attributes in the database. Second, the user

must formulate a query that is syntactically and logically correct given the

restated objective (see Figure 7).
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objective: payroll requirements for next month for my dept.

conceptual mapping

V

objective: What is total of salary and fringe benefits fields
in data for employees in the employee file who have not
terms been terminated and who are in department O1?

syntactical mapping

V

query sum salary and fringes in employee where
active="yes" and dept-"Ol" giving result

IIllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Figure 7

Query Formulation Process
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During the first mapping (the conceptual mapping) the user may make an

error in logic or substance. Such an error would result from a misconception

of the schema. During the second mapping the user may make an error in

syntax. This type of error would result from a misunderstanding of the query

language.

Normalized schemas should provide a sounder basis for the conceptual

mapping. This is because a normalized model provides some

representational faithfulness with respect to the real world data it is

modeling. The process of normalization is not merely a mathematical

process; it creates a parallel between database relations and real world

entities. This is of critical importance in data modeling":

An essential part of any application development process is establishing
correspondences between real-world concepts such as "entity" and "attribute"
on the one hand and the constructs of a data model on the other. [By virtue of
this] the state of the real world can be determined (approximately) at any time
by interrogation of the associated model structures... [McGee, 1976].

Normalization is so important to the establishment of entities that when it

is pursued during the initial analysis phase of a database project it is

referred to as entity analysis. It is direct and accurate modeling of real

"Sec also Sundgren (1978).
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world concepts that results in the desirable properties of the resulting

schema. Non-normal forms violate this representational purity by mixing

and/or cannibalizing entities. While this may provide some syntactical

advantage for one class of queries it may also cause conceptual difficulties

to end—users trying to understand and intcract with the database. From a

reductionist’s view also note that as one moves toward a normalized

structure a unique solution is arrived at. The same real world situation can

be modeled in a much larger number of ways by a denormalized structure.

This richness will tend to confuse the modeling and interrogation process

[McGee, 1976]. Based on Codd (1970) one could consider this a loss in the

access independence of the model.

Support for this premise can also be found in the literature on human

information processing. Research in this area has indicated that humans can

increase their capacity for processing by certain coding schemes [Miller,

1956]. This occurs when data is logically organized into familiar blocks.

Durding, Becker, and Gould (1977), for example, note:

When people use computerized data base systems by asking questions or by
modifying the stored information, they must make assumptions about the
organization of the data base. Presumably, the greater the congruity between
the existing organizatipns in the user’s mind for a particular task and the
representation of information by the computer to the user, the easier the
computing system will be to utilize.
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The results of their experiment provided empirical evidence to support this

premise. Since the process of normalization provides more accurate

modeling, it is theoretically justifiable to expect such organization to

enhance the user’s conceptual grasp of the database model.

To illustrate the advantage of the accurate modeling of normal form data

models, consider the employees and departments database previously

discussed. Assume we are using the denormalized schema that pre—joins

these two relations on department number into the relation EMPDEPT.

Assume further that an attribute of EMPDEPT (and DEPARTMENT in the

original base relation) is the annual budget for the department, AnBud.

Now consider the following query.

What is the average annual budget of all the
departments in the company?

There does not exist a one-to-one correspondence between the actual

departments and tuples in any relation of the defined schema‘°. Occurrences

of DEPARTMENT are repeated in the EMPDEPT relation. To answer the

above query it would be necessary to recognize and then eliminate this

‘°Understanding this modeling deficiency is critical to understanding the hypothesized
conceptual disadvantage of denormalized schemas.
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redundancy. One way this could be done is by projecting the joined relation

over the desired attributes including a unique key of DEPARTMENT.

Duplicatc DEPARTMENT tuples can then be eliminated through a selection

on the unique key‘7. At this point the final information can be retrieved with

a function targeting the AnBud field. The query in relational algebra is:

PROJECT EMPDEPT OVER DEPTNAME, ANBUD GIVING TEMP1
SELECT UNIOUE TEMP1 GIVING TEMP2
AVERAGE ANBUD IN TEMP2 GIVING RESULT

The relational algebra necessary given the original base (normalized)

relations is:

AVERAGE ANBUD IN DEPARTMENT GIVING RESULT

For this query then, the normal form data model has a syntactical advantage.

An argument can also be made that a conceptual advantage exists. The one-

to-one correspondence between DEPARTMENT tuples and actual physical

departments should make the query easier to conceptualize. In fact, the

lack of such correspondence in the denormalized relation could easily lead

to improper results. If the user does not have a conceptual understanding

"The exact procedure for reduction depends on the implementation of the relational
"UNIOUE" clause in the query language being used. In Codd’s (1970) original specification
duplicate records were eliminated automatically. Most implementations of the language,
however, make it a user specified option.
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of the pre-joined file he/she may formulate the query:

AVERAGE ANBUD IN EMPDEPT GIVING RESULT

While syntactically correct, this query would provide an incorrect solution.

This would not be obvious since the result of the above query would return

the w_e_igh_t_gd average of the ANBUD attribute (weighted for the number of

times the tuple is duplicated in the joined relation). This type of potentially

undetected error is vastly more dangerous than a syntax error which is

immediately pointed out by the DBMS. The type of query discussed in this

example biases normalized schemas. Queries of this type will be referred to

as normalized class queries in the remainder of this dissertation.

A class of queries can also be identified which has no syntactical bias toward

a particular data model. That is, the syntax required to formulate the query

is no different under either a normalized or denormalized data model. This

occurs when the desired attributes are all part of the relation not redundant

in the denormalized model. To illustrate, let us once again return to the

employee, department database. Consider the following query:

What are the names and social security numbers of all employees?
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The correct query formulation under the denormalized schema and the

normalized schema, respectively, are shown below.

PROJECT EMPDEPT OVER EMPLOYEENAME, SS-NUMBER GIVING RESULT

PROJECT EMPLOYEE OVER EMPLOYEENAME, SS-NUMBER GIVING RESULT

The only difference in the query formulation is identifying the relation which

contains the desired attributes. Thus, no significant difference in syntax

difficulty exists for this type of query. However, the required identification

of the correct relation is a difference that could cause a

particular level of normalization to be preferable. Queries of this type will

be referred to as neutral class in the remainder of this dissertation. Thus,

three classes of queries have been identified for study: denormal bias,

normal bias, and neutral.

For two of the three classes of queries discussed thus far, different schema

normalization levels can be expected to strongly dominate. Ideally then, one

may want to present the user with a schema that contains both the original

base relations and the pre-joined files. This "combir1ed" data model would

allow any particular query to be answered by either formulation (the one

using denormalized relations, or the one using normalized relations). The
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user need only determine which data model is easiest to interrogate given a

particular query. The disadvantage of such a data model would be in the

enormous amount of redundancy present in the various relations. It is

possible that this amount of redundancy may only serve to confuse the user.

It has been noted that improved end-user interfaces with databases can be

achieved by simplifying the external schema being presented. Theoretical

advantages for external schema data models at different levels of

normalization have been discussed in an effort to determine what level of

normalization can be expected to provide the "simpler", easier to use,

schema. The research proposed here is designed to determine if these

advantages in fact exist and under what conditions they are present. Based

on the theory and discussion presented in the last section, the following

primary research question is advanced:

Of normalized, denormalized, or combined normalization
schemas, which one results in the most success when presented
to users formulating ad-hoc queries?

The study examined this question for each of the three classes of queries

(normalized bias, denormalized bias, and neutral) previously identified.

Overall conclusions about the advantages of a particular normalization level
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were limited in this study because the actual mix of query classes in a typical

organization is not addressed. Ott and Horlander (1984) are the only

researchers who have expressed a belief concerning the frequency of

occurrence of different query classes. Their work, however, could not be

employed here because the query classes defined in the two research efforts

did not correspond.

OTHER VARIABLES AFFECTING QUERY SUCCESS

Other variables, in addition to the level of normalization and query class,

can be expected to affect query success. In an experimental setting it is

critical to identify these factors and control, experimentally or statistically,

for their impact. A review of prior research which used query success as a

dependent variable found four such factors: user skill, query complexity,

,schema size, and the query language used. The first three of these variables

, their expected main effects, and also hypothesized interactions with the

level of schema normalization are discussed in the remainder of this

chapter. The query language used is not discussed because it was not varied

in the experiment.
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Llser Skill

Differences in the skill/knowledge levels of computer users have a

significant positive effect on query success [Welty and Stemple, 1981;

Shneiderman, 1978]. Thus, a measure of these differences, prior to

experimental treatments, must be made in order to control for their effects.

In addition, measurement is important to determine if an interaction

between user skill and the schema normalization level exists. It is

hypothesized that the schema normalization level will have less of an impact

on query success for high skilled users than for low skilled users. In fact, it

is possible that highly skilled users will not be affected at all by the

normalization level. That is, they may be able to extract information equally

well from any reasonably organized schema. This expectation is based on

the following reasoning.

Given multiple schemas at different levels of normalization, any query

answerable on one schema is answerable on all schemas. This has been

shown to be true in earlier sections of this chapter for a number of queries

and can be shown in the general case. Relational algebra is complete for

any file in at least first normal form, and in fact, a schema can be moved

from one level of normalization to another through relational algebra.
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However, the same query may be more or less difficult to formulare given

different schema normalization levels. This difference in task difficulty

should affect high skill level users less since the limits of their skills will not

be exceeded as often.

Not surprisingly, query complexity is also a significant variable in query

success. Like user skill, the main effect of increased query complexity on

query success is clear. However, in addition to controlling for this main

effect, researchers have discovered interesting interactions between query

complexity and other variables. Welty and Stemple (1981) found that non-

structured query languages were inferior to structured query languages when

more complex queries were attempted even though no difference between

languages was found for simple queries.

More complex queries involve performing relational operations on multiple

tables (multiple entities) and thus involve higher order relational operators

such as the join, intersection, union, etc. These operations require an even

greater understanding of the relational entities and attributes involved.

Therefore, normal form schemas which more accurately model the entities

involved should demonstrate a greater advantage as query complexity grows.
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Once again, a practical example was found.

To illustrate the increased conceptual complexity of a non-normal form

schema when making a complex query let us add a relation called

PROJECTS to our previous example. PROJECTS, like EMPLOYEE also

contains a foreign key to DEPARTMENT. Thus any given department has

associated with it zero or more projects while any given project is associated

with only one department.

The record size would be unmanageably large if all potential joins in a

multi-file relational system were made. There would also be an equally

large increase in the amount of data redundancy presented to the user.

Thus, it is probably only desirable (and maybe only feasible) to pre-join

selected files [Ott, 1985]. Assume for our example that once again we create

a new schema in which we join EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT. The

denormalized schema is now made up of two relations, EMPDEPT and

PROJECTS. Each tuple in EMPDEPT represents an employee (but also

contains some department data). Each tuple in the PROJECTS relation

represents a project. Thus, despite some redundant department data in the

EMPDEPT relation, we still have meaningful tuples. However, the

relationship between EMPDEPT and PROJECTS will now be many-to-many.
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Relational algebra can be used to join files with a many-to—many

relationship but the resulting entity is conceptually meaninglessw. A

problem occurs if the user does not realize that employee and project

information cannot be joined in this way. The conceptually meaningful join

of PROJECTS and DEPARTMENTS can still be created, but only by first

decomposing the joined relation into its original base relations, something

that may be difficult for a novice to realize and accomplish. A

decomposition would not be necessary with the normalized schema. lt is the

belief of the author that the intricacies of this multi-entity problem are

much more difficult to identify and overcome than those discussed earlier.

Thus, as the complexity of a query grows, the conceptual advantage of the

normalized schema should increase.

A final factor to consider is schema size. It is hypothesized that the

conceptual advantage provided by normalized schemas is more important

when accessing larger schemas. This is due to the increased amount of

filtering that has to be done by the user to locate the correct relations and

“It
is possible in data modeling for a many—to-many relationship to exist. In a relational

model representation, however, such a relationship indicates an entity is missing from the model
or, as in the above case, the foreign-key mapping is nonsensical (Sweet, 1985). In fact, in the
absence of a dependency between employee and projects the resulting relation is now in
violation of fourth normal form.
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data elements. A large database can contain dozens of files, thousands of

data elements, and hundreds of potential relationships between elements.

Successful navigation and manipulation of a schema of this size will not

occur unless the user understands the schema design.

In addition to the primary research question then, based on the previous

discussion of key variables, the following secondary research questions are

advanced:

2. What effect does user skill have on the
advantages or disadvantages of different
normalization levels?

3. What effect does query complexity have on the
advantages or disadvantages of different normalization
levels?

4. What effect does schema size have on the
advantages or disadvantages of different
normalization levels?

In the next chapter the variables discussed will be operationalized and these

research questions will be restated as testable statistical hypotheses.
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III

METHODOLOGY

AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

INTRODUCTION

In Chapter II, an experiment was suggested which would help to determine

the actual advantages and/or disadvantages of using lower level normal

forms in external database schemas. The purpose of this chapter is to

explain how the actual experimentwas constructed and then conducted. This

chapter includes a discussion of the subjects used in the study and the

instructions they received, a discussion of the operational definitions of the

variables, a discussion of the actual test instrument, and a formal statement

of testable hypotheses. The reader is also referred to the seven appendices

of the dissertation where a copy of the various parts of the t€St instrument

(including the implemented query language) are found.
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Experiments have been a frequently used and successful method of

conducting empirical research in information systems. This experiment is

partially modeled after several earlier studies involving database systems

[Vassiliou et al., 1983; Welty and Stemple, 1981]. While the aforementioned

studies were interested in determining differences in query success caused

by competing query languages, many of the same variables, measurement

scales, and techniques were employed for this research. Some of the

research design was also based on Shneiderman (1981) who described,

generally, the variables and measurement scales important to human/

database studies.

The lab experiment involved measuring the query success of 145 subjects

attempting to formulate a set of six queries. All subjects used the same

query language, however, the normalization level of the relational database

being accessing was not the same for all subjects. Experimental and

statistical controls were used to isolate the effects of other significant

variables (user skill, query complexity, query class, and schema size). Thus,

differences in query success found between groups were attributed to

differences in the normalization level of the experimental treatments.
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Subjects for the experiment initially consisted of 145 undergraduate business

majors. Students have been used in a number of other database access

studies [Shneiderman, 1978; Vassiliou et al, 1983; Welty and Stemple, 1981]

and appear to be good surrogates for database users. This was particularly

true for this study since it was the database interactions of end-users and not

data processing professionals that was of interest. It was expected, and later

confirmed, that the ability of these students to make database queries (the

SKILL variable) would be normally distributed. A reward scheme to

encourage both participation and performance was devised. Subjects were

motivated through the combination of a lottery and extra credit points. A

better performance on the test instrument increased the subjects chances of

being drawn as one of the lottery winners. Subjects who were non-responsive

during the experiment (showed up but didn’t adequately participate) or who

gave obviously bogus responses were excluded from the lottery, extra credit

points, and the subsequent analysis of results. Data for two of the subjects

were unusable for these reasons.

Administration of tho instrnmgnt

The experiment was given eleven times over the course of two weekends. A
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number of controls were used to prevent subjects from communicating

critical material to each other. First, each of the students signed a pledge

which explained the importance of not communicating the details of the

instrument to their classmates. Second, the purpose of the study was not

revealed to the students until after all subjects had received the instrument.

Finally, the pretest of user skill for each subject was administered

immediately prior to the actual instrument. This insured that any increase

in skill level that might have occurred due to communication with earlier

subjects was included as part of the base skill level for that subject and

hence controlled for.

The experiment was conducted in a university microcomputer lab. All

machines in the lab were equipped with 60 to 85 millisecond random access

hard drives and eight Mhz processors. Thus, no significant difference in user

response time existed for any of the systems used. Each lab session was one

hour and fifty minutes long. A lesson plan (Appendix A) which was passed

out to the subjects was strictly adhered to. This insured that each group of

subjects received identical instructions.

The first hour was devoted to a lecture divided between the concept of a

relation and the syntax of the query language used. Like a number of
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textbooks (e.g. Date, 1977) the term "data table" or "data file" was used in

the lecture to describe a relational file. Normalization, per say, was not

discussed during the session. However, the concepts of joining and

decomposing data tables (using the JOIN command and the UNIQUE

qualifier, respectively) were studied. The lecture included "hands·on" use

of the retrieval language by making queries on a database which included

relations at different levels of normalization. Equal time and emphasis was

given to both joins and decompositions.

After the lecture was completed, subjects were asked to test their newly

gained skills by formulating eight queries on the same database that had

been used during the lecture. Fifteen minutes were allowed for this task.

Each subject’s performance on the test was used as a baseline skill level.

Finally, in the last thirty-five minutes, the students were asked to make six

queries on a new database. This constituted the actual tCSt instrument.

The query language used for the experiment was a SQL·like‘° query language

written specifically for the study. The system consists of only seven

‘°SQL (Structured Query Language) is rapidly becoming the standard language for relational
databases. The query language used in this experiment uses a similar select command. It does,
however, implement the relational JOIN as a separate command instead of using a sub-clause.
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commands and was designed to be easy to use. The appropriate command

is selected from a menu. The user is then presented (on screen) with the

general syntax of the command. The user must then type in the command at

the bottom of the screen (with the syntax still in view on the top half). The

command menu and an example command screen are shown in Figures 8 and

9, respectively. All seven commands and their syntax are presented in

Appendix D. The query language program itself is contained in Appendix

F while a description of the validation of the program is contained in

Appendix G.

The custom query language approach provided several advantages over using

a commercial DBMS. First, it was possible to train subjects very quickly

because of the simplicity of the language. Second, the environment was

made available to a large subject group at a minimum cost. Providing a

large number of copies of a microcomputer database would be very

expensive. Alternately, there was no mainframe database available that was

considered friendly enough to train a large number of subjects in quickly.

Lastly, the system recorded all commands typed by the subject, a syntax error

return code for each command, and the time elapsed between commands.

This allowed a careful analysis of over five thousand user queries to be

performed in the months subsequent to the experiment.
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COMMAND MENU

[FILES ] list the files in the database
[SIRQQIQRL] examine the structure of a database file
[DISPLAY ] display selected fields of a database file
[SELECT ] create a subset of a database file
[JOIN ] join two files on a common field
[COUNT ] count the records in a file
[SUM ] sum a numeric field for all or selected records
[DELETE ] delete a database file
[RETRY ] make changes to previous query
[QUIT ] quit and return to dos

***** PLEASE SELECT A COMMAND FROM THE MENU ******

IlllllIllllIllllIllIllIIllIIIIllIllIllIllIllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Figure 8

The Command Menu

For the Test Query Language

llllllllllIllllllllllllllIIlIlIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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**** SYNTAX OF SUM COMMAND ****

SUM <fie1dname> IN <filename> [FOR <condition>]

where:

<filename> should be replaced with an existing file name.
<fieldname> should be replaced with a field name from the

corresponding file.
<condition> should be replaced with a phrase of syntax:

<fieldname> <comparator> <value>
<comparator> is = < > >= <- or <>
<value> is replaced with the value for comparison.

L---- User commands were entered into this area.

IlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIlllllllIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Figure 9

A Sample Command Screen

From the Test Query Language

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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One other alternative considered was to have students respond to the queries

in a classroom using paper and pencil. This method has been used by

several earlier researchers including Welty and Stemple (1981). It was

decided, however, that actual interactions with the computer system were a

necessary realism in this experiment. This indeed proved to be important as

later analysis revealed that coding a users first attempt at a query would

have led to significantly different results than coding their final attempt.

The query language provided adequate feedback on syntax errors for most

users to correct them. This is reflective of a real world environment where

the final result and not the first attempt of a query is the chief concern, and

where users have the chance to correct errors detected by the DBMS.

The database used for the pretest of user skills contained relations for a

trucking company (see Appendix E). The database of the actual instrument

contained relations for a sales and order tracking system. A data dictionary

was provided for each database used during the experiment (see Appendices

B and E). The data dictionary acted as a map to the database. All relations,

attributes and keys were fully described in the data dictionary.
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File sizes were kept between 25 and 200 records per file. This was large

enough to prevent manual processing of the data to answer queries. At the

same time, file sizes were small enough to hold system response time to a

minimum.

THE MODEL

The following general model was used for the experiment:

SUCCESS = > f(SNL, SIZE, CLASS, SKILL, COMPLEX)

where:
SUCCESS is query success
SNL is schema normalization level
SIZE is schema size
CLASS is query class (perceived bias)
SKILL is subject skill level
COMPLEX is query complexity

Three different normalization levels, each of which was tested under two

levels of schema size, resulted in a two by three matrix of researcher

controlled treatment groups. These six treatments are shown in Figure 10.
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SCHEMA SIZE

Small Large

Denormalized Data Model Data Model
(DS) (DL)

S
N Normalized Data Model Data Model
L (NS) (NL)

Combined Data Model Data Model
(CS) (CL)

IIIIIIlllllllllIIllllIlllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllll

Figure 10

Researcher Controlled Between-Subject Treatments
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The normalized schemas (NS and NL) presented the database in fourth

normal form". All functional dependencies were maintained by the fourth

normal form schemas and a set of joins existed which would make them

identical to their denormalized counterparts. Thus, the underlying data and

data relationships were identical under each normalization level. The

denormalized schemas (DS and DL) contained a number of relations that

were held to second normal form. The third "combined" schemas (CS and

CL) included both the base relations from the normalized schema as well as

the pre-joined relations from the denormalized schema.

The manipulation of schema size was as follows. The three small schemas

held the necessary information to answer all queries that were made by the

subjects. The larger data models were presented at the same level of

normalization but had additional relations and attributes added to the data

model. The additional relations and attributes were in no way necessary or

useful for answering the proposed queries. They simply added to the

conceptual complexity from which the subjects had to extract information.

The large schema data models entailed approximately ten to fifteen relations

and two-hundred total attributes. The small data models entailed about two

‘°The relations also complied with the rules of fifth normal form. However, the constructs
of fifth normal form do not come into play in the transformation of the database to the
denormalized form.
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to four relations with twenty total attributes. The six schemas are presented

in their entirety in Appendix B.

The bias of particular classes of queries toward a given level of schema

normalization has been demonstrated. This presented a potential source of

researcher bias since the researcher was creating both the data models being

tested and the queries made. It was impossible to create either a randomly

biased set of queries or a set of queries reflective of the class mix in a typical

organization. Therefore, query class was identified and experimentally

controlled.

All subjects were requested to formulate the same set of six queries. The

data elements necessary to answer all six queries were present in all six data

models. However, two of the queries were of the class previously

demonstrated to syntactically bias the normal form data models, two were

of a class that biased the denormalized data models and two were neutral in

their syntactical bias. A separate statistical analysis was run for each of

these three types of queries. Between—group variance in query success not

explained by the preconceived bias of that class was attributed to differences

in schema conceptualization. A listing of the six queries and their expected
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bias is provided in Appendix C. The order of the six queries was randomized

from subject to subject to partial out order effects.

Two levels of query complexity are tested in the experiment: "easy" and

"difficult". The classification is based on the number of entities involved in

the query. Prior research has used the necessary relational operators as a

significant measure of query complexity [Shneiderman, 1978]. This could not

be done for this study, however, because the necessary operators vary

depending on the schema being interrogated. In actuality, both levels of

complexity tested represented relatively simple queries. Novice users have

little success in making complex queries [Hendrix, 1978; Welty, 1981]. The

level of query difficulty chosen for the study was reduced slightly after an

initial pretest of the instrument. This was necessary to bring the population

variance onto the defined measurement scales of the dependent variable.

As discussed in Chapter 2, skill and knowledge level differences between

subjects can strongly affect query success. The exact variable or variables

to measure, however, is unclear. General intellect level as measured by

grade point average or SAT scores, experience as measured by computer and
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information system classes taken, year in school, or number of hours of

experience with a DBMS are all items which could be expected to effect

query success. Whether a student owned his/her own computer, or had

reasonable typing skills are additional examples of possible subject

differences. Undoubtedly, other variables could be identified as well.

Rather than try to explicitly control for the impact of all of these variables

a pretest of query ability using the study retrieval language was performed

after the training session but before the actual test instrument was given.

This served as a baseline which implicitly reflected all user skills and

experiences.

Subject skills were measured on a continuous scale (0 to 32) by scoring their

performance on eight queries. For the statistical tests, however, the subjects

were broken into quartiles. This was necessary due to a significant

interaction with the schema normalization level (discussed in Chapter 4)

which prevented the use of skill level as a continuous form covariate. The

pretest of user skills included selection, projection, join, decomposition, and

special function operations and a variety of query complexity levels. The

main effect of user skill is documented and served as a validation check in

the study to insure that user skill was measured correctly.
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Query Success 1§LlQQE§§); lhe Qependent yariable

Two mappings were previously defined that roughly describe the query

formulation process (see Figure 7)". The potential errors from these

mappings have been identified in a scale originally employed by Reisner

[1977] and subsequently used in a number of other studies. The version

shown in Figure 11 is a modification developed by Welty and Stemple [1981].

The scale is based on the severity of the error made but also provides an

error classification scheme which provides an understanding of why query

success is not being realized. In this study, a point system based on the

Welty and Stemple scale was used to create two scores for each subject.

The first score was a syntax error score based on the following:

no syntax error = 0 pts
minor syntax error = 1 pts
major syntax error = 2 pts

The second score was a conceptual error score based on the following.

no conceptual error = 0 pts
minor conceptual error = 1 pts
major conceptual error = 2 pts

"A protocol analysis to determine the exact formulation process of novices and experts
would be of great help to research in this area.
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Correct: the solution was completely correct
(syntax error= 0, conceptual error=0)

Minor language error: the solution was basically correct but had a small error that
would be found by a reasonably good translator.
(syntax error= 1, conceptual error=0)

Minor Operand error: the solution has a minor error in its data specification,
pcrhaps a misspelled column name.
(syntax error= 1, conceptual error=0)

Minor Substance error: the solution yields a result that is not quite correct but its
incorrectncss is due to the statement of the problem.
(syntax error= 0, conceptual error= 1)

Correctable: the solution is wrong but correctable by a good compiler.
(syntax error= 1 or conceptual error= 1)

Major substance error: the query is syntactically correct but answers a different
question than the one specified.
(syntax error= 0, conceptual error=2)

Major language error: a major error in the syntax (form)of the language has been
made.
(syntax error= 2, conceptual error=0)

Incomplete: incomplete query.
(syntax error= 2, conceptual error=2)

Unattempted: no solution was attempted.
(syntax error= 2, conceptual error=2)

Figure 11

Types of Query Formulation Errors
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The syntax error and conceptual error score assigried to each of the Welty

and Stemple categories is given in parentheses below each item in Figure 11.

The score for any particular query is the score for the last attempt by that

subject.

Query success was also measured in one other way: the time needed to

answer a query. This time was captured by the DBMS used. Time has

proven to be a significant variable in many studies on information overload

and filtering [Casey, 1982; Ashton, 1974; Barefield, 1972] even when

solution accuracy may not have been.

HYPOTHESES AND STATISTICAL TESTS

Four independent variables- schema normalization level (SNL), schema

size (SIZE), query complexity (COMPLEX),and user skill (SKILL) made up

the core of the univariate experimental design in this study. Schema

normalization level, schema size, and query complexity are categorical

variables which were controlled by the researcher. Of these three, schema

form and schema size were crossed between subject while query complexity

was a repeated measure within cells. User skill is a continuous biological

variable which was converted to a discrete variable because of significant
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interactions with other independent variableszz. Thus, the basic factorial

design was a 3x2x4 with repeated measures on query complexity for each of

the resulting twenty-four cells (see Figure 12).

In addition to the four independent variables in the main factorial design,

there is one other independent variable, query class (CLASS). Query class

was analyzed by running the statistical test separately for each of the three

classifications of this variable. As discussed earlier, a single combined

analysis would have little merit because overall query success achieved by

the three classes of queries would be greatly effected by the mix of the three

types. In reality, this mix is not known, and probably not stable from

company to company. Three different measures of the dependent variable,

query success were used. These included a syntax error score (SERROR),

a conceptual error score (CERROR), and a completion time score (TIME).

Each of these were also analyzed using a separate statistical test of the main

design. Thus, nine separate analyses were run as shown in Figure 13. Post-

hoc univariate tests are reported because a multivariate test revealed no

significant correlation between dependent variables not already explained

by the independent variables in the model. Because of slightly unequal cell

sizes, a general linear model (GLM) was used which provides a regression

approach to analysis of variance. The general linear model is relatively

insensitive to differences in cell sizes.

”’I‘he homogeneity of slope of regression assumption of the general linear model is violated.
The conversion of skill from a covariate to a class variable allows each skill level to be dummy
coded and contribute separate estimates to the model.
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Figure 12

The 3x2x4 Factorial Design
(with query complexity and query class crossed within cells)
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QUERY SUCCESS MEASURE

Conceptual Syntax Time
Error Error Score
Score Score

Q Neutral
U Biased GLM l GLM 4 GLM 7
E Queries
R
Y Denormal

Biased GLM 2 GLM 5 GLM 8
C queries
L
A Normal
S Biased GLM 3 GLM 6 GLM 9
S Queries

IlllIllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Figure 13

Runs of the General Linear Model
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The output from each GLM run furnished the main effects of schema

normalization level (SNL), query complexity (COMPLEX), user skill

(SKILL), and schema size (SIZE) on query success. Also provided by the

statistical model were the two-way interactions of interest between SNL and

the remaining independent variables. The F-test was used to determine the

overall significance of these effects after which the hypothesized contrasts

were compared.

Given this statistical model, the four research questions stated earlier were

restated and tested as the following hypotheses:

H10: no difference in mean query success scores between
normalized, denormalized and combined schemas (u,... =
p.,... = u.,...)

H20: no difference in the main effects expressed in H10
between low skilled and high skilled users

0 for all j,
j’,

l, l’)

H30: no difference in the main effects expressed in H10
between simple and difficult queries
(u,..„, — p.j...,„ - p.0..„,. + u0...,„. = 0 for all j,

j’,
m,

m’)

H40: no difference in the main effects expressed in H10
between the large and small schema groups

0 for all j,
j’,

k, k’)

Where j = 1 to 3 are the schema normalization levels
k = 1 to 2 are the two schema sizes
l = 1 to 4 are the four skill levels
m = 1 to 2 are the two levels of query complexity
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and

1.1,,,,,, = the mean for the treatment group with schema
form j, schema size k, user skill l, and query
complexity m.

The alternates to the null form , presented below, indicate the hypothesized

direction of the individual comparisons.

H1,,: For normalized class queries p.„ = pc > p.,,
For denormalized class queries p.„ = pc > u„
For neutral class queries p.„ = pc > ul,

where N is the Normalized Schema
D is the Denormalized Schema
C is the Combined Schema

and the mean reports the level of query success.

HZA: Greater normalization level effects for low skilled users than
for high skilled users.

H3,,: Greater normalization level effects for high complexity queries
than for low complexity queries.

H4,,: Greater normalization level effects for large schemas than for
small schemas.

The results of these statistical tests are presented in the next chapter.
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IV

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter contains the results of the statistical tests on the one primary

and three secondary research hypotheses. As discussed in Chapter III, a

general linear model (GLM) was employed to detect differences between

treatment groups. Overall tests of significance as well as individual T-tests

for pre-planned comparisons are reported in this chapter. The chapter is

divided into four main sections. First, the subject response rate and

corresponding treatment cell sizes are presented. Second, the overall

significance of the statistical models are reported. Third, the tests of the

primary research hypothesis are given. Finally, the tests of the secondary

research hypotheses (interaction effects) are given.
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INSTRUMENT RESPONSE

The six experimental queries were presented in a random order to 143

subjects. A sample size of 858 would have resulted if every subject had

responded to every query. In actuality, subjects responded to approximately

five of the six queries (83%), producing a sample population of 706 query

attempts. Each attempt was represented by an average of seven retrieval

language commands. Thus, approximately 5,000 commands were collected

and analyzed. As shown in Figure 14, primary treatment cell sizes were

approximately equal because of the random ordering of queries on individual

subject instruments. Figure 14 reports cell sizes for all treatments except

skill level which was originally measured as a continuous variable. The

vertical axis of the table in Figure 14 contains all combinations of the

schema size and normalization level. The horizontal axis contains all

combinations of query complexity and query class“’.

The random assignment of user skill levels to treatment groups produced

groups of essentially the same skill level. The skill levels of the different

experimental treatments are shown in Figure 15.

"Questions 1, 3 and 5 were of low complexity. Questions 2, 4 and 6 were of high complexity.
Questions 1 and 2 were of the class shown to be neutral in syntactical bias. Questions 3 and 4
were from the class that was expected to bias denormalized schemas. Questions 5 and 6 were
from the class that was expected to bias normalized schemas.
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QUESTION

. #1 #3 TOTAL POSSIBLE

CL 21 E 118 150
CS 22 22 16 16

¤
123 150

S DL 22 19 16 21 22
¤

120 144
ä DS 22 18 19 17 21 117 144

NL 17 18 18 19
¤

112 126
A
E 19 20 15 22 116 144

E 123 130 706 858
POS. 143 143 143 143 143 143 858

Figure 14

SUBJECTS RESPONDING BY TREATMENT AND QUERY
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Experimental Average Skill Level Average Skill Level
Treatment (original 0-32 scale) Quartile Scale

CL Subjects given the 17.64
large conbined schema

CS Subjects given the 18.76 2.51
small combined schema

DL Subjects given the 18.82 2.48
large denormalized schema

Subject given the 20.38 2.74
small denormalized schema

NL Subjects given the 20.74 2.71
large normalized schema

Subjects given the 18.35 2.25
small normalized schema

C Subjects given the 18.21 2.39
conbined schena

Subjects given the 19.59 2.61
denormalized treatnent

Subjects given the 19.53
normalized treatment

IIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIFigure

15

User Skill Levels by Treatment

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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The skill levels reported in Figure 15 include both the original continuous

variable (0 to 32 scale) and the four level stratification. The additional four

level variable increased the number of cells from the 36 shown in Figure 14

to 144. Observations existed for all 144 cells. Cell sizes ranged from 1 to

10 for all cells and from 2 to 9 for 138 of the cells.

OVERALL MODEL SIGNIFICANCE

In this section, the analysis of variance for each of the nine runs of the

general linear model are presented. Recall that separate analyses were

performed for each combination of query class and query success (see Figure

13, page 67). In general, the nine models had good explanatory power with

R-squares between 32% and 52% for seven of the nine. The ensuant

discussion of the individual effects of the model refer to the type III sum of

squares which is independent of cell size differences and model order

effects.

The overall model of conceptual formulation errors had the most

explanatory power of the three measures for query success examined in the
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study. R-squares of 52%, 46% and 46% for neutral class, denormalized

class, and normalized class queries, respectively, were found. The analysis

of variance for these three runs of the general linear model are shown in

Figure 16, Figure 17, and Figure 18. As seen in these figures, user skill was

by far the dominant effect in the model, being significant at alpha levels

beyond .0001.

For neutral queries, the complexity of the query and the user’s skill were the

only two significant effects at the alpha=.05 level. Denormalized class

queries also found user skill and query complexity to be significant. In

addition, the schema normalization level and an interaction effect between

schema normalization level and the query complexity were significant at

alpha= .05. Finally, the analysis of normalized class queries found user skill,

schema normalization level, and an interaction effect between schema

normalization level and user skill to be significant. A schema normalization

level * query complexity interaction reported a significance level of .08.

Query complexity alone, however, was not significant at all. The possible

reasons for this are discussed in the fourth section of this chapter.
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SOURCE DF SUH OF SQUARES HAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F R-SQUAREC.V.

IODEL 17 91.01711790 5.35394811 14.10 0.0001 0.51698574.1820

ERROR 224 85.0366011l 0.37962768 ROOT HSE CERRORIEAN

CORRECTED TOTAL 241 176.05371901 0.616139340.83057851

SOURCE DF TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F DF TYPE III SS F VALUE PR >F

SRL 2 0.99894009 1.32 0.2704 2 0.02313329 0.030.9700
COHTLEX 1 55.34555928 145.79 0.0001 1 58.04634313 152.900.0001
SKILL 3 30.27109865 26.58 0.0001 3 27.92710452 24.520.0001
SIZE 1 1.23080456 3.24 0.0731 1 1.26918722 3.340.0688
SlL*SIZE 2 0.13747749 0.18 0.8345 2 0.29477889 0.390.6787
Sl*SKILL 6 2.10590719 0.92 0.4780 6 2.13812185 0.940.4680
SNL*COlPLEX 2 0.92733064 1.22 0.2968 2 0.92733064 1.220.2968

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllll

Figure 16

Conceptual Errors When Making Neutral Class Queries
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SAS GENERAL LINEAR IDDELS PROCEDURE

COHCEPTUAL ERRORS WHB4 HAKIRG UERORHALIZH) CLASS (NEUES

DEP l•
VARIABLE: CERROR

SOURCE OF SUI4 OF SOUARES MEA! SQUARE E VALUE PR > P R-SQUARE C.V.

MDEL 17 81.60962205 4.80056600 10.48 0.0001 0.463879 66.4782

ERROR 206 94.31894938 0.45785898 ROOT ISE CERROR [EAN

CORRECTED MAL 223 175.92857l43 0.67665277 1.01785714

SOURCE DF TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F DF TYPE III SS F VALUE PR > F

SKL 2 4.71756446 5.15 0.0066 2 3.33995424 3.65 0.0278
CGZPLEX 1 16.85433773 36.81 0.0001 1 15.0303979l 32.83 0.0001
SKILL 3 53.77633127 39.15 0.0001 3 S2.33296004 38.10 0.0001
SIZE 1 0.00024314 0.00 0.9816 1 0.00232175 0.01 0.9433
SHL*SIZE 2 0.91327673 1.00 0.3706 2 0.82188248 0.90 0.4092
SRL*SK1LL 6 2.30327395 0.84 0.5415 6 2.26699775 0.83 0.5515
S1lL*C(HPLEX 2 3.04459479 3.32 0.0379 2 3.04459479 3.32 0.0379

Figure 17

Conceptual Errors When Making Denormalized Class queries
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SOURCE DF SUH OF SQUARES IEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F R-SQUAREC.V.

HODEL 17 93.51073410 5.50063142 11.27 0.0001 0.46326854.7906

ERROR 222 108.33926590 0.48801471 ROOT HSE CERRORIEAN

CORECTE0 TOTAL 239 201.85000000 0.698580501.27500000

SOURCE DF TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F 0F TYPE III SS F VALUE PR >F

SRL 2 60.05158619 61.53 0.0001 2 S0.09647664 51.330.0001
COIPLEX 1 0.27044585 0.55 0.4574 1 0.36797837 0.750.3861
SKILL 3 18.30560042 12.50 0.0001 3 18.20246357 12.430.0001
SIZE 1 0.42702084 0.88 0.3506 1 0.73424075 1.500.2213
SIL*SIZE 2 1.28309772 1.31 0.2707 2 0.79803196 0.820.4428
Sl*SKILL 6 10.73403838 3.67 0.0017 6 10.80245166 3.690.0016
SlL*COlLEX 2 2.43894470 2.50 0.0845 2 2.43894470 2.500.0845

IIIIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllll

Figure 18

Conceptual Errers When Making Normalized Class Queries
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Size was generally insignificant in the model. The mean differences were in

the correct direction but their was insufficient power to attribute these

differences to anything other than chance. It is believed that the

manipulation of this variable in the experiment was not dramatic enough.

R-squares for neutral, denormalized, and normalized class queries were

32%, 39%, and 40%, respectively. The analysis of variance for these three

runs of the general linear model are shown in Figure 19, Figure 20 and

Figure 21. For the neutral class of queries, query complexity and user skill

were the only two significant effects. Query complexity, user skill, and an

interaction effect between schema normalization level and skill were the

significant effects found when formulating denormalized class queries.

Finally, for the normalized class queries, the schema normalization level,

user skill and, again, a SKILL *SNL interaction were found to be significant

at alpha= .05. The query complexity of normalized class queries (as was the

case for the model measuring conceptual errors) was not significant.
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SAS GENERAL LINEAR IHIEIS PRIXIEDURE

SYNTAX ERRORS WHH4 HAKING NEUTRAL CLASS QUERIES

DEPENDENT VARIABLE: SERROR

SOURCE UF SU!4 OF SQUARES HEAN SQUARE E VALUE PR > F R·SQUARE C.V.

IODKL 17 49.96249619 2.93897036 6.21 0.0001 0.320272 151.3660

ERROR 224 106.03750381 0.47338171 ROOT HSE SERROR HEAN

CORRECTED TOTAL 241 156.00000000 0.68802741 0.45454545

SOURCE DF TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F DF TYPE III SS E VALUE PR > F

SNL 2 3.26397662 3.45 0.0335 2 1.53588367 1.62 0.1998
CGPLEX 1 7.58506645 16.02 0.0001 1 8.38455360 17.71 0.0001
SKILL 3 36.1549186E 25.46 0.0001 3 34.32685970 24.17 0.0001
SIZE 1 0.73046129 1.54 0.2155 1 0.75109894 1.59 0.2091
S1lL*SIZE 2 0.84714989 0.89 0.4102 2 1.04580422 1.10 0.3331
S14L*SKILL 6 1.24406392 0.44 0.8530 6 1.25112508 0.44 0.8512
SNIJCGPLEX 2 0.13685933 0.14 0.8655 2 0.13685933 0.14 0.8655

Figure 19

Syntax Errors When Making Neutral Class Queries
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SAS GENERAL LINEAR HODELS PROCEDURE

SYNTAX ERRORS WEB! HAKING DHIORNALIZ CLASS QUHIIES

DEPENDENT VARIABLE: SERROR

SOURCE DF SUN OF SQUARES AEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > E R-SQUARE C.V.

IODEL 17 66.17641829 3.89273049 7.63 0.0001 0.386522 116.7502

ERROR 206 105.03340314 0.50987089 ROOT NSE SERROR HEAN

CORRECTED TOTAL 223 171.20982143 0.71405244 0.61160714

SOURCE DF TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > E DF TYPE III SS F VALUE PR > F

SNL 2 1.46973010 1.44 0.2390 2 0.28230369 0.28 0.7585
CGIPLEX 1 5.62682463 11.04 0.0011 1 4.69208758 9.20 0.0027
SKILL 3 49.41646748 32.31 0.0001 3 47.85559756 31.29 0.0001
SIZE 1 0.06391380 0.13 0.7237 1 0.09951787 0.20 0.6591
SNL*SIZE 2 0.53752001 0.53 0.5911 2 0.94277130 0.92 0.3984
SNL*SKII.L 6 8.33686564 2.73 0.0144 6 8.19414023 2.68 0.0159
SNL*ClIPLEX 2 0.72509663 0.71 0.4923 2 0.72509663 0.71 0.4923

Figure 20

Syntax Errors When Making Denormalized Class Queries
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SAS GENERAL LIREAR HODHS PROCEDURE

SYHTAX ERRORS WHH4 HAKIRG NORHALIZ CLASS QUERIES

DEPHIDERT VARIABLE: SERROR

SOURCE DF SU! OF SQUARE HEAR SQUARE F VALUE PR > F R·SQUARE C.V.

NDH. 17 62.83821632 3.69636567 8.83 0.0001 0.403499 138.6159

ERROR 222 92.8951170l 0.41844647 R(X)T HSE SERROR HEAN

CORRECTED
T‘O'1‘AL

239 155.73333333 0.64687439 0.46666667

SOURCE DF TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F DF TYPE III SS E VALUE PR > E

SRL 2 2.09713822 2.51 0.0839 2 0.37106960 0.44 0.6424
CGPLEX 1 0.03734575 0.09 0.7654 1 0.02212913 0.05 0.8183
SKILL 3 58.10075027 46.28 0.0001 3 54.93247731 43.76 0.0001
SIZE 1 0.00137613 0.00 0.9543 1 0.00563290 0.01 0.9077
SlLL*SIZE 2 0.92877248 1.11 0.3315 2 0.73140912 0.87 0.4187
SHL*SKII.L 6 1.33760236 0.53 0.7831 6 1.36835809 0.55 0.7736
SNUCEHPLEX 2 0.33523110 0.40 0.6704 2 0.33523110 0.40 0.6704

Figure 21

Syntax Errors When Making Normalized Class Queries
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The three models measuring query formulation time held less explanatory

power than those measuring conceptual and syntax errors. Formulation time

was the time between queries minus system response time. R-squares for

neutral class, denormalized class, and normalized class queries were 29%,

17%, and 15%, respectively. The analysis of variance for these three runs

of the general linear model are presented in Figures 22, 23, and 24.

As was the case for conceptual errors and syntax errors, the only two

significant effects at alpha = .05, for neutral class queries, were user skill and

query complexity. Again, both of these effects were strong, being significant

beyond alpha= .002. The SNL *SKILL interaction found to be significant in

several of the other models reported an alpha level of .11. The formulation

of denormalized queries generated significant effects for user skill, query

complexity and the SNL *SKILL interaction. Finally, the model examining

normalized class queries found user skill, and query complexity to be

significant.

Thus, although the R-squares varied somewhat between the nine models, the

significant effects were similar. Skill level, query complexity, schema

normalization level, and an interaction effect between skill and the schema

normalization level were the key variables in the models.
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MHMHTHMßH:HH

SOURCE DF SUH OF SQUARES HEAR SQUARE F VALUE PR > E R-SQUARE C.V.

MDEL 17 1587839.27351233 93402.31020661 5.47 0.0001 0.293423 62.7642

HIROR 224 3823587.44136370 17069.58679180 11(XJT HSE TIHE HEAN

CORRECTED TOTAL 241 5411426.71487603 130.65062875208.16115702

SOURCE DF TYPE I SS E VALUE PR > E DF TYPE III SS F VALUE PR >E

SRL 2 2896.54919311 0.08 0.9187 2 22134.71523777 0.650.5239
COITLEX 1 994184.78443014 58.24 0.0001 1 1008740.4293898O 59.100.0001
SKILL 3 265657.29701326 5.19 0.0017 3 266690.23986280 5.210.0017
SIZE 1 57643.71765784 3.38 0.0674 1 39533.22097060 2.320.1295
SIL*SIZE 2 72573.60219802 2.13 0.1217 2 59179.32377837 1.730.1790
SIL*SKILL 6 177995.54131095 1.74 0.1132 6 180820.96079555 1.770.1072
SRL*COlPLEX 2 16887.78170902 0.49 0.6104 2 16887.78170902 0.490.6104

IllIIIIIIllIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllll

Figure 22

Time Required to Formulate Neutral Class Queries
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MHEHT%HßE:HH

SOURCE DF SUR OF SQUARES IEAH SQUARE F VALUE PR > F R-SQUAREC.V.

IOOEL 17 l605183.99468362 94422.58792257 2.48 0.0014 0.16974260.6270

ERROR 206 7851402.96513782 38113.60662688 R(X}T HSE TIME HEAR

CORRECTED TOTAL 223 9456586.95982143 195.22706428322.01339286

SOURCE DF TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > E DF TYPE III SS F VALUE PR >F

SRL 2 172590.02857413 2.26 0.1065 2 179562.42253013 2.360.0974
COIPLEX 1 11988I7.24535081 31.45 0.0001 1 1133047.69678448 29.730.0001
SKILL 3 48635.79669499 0.43 0.7350 3 44568.91646152 0.390.7605
SIZE 1 24809.39340995 0.65 0.4207 1 32805.l8721312 0.860.3546
SIL*5IZE 2 26611.18395759 0.35 0.7057 2 41817.70966521 0.550.5786
SIL*SKILL 6 91574.23547541 0.40 0.8782 6 93753.59281433 0.410.8719
SI*COlPLEX 2 42146.11l22074 0.55 0.5761 2 42146.11l22074 0.550.5761

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllll

Figure 23

Time Required to Formulate Denormalized Class Queries

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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SAS GENERAL LIMEAR MODEIS PIMXZEDURE

TIME REQUIRED TO FOIHULATE IIORMALIZ CLASS QUHIIES

DEPEIIDENT VARIABLE: TIME

SOURCE DP SUM OF SOUARES MEAN SWARE E VALUE PR > F R·SQUARE C.V.

H)DEL 17 1017318.10842320 59842.24167195 2.38 0.0021 0.154295 69.8128

ERROR 222 5576004.85407680 25117.13898233 R(X71‘ MSE TIME MEAM

CORRECTE0 TOTAL 239 6593322.96250000 158.48387610 227.01250000

SOURCE DF TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F DF TYPE III SS F VALUE PR > F

SML 2 82226.45363924 1.64 0.1969 2 15297.37816504 0.30 0.7378
CGPLEX 1 144507.07193865 5.75 0.0173 1 1516l5.52992016 6.04 0.0148
SKILL 3 631768.04535021 8.38 0.0001 3 591826.22688020 7.85 0.0001
SIZE 1 36.85257327 0.00 0.9695 1 4556.26185329 0.18 0.6706
S!4L*SIZE 2 Z360.49947030 0.05 0.9541 2 12742.04164208 0.25 0.7762
SlL*SKILL 6 133954.02945472 0.89 0.5038 6 135464.47655920 0.90 0.4965
SML*C(lPLEX 2 22465.15599681 0.45 0.6400 2 22465.15599681 0.45 0.6400

Figure 24

Time Required to Formulate Normalized Class Queries
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PRIMARY HYPOTHESIS

The primary research hypothesis, in null form, tested the equivalence of

mean query success scores for the three schema normalization levels. A

summary of this main effect for the nine runs of the general linear model is

presented in Figure 25. As shown in this figure, the normalization level was

significant for normal class and denormal class queries when conceptual

errors were being used as the dependent measure. The T-tests on the least-

square means for these two effects are presented in Figure 26. The mean

differences between normalized and denormalized schemas are in the

predicted directions, with normalized schemas dominating for normal class

queries and denormalized schemas dominating for denormal class queries.

The mean success scores of subjects using the combined schema, for all three

query classes, were not significantly different from the mean scores of the

normalized schema. Thus, those subjects given a choice of schemas, tended

to use the normalized schemas, even when it was not advantageous to do so.

This certainly indicates some preference for the logical organization of the

normalized relations.
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QUERY SUCCESS MEASURE

Conceptual Syntax Formula-
Error Error tion
Score Score Time

Q Neutral
U Bias p- .97 p- .1998 p- .5239
E Queries
R
Y Denormal

Bias p- .0278 p- .7585 p- .0974
C queries
L
A Normal
S Bias p- .0001 p- .6424 p .7378
S Queries

llllllllllllllllIIllllllllllllIlIlllIIlllllIIlllllllllllllllllllllllll

Figure 25

Main Effect Significance of Schema Normalization Level

IllIllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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Conceptual Errors from Denormal Class Queries

Normalization Level LS Mean Grouping
Denormalized Schema 76 0.8158 B

Combined Schema 73 1.1096 A
A

Normalized Schema 75 1.1333 A

Conceptual Errors from Normal Class Queries

Nomanzation Level Grouping
Normalized Schema 79 0.8354 A

A
Combined Schema 81 1.0123 A

Denormalized Schema 80 1.9750 B

Means with the same letter are not significantly
different at alpha = .05. Higher means indicate a
higher error score (poorer performance).

llIIlIlIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Figure 26

T—tests of Least Square Means for
Significant Effects of Schema Normalization Level (SNL)

llllIlllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllll
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There was no significant effect on syntax errors between the groups.

However, a significant effect was masked by an SNL *SKILL interaction.

The lack of total dominance by the denormalized schemas can also be partly

attributed to query language feedback to the subjects. Syntax errors were

detected by the DBMS and an appropriate error message relayed to the user.

Alternately, conceptual errors cannot be detected by a DBMS and, thus,

were not likely to be corrected by the user.

The effect of schema normalization levels on query formulation time was

generally negligible. Of the three GLM runs, only the time required to

formulatc denormalized class queries was significantly different, and it was

only significant at the alpha=.10 level. Examination of the pre-planned

comparisons (least squares method) revealed a p = .03 significant difference

between normalized and denormalized schemas. Subjects assigned to the

normalized schemas had a cell size adjusted mean query formulation time

of 351 seconds compared with only 277 seconds for the subjects assigned to

the denormalized schemas. The time difference was primarily due to syntax

errors that were made and then corrected by subjects assigned the

normalized treatment.

It should be emphasized again that the overall effect of schema
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normalization levels cannot be easily addressed by this study. It is obvious

that a significant QUERY CLASS * SNL interaction exists, evidenced by the

fact that the direction of significant SNL effects is opposite for normal class

and denormal class queries. That is, the impact of SNL can only be

considered in light of the query being made. The main effect of SNL in a

model including all three query classes would simply be controlled by the

number of each type of query in the analysis. The proper number of each

class to include (a realistic mix) is unknown.

INTERACTION HYPOTHESES

The following three sections report the results and discussion of hypotheses

2, 3 and 4. These hypothesis all dealt with the effect of other independent

variables on the main effect of schema normalization level. Three such

interactions, one for user skill, one for query complexity, and one for schema

size were examined.

The second hypothesis of the dissertation dealt with the interaction effect

between the schema normalization level and user skill. This section reports
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both the main effect of user skill (as a manipulation check) and the

hypothesized interaction. The main effect of user skill and the interaction

effect are presented in Figure 27. As discussed earlier, and as demonstrated

in Figure 27, the main effect of user skill was highly significant. The

direction of the tcst was as expected, with high skill users outperforming low

skill users.

In addition to this main effect, there were also two situations in which the

interaction effect between user skill and the schema normalization level was

significant: syntax errors generated when making denormalized class queries

and conceptual errors when making normalized class queries. The

individual comparisons for these two interactions are shown in Figure 28 and

Figure 29 and graphed in Figure 30 and Figure 31.

The first interaction reveals differences between syntax error scores between

combined schema and denormalized schemas at skill levels one and three.

The different slopes of these lines crossed at skill level 2 and at the highest

skill level the lines converge again, presumably because both groups reached

the end of the measurement scale, Thus, the hypothesis that high skilled

users are less effected by schema normalization level is found to be true for

gg high skilled users in this case. However, effects at the remaining skill
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levels were significant but in unpredicted directions. Users at the lowest

skill level appeared to be confused by the denormalized schema and

performed poorly. At skill level 3, however, subjects assigned the

denormalized treatment performed best.

The second significant SNL *SKILL interaction observed was in exactly the

opposite direction predicted (Figure 31). That is, the reduction in

conceptual errors when using a normalized schema was greater for high

skilled users than low skilled users. A possible explanation which reconciles

the observed and predicted direction of the interaction effect is presented

in Chapter V.
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QUERY SUCCESS MEASURE

Conceptual Syntax Formula-
Error Error tion
Score Score Time

Q Neutral p- .0001 p- .0001 p- .0017
U Bias
E Queries p- .4680 p- .8512 p- .1072
R
Y

Denormal p- .0001 p- .0001 p- .7605
C Bias
L Queries p- .5515 p- .0159 p- .8719
A
A
S Normal p- .0001 p- .0001 p- .0001

Bias
Queries p- .0016 p- .7736 p- .4965

Main effects are shown first (on top) for each GLM run.

lIlllIIlllIlllIIlllllIllllIllIllllIllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Figure 27

Significance of Main and Interaction Effects

of User Skill

IIIIIllllIIlIIlllIllllIIIIIlllllllIIlllIIllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllll
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SNL SKILL SERROR STD ERR
LSMEAN LSMEAN

C 1 1.10835762 0.16453823
C 2 0.66749431 0.17883671
C 3 0.67151298 0.16620945
C 4 0.20838137 0.17996744
D 1 1.64914443 0.16855255
D 2 0.53889698 0.23835616
D 3 0.02842467 0.12898112
D 4 0.09013421 0.17282041
N 1 1.39846740 0.19121121
N 2 0.83384766 0.14365998
N 3 0.37500000 0.17851311
N 4 —0.01437828 0.16897678

DEPENDENT VARIABLE: SERROR USER SKILL LEVEL

1111111111 1
1denonalizedschenas vs nornalized scbenas .3265
.117166„6„6162666666626 66 COIIDÄHGG 6626666 .0227 .6361
nonalized schenas vs conbined schenas .2515 .2255 .3679

1>Roß> {1} 110: LSHEAl|(I) = 1.sum(J)

lllllllllIlllllIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Figure 28

SAS GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE

LEAST SQUARES MEANS FOR EFFECT SNL*SKILL
PROB > {T} H0: LSMEAN(I)=LSMEAN(J)

(Syntax Errors when Making Denormal Class Queries)

IIIIIIllllllIIIIIIllIllllllIllIllllllllllllIllIllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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IIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

SNL SKILL CERROR STD ERR
LSMEAN LSMEAN

C 1 1.67938596 0.13976717
C 2 1.03803470 0.16950412
C 3 0.64290207 0.16585288
C 4 0.55950972 0.18042991
D 1 2.00367964 0.14606578
D 2 2.00397483 0.23465300
D 3 1.93365202 0.13051983
D 4 1.99132096 0.16300162
N 1 1.56250000 0.17464512
N 2 0.65810837 0.13221884
N 3 0.85714286 0.18670349
N 4 0.49996171 0.15959503

DEPEIDEIT VARIABLE: CERROR USER SKILL LEVEL

1111111111 1
1denornalizedschenas vs norualized scheuas .0539 .0001 .0001 .0001

denornalized schenas vs conbined schenas .1101 .0010 .0001 .0001

nornalized schenas vs coubined schenas .6018 .0785 .3919 .8050

111zoa> {T} ao: LSl(EAl|(I) = LSHEAl|(J)

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllll

Figure 29

SAS GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE

LEAST SQUARES MEANS FOR EFFECT SNL*SKILL
PROB > {T} H0: LSMEAN(I)=LSMEAN(J)

(Conceptual Errors when Making Normal Class Queries)

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllll
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Figure 30

SNL*SKILL INTERACTIONS FOR DENORMAL CLASS QUERIES
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Figure 31

SNL*SKILL INTERACTIONS FOR NORMAL CLASS QUERIES
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The main effect of query complexity was significant for normal class queries

and denormal class queries. For neutral class queries, however, the query

complexity was not significant. Despite the conformity of the difficult/

neutral query with the definition of query complexity developed for this

experiment, subjects found it no more difficult to formulate than the easy/

neutral query. Apparently, there was some other aspect of one or both of

these questions which was unmeasured by the study.

For denormal queries, the interaction effect between SNL and query

complexity was significant (see Figure 32). An examination of differences

between groups (Figure 33) reveals that for difficult queries, SNL provided

no significant effect. For easy queries, however, subjects using the

denormalized schema produced fewer conceptual errors than subjects using

either the normalized or combined schemas. This interaction effect is

displayed in Figure 33.

The fourth hypothesis of the dissertation was concerned with the interaction

effect between the schema normalization level and schema size. This section

reports both the main effect of schema size (as a manipulation check) and
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the hypothesized interaction.

Subjects using the small schema consistently displayed a better performance

than those using the large schema. However, the difference was not large

enough to attribute to anything other than chance. The interaction effect

between schema normalization level and schema size also proved to be

insignificant. Thus, at alpha=.05, the null form of hypothesis #2 cannot be

rejected. In retrospect, the manipulation of the size variable should have

been greater.
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QUERY SUCCESS MEASURE

Conceptual Syntax Formula-
Error Error tion
Score Score Time

Q Neutral p- .0001 p- .0001 p- .0001
U Bias
E Queries p- .2968 p- .8655 p- .6104
R
Y

Denormal p- .0001 p- .0027 p- .0001
C Bias
L Queries p- .0379 p .4923 p- .5761
A
A
S Normal p- .3861 p- .8183 p- .0148

Bias
Queries p- .0845 p- .6704 p- .6400

Main effects are shown first (on top) for each GLM run.

IllIIIllllllIlllllllIIllllIIIIIlllIIllIlllIlIlllIllllllllllllllllllllll

Figure 32

Significance of Main and Interaction Effects

of Query Complexity

llllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllll
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LHSTSWMSHHUS

COHPLEX SNL CERROR STD HRR PROB > {T: H0! LSHIA](I)=LSHEA](J)
ÜHHN UHU! HJ 1 2 3 4 5 6

D C 1.20575805 0.10752604 1 . 0.8158 0.2079 0.1466 0.0001 0.0380
D D 1.24178101 0.11088546 2 0.8158 . 0.3138 0.0986 0.0001 0.0236
D H 1.39729232 0.10689666 3 0.2079 0.3138 . 0.0084 0.0001 0.0010
E C 0.97224692 0.11869259 4 0.1466 0.0986 0.0084 . 0.0016 0.5471
E D 0.43129067 0.12079624 5 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0016 . 0.0102
E N 0.87089103 0.11896458 6 0.0380 0.0236 0.0010 0.5471 0.0102 .
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SNL * CQMPLEX Interaction
(Conceptual Errors when Making Denormal Class Queries)
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SUMMARY

In summary, the following effects were found. First, the main effect of

schema normalization levels was significant for conceptual errors across all

skill levels and for syntax errors at certain skill levels. Thus, H1„ is rejected.

As expected, normal class queries were answered most easily by subjects

assigned a normalized schema and denormal class queries were answered

most easily by subjects assigned a denormalized schema. Neutral queries did

not favor any data model despite a hypothesis that they would favor

normalized schemas.

Significant interaction exists between user skill and the schema

normalization level and also between query complexity and the schema

normalization level. Thus, H2., and H3„ are also rejected. Neither schema

size, nor the SNL *SIZE interaction was significant. Therefore, H4„ cannot

be rejected.
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V

CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND EXTENSIONS

INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of this study was to determine the effect of schema

normalization levels on ad-hoc query success. Secondary goals were to

determine if this effect was confounded by variance in user skill, query

complexity, or schema size. To accomplish these goals, a controlled

laboratory experiment was conducted in which 143 subjects formulated a

series of database queries. The rational for this experiment, as well as it’s

design, implementation, and results have been described in the preceding

four chapters. The purpose of this final chapter is to draw conclusions,

suggest implications, describe potential limitations, and point out directions

for further research.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this section, conclusions for each of the four research questions are

presented.

Of normalized, denormalized, or combined normalization schemas,
which one results in the most success when presented to users
formulating ad-hoc queries?

This question was prompted by suggestions in the literature that end-user

query success might be improved by presenting external database schema in

lower level normal forms. This speculation was based on an analytical study

of one particular class of query. This study has provided empirical support

for this assertion. The experiment found query success (fg; the elass Qi

) to be improved by presenting database

relations in second instead of fourth normal form. Specifically, the number

of conceptual formulation errors was significantly lower for subjects using

the denormalized schemas than for subjects using normalized schemas.

Interestingly, subjects presented with combined schemas, containing both

pre-joined and base relations, tended to ignore the pre-joined relations and

thus, only performed on par with the subjects using normalized schemas.
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Although conceptual errors in the subject’s final formulation were reduced

by using denormalized schemas, syntax errors, on average, were not. The

effect of syntax errors was significant at several individual skill levels.

However, the effect was not consistently directed and therefore masked the

main effect of SNL. For very low skilled users the denormalized relations

apparently created only confusion. For average and highly skilled users the

denormalized schema resulted in fewer syntax errors, and for very highly

skilled users there was no effect from the schema normalization level.

Subjects actually made a great number of syntax errors in their initial

formulations. However, syntax errors were detected by the query language

and appropriate error messages were communicated to the subject. Thus,

subjects were able to correct these errors as they moved toward a final

formulation to any given question. The results of the study would have been

substantially different if initial, instead of final, query formulations had been

used.

Implicit in previous discussions of denormalization to improve query success,

for this one class of query (denormal class), has been an assumption that

remaining classes of queries are neutral in their bias toward a particular
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level of normalization. In contrast, this research has pointed out a query

class which strongly biases normalized relations. When formulating queries

of this class, subjects using the normalized schemas and those using the

combined schemas (who once again tended to simply ignore the pre-joined

relations) made significantly fewer conceptual formulation errors than

subjects using the denormalized schemas. As discussed in chapter II, this

class of query is particularly dangerous when denormalized schemas are

employed because a common, syntactically correct, but conceptually

incorrect solution often exists. This solution is mistaken for the correct

formulation when users do not recognize and adjust their queries for

redundancy in a denormalized schema.

A class of queries that was expected to be neutral in its preference for a

particular normalization level was also tested. Queries in this class were

indeed found to be answerable equally well with any of the normalization

levels tested.

In conclusion, no particular normalization level can be expected to dominate

y_g]_e;_s assumptions are made as to the class of query being formulated.

Thus, the primary research question is answered, albeit contingently.

Determination of an overall superior schema normalization level would
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require knowledge of the mix of queries likely to be made within a particular

organization.

Eeseareh Questjgn 2:

What effect does user skill have on the advantages or disadvantages
of different normalization levels?

It was expected that the effect of schema normalization levels would be less

significant for high skilled users than for low skilled users. That is, that a

high skilled user would be able to successfully extract information from any

reasonably organized schema. This was not often the case. For most of the

analyses run there was no significant interaction between skill and the

schema normalization level. However, important SNL *SKILL interactions

were found. First of all, it was very difficult for users of any skill level

presented with a denormalized schema to recognize conceptual errors

resulting from formulation attempts on normal class queries. Presenting the

user, instead, with a normalized schema, resulted in success for high skilled

users. Low skill users, however, still failed in their extraction attempt.

Thus, the higher the skill level, the greater the effect of schema

normalization levels. This finding is not necessarily inconsistent with the

original hypothesis. A more diverse set of user skills combined with the

examination of a greater number of skill levels could reveal both effects.
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This possibility is shown, graphically, in Figure 34. In this hypothesized

scenario, schema normalization levels have no effect on users at either

extreme and the largest effect for "average" skilled users.

A second SNL *SKILL interaction effect was found for syntax errors when

subjects were formulating denormal class queries. This effect has already

been discussed in conjunction with the primary research question. In terms

of the interaction, a cross over effect was observed. The schema

normalization level had no effect on very high (level 4) subjects but

significant and opposite effects on subjects with level 1 and level 3 skills.

The lower skilled users performed better if given the combined schema than

either the normalized or denormalized schema. The estimated functions

appeared to cross at skill level 2 resulting in no significant difference in

performance at that level for different SNL treatments.

In conclusion, the SNL *SKILL interaction was observed to be significant but

the direction of the effects were difficult to predict.
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Reconciling Observed and Hypothesized Effects
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What effect does query complexity have on the advantages or
disadvantages of different normalization levels?

The effect of query complexity also entered the model at a different point

than expected. The effect of schema normalization level on conceptual

formulation errors was greater for "easy" queries than for "difficult" queries.

A11 users, regardless of the normalization level assigned, had difficulty

answering the difficult queries. Easy queries, however, provided a greater

variance in success which was partly explained by the assigned normalization

level. Once again, the direction of this effect might prove to be inconsistent

if tested over a greater range of query complexity as shown in Figure 34.

What effect does schema size have on the advantages or
disadvantages of different normalization levels?

The size variable, and the interactions involving size, were not significant.

The data dictionary allowed the subjects to quickly determine the proper

area of the database in which to work. Thus, schema size was determined

not to effect query success in the range tested by this experiment.
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IMPLICATIONS

Implications for Database Administrators

The implications of these findings for database administrators is quite

different from that presented in the current literature. Based on this

research, denormalization should not be pursued as a means of improving

end—user query success without giving careful consideration to user skill

levels and likely queries (class mix). In particular, denormalizing relations

should be avoided if decomposition of redundant data would be necessary

to answer a significant number of queries. Also to be avoided, is providing

very low skilled users with denormalized schemas which has been shown to

cause confusion. In cases where denormalized schemas should be avoided,

database administrators would be better off seeking other techniques for

improving user/database interactions such as increased training, a natural

language interface, or the use of universal relations. In a universal relation

the user need only specify attribute names and the DBMS determines the

relations and relationships involved. Maier, Ullman, and Vardi (1984)

provides a good introduction to this topic.

Implications for Query Languages

If external schemas are going to be routinely or even occasionally kept in a

denormalized form then query language interpreters should be improved to

combat the potential problems pointed out in this research. If feasible, this
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would involve warning the user of the need for decomposition when queries

are made that appear to ignore data redundancy.

Implications for Database Researchers

A number of researchers have allowed subjects to formulate queries with

pencil and paper as part of query language and other database studies [for

example Vassiliou, Jarke, Stohr, Turner and White, 1983]. This research

found substantial differences between initial and final query formulations as

a result of system feedback on syntax errors. Thus, system feedback appears

to be a potentially critical component in realistic experimental

environments, at least in database studies. This brings into question the

merits of using the pencil and paper approach in database access studies.

The results of such studies could be biased by the lack of system feedback.

Implications for End-User Training

Subjects in this study had a much more difficult time decomposing pre-

joined relations than they did joining base relations. Professionals involved

with user training in a particular query language may need to spend more

time on the "unique clause" or equivalent language construct. Additionally,

this study points out the need to spend time helping users to understand the

data model they must navigate, and not just the syntax of the query language

used to extract information from the model.
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LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

As with any experiment, the researcher’s ability to generalize the results is

limited by the degree of realism provided in the experimental environment.

Realism is effected by both the degree to which the experimental

environment encompasses all significant variables and the degree to which

those variables are correctly modeled.

The explanatory power of the models used in this experiment was relatively

high, with R—squares from 32% to 52% for seven of the nine models. On

average, however, this still leaves more than half of the entire variance in

query success unexplained. To the extent that any of the missing variables

may interact with different schema normalization levels, the study is

inaccurate.

Two components of the error term in the current study can be identified

though not measured. In a pilot of the test instrument twelve queries were

required instead of six. This allowed for repeated measures within subjects

for combinations of query complexity and query class. Unfortunately, it was

determined that twelve queries required too long to answer and resulted in

a loss of attention from the subjects. The resulting six query instrument did

not provide the necessary freedom to measure a "student" effect or a

"question" effect. Thus, any abnormal performance by a user or due to a
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question was immeasurable and became part of the error term.

Every attempt was made to make the test database and query language

realistic. However, not using an actual corporate database or a standard

query language (such as SQL) may raise questions about the generalizability

of the study.

The mix of normal class, denormal class, and neutral class queries for

business organizations must be known to make definitive recommendations

about which schema normalization level to employ. This study did not

address the question of query class mix and is therefore limited, primarily,

to a class contingent recommendation.

A general linear model was used to determine the significance of differences

in mean query success between treatment groups. The general linear model

is built on the assumption that the dependent variable, query success in this

study, is normally distributed. This was not true. Query success, as

measured in this experiment, had a triangular distribution. The general

linear model is quite robust with regards to violations in normality and the

significance level found for the effects of the model studied in this research

were so strong that they would undoubtedly be significant under a non-

parametric procedure as well. However, it may be desirable to employ a

non·parametric test to obtain more accurate significance levels.
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DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Like most studies, this dissertation is concluded by delineating the need for

additional research. Five different directions for future research are

described in this section.

1. This study has examined the relationship between query success and

schema normalization levels for three different class of queries. In

order to make more definitive recommendations about the best

schema normalization to present to users, field research is necessary

to determine the relative mix of queries found in actual organizations

or groups of users. For example, accountants may be biased by an

accounting model that stores and reports data in a denormalized form.

Thus, a future study may find that accountants may perform certain

accounting queries more successfully from a denormalized data model.

2. This study points out the importance of user training in terms of data

model understanding and not just query language syntax. More

research is needed to determine the best way to convey data model

constructs to the user.

3. The flexibility of the relational database provides some latitude for

schema organization and hence query operations. The greatest

advances in user/database interactions, however, will not be made

until complete independence between internal database schemas and
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data retrieval languages is achieved. This point has been strongly

emphasized by the results of this dissertation via the complex portrait

of query language/ data model interactions which has been painted.

Thus, research into areas such as natural query languages and the

universal relation are provided with additional support.

4. Users provided with combined schemas tended to shun the

denormalized portion of the schema and employ the normalized

relations only. This phenomenon should be examined more closely to

determine why users associate more easily with normalized data

models.

5. Query complexity is an important measure in this and other database

studies. Current definitions of query complexity, however, are

language and data model specific. This presents difficulties when

attempting to compare different languages or data models. An

improved implementation of this variable, based on the difficulty of

the underlying question, and not the resulting query is needed.

Information scientists have quickly learned that the most important part of

any information system is the user. I hope that this dissertation provides a

small step toward an understanding of this most complex of system

components.
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LESSON PLAN

I. PLEDGE

It is important that you n_o_t discuss the experimental tasks and solutions with
other students after leaving this session. Please read and then sign the
PLEDGE. Please also print your name where indicated on the form. You
should also make sure that your name is placed on all handouts you are
given.

II. OUESTIONNAIRE

Please take a minute to fill out the one page questionnaire. Make
particularly sure that you fill out both your current and summer address so
that results and prizes can catch up with you regardless of when they are
determined.

III. INTRODUCTION TO EXPERIMENTAL TASK

In this experiment you will be extracting business information from a
computer. Every group participating in the experiment must receive
identical instructions. Therefore, please do not ask any questions during this
entire session unless you have hardware difficulty with your computer.
Simply do the best you can given the instructions provided and your
understanding and interpretation of them. You have been provided a copy
of all the instructions that I will give. Please feel free to refer to these at
anytime during the experiment.

The experiment is divided into three phases:

A. Introduction to Database and the LX Retrieval Language

B. Test instrument 1 (handout B-2)

C. Test instrument 2 (handout C-2)
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Please give your complete attention and efforts to each part of the
experiment. Please do not "give up" at any point, even if the task seems very
difficult. The questions you will be answering range from very easy to very
complex. It will be difficult for everybody at certain points. Do the best that
you can.

IV. DATABASE TERMINOLOGY

database (group of related files)

A pool of information used by an organization to store and manipulate
data. In our example database the pool of information is used by a
trucking company.

file (group of the same kind of records)

A place where information on usually one but occasionally more
objects of interest are stored. Refer to the first page of the data
dictionary for Kelly Trucking. The objects of interest for this company
are trucks, repairs, manufacturers, fleets, trips, destinations, and
departure cites. These objects of interest are usually called entities.
Files are usually organized in a tabular format.

record (group of related fields)

The rows of a file, each record represents a particular entity (e.g.
truck AJZ193, fleet B etc.) and may include information on other
related entities (for example a trip record may contain information on
the trip as well as information on the driver who made the trip). Refer
to page 2 of your Kelly Trucking data dictionary. Notice the
description of the entity at the top. Each file will have this type of
description.
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A FIELD
TRUCKS 1*11.6 I

V

LICNO FLEETID 01216cos1*
111*1*463 A VOLVO 116000.00 «— A 12600120
0611634 1*0120 91000.00
2110602 ¤ MAC 66000.00
HGJ980 A v0Lv0 123000.00
FDFDDD iäDDDDDFFFDDF
Ä?FFDDDNXMOOl

MAC 143000.00
@1 FFF 7DDDD·DD

field (describes something about an entity)

The columns of a file, each field contains a value for some attribute.
Refer again to page 2 of your data dictionary. Fields for the TRUCKS
file include the license number (LICNO) the fleet (FLEETID) that the
truck belongs to, the manufacturer (MANUFNAME) of the truck and
the original cost of the truck.

key field (uniquely identifier)

A key field uniquely identifies a record from any other record in that
file. In the TRUCKS file this is the LICNO. No two records (and
therefore no two trucks) share the same license number. Here at
Virginia Tech, your social security number is used to uniquely identify
your student record form all others. Every file you deal with today will
have a key field.
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foreign key (a link to another file)

A foreign key in one file is always a key field in some other file.
Foreign keys act as links, relating one file to another based on some
common field. In the TRUCKS file, MANUFNAME is a foreign key
to the MANUFACT file. If you look at page 4 of your data dictionary
you will indeed see that MANUFACNAME is the key field in the
MANUFACT file. Now look at page 3. In the REPAIRS file, LICNO
is present. It identifies the specific truck that incurs a particular
repair. Note further that any one truck may have more than one
repairs, which is why LICNO cannot be the key field in the REPAIRS
file.

data dictionary

The data dictionary you have been examining is your map to the
database. As we attempt to extract information from the database you
will find yourself referring to the data dictionary often.

query (a question to be answered by the database)

A query is an attempt to extract information from a database. Most
queries that are made result in the creation of a new file or in the
generation of a number. This is true for all of the queries you will
making today.
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V. STARTING THE SOFTWARE

Listen for instructions on how to start your software. If you accidentally exit
the software before the end of the session you can ask the monitor for help
getting you started again.

VI. LX LANGUAGE

command menu You can only choose a command off of the main menu

syntax prompting After selecting a command, the syntax of that command
is displayed for you above an input area. On the syntax
screens, items in []’s are optional clauses.

no punctuation No punctuation of any type is necessary with this
language, fieldlists should be separated by spaces.

case insensitive You may type your commands in lower, upper or a mix of
cases.

basic commands

files Use this command to generate a list of all files currently
in the database.

structure Use this command to look at the structure of a file. Where
possible you should use the data dictionary instead.

example: srxucruizarnucxs

delete Use this command to delete files you created if you
desire. The system will not allow you to delete the
original files.

example: na1.ara raum

retry Use this command to adjust a previous command.

quit Use this command to exit the software.
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single file queries and related LX commands

display Use this command to display one or more columns of a
database. The display command does not create a new
file. It’s basic use during this experiment will be for you
to check the results of other operations.

example: n1sr=LAv Licwo oniccosr IN rnucns

select Use this command to create a new file that is a subset of
an existing file. You may choose only to include certain
columns (fields) in your new file and/or only certain rows
(records). Additionally you may eliminate redundant
records through the use of the UNIQUE option.

examples:

serecr LICNO on16cosT1N rnucxs MAKING TEMP1
serecr ucno oaiocosr IN Tnucks eon oniccosr>1ooooo MAKING TEMP2

SELECT naiven IN rnxps MAkrNo nnivens uN1oue naiven
‘ setecr sure in cusromens MAKING sure umoue sure

count Use this command to count the number of records in a file
or to count the number of records in a file that meet a
certain condition.

examples:

couNr rnucas
courvr raucxs eon MANueNAMe = eoan

sum Use the sum command to total a field for all records or
selected records.

examples:

sum rn11>nAvs IN rnn·s

sum Tau>nAvs IN Tnu>s eon LICNO = HPT453
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join Use this command when information from two or more
files needs to be combined to answer a query. Often, a
join is either followed or preceded by another command
I1CCCSS3I'y to complete the qlléfy.

examples

Create a file that contains the license number and service
area of all trucks in the company.

JOIN FLEETS WITH TRUCKS USING FLEETID MAKING TEMP1
SELECT LICNO SERVAREA IN TEMP1 MAKING ANSWER

How many repairs have occurred on VOLVO trucks?

JOIN TRUCKS WITH REPAIRS USING LICNO MAKING TEMP1
COUNT REPAIRS FOR MANUFNAME =VOLVO

JOIN OF TRUCKS AND FLEET FILES

FIELDS FROM TRUCKS FIELDS FROM FLEETS

v v v v v v

LICNO FLEETID ORIGCOST SERVAREA Ii
HFT453
¤

VOLVO 116000.00 NORTHEAST

iä I ~¤RTHEAST I
ZND802
¤

MAC 66000.00 I EAST I
HGJ980 H VOLVO 123000.00 I NORTHEAST I
FDE334
¤

FORD 66000.00 I NORTHEAST I
EET534 FORD 64000.00 I EAST I
NXM001 Q MAC 143000.00 I EAST I
NXX235 A MAC 71000 . 00 NORTHEAST
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VII. TEST INSTRUMENT #1 HANDOUT B-2

Please wait for instructions at this point.

you will be prompted for a question number each time you execute a command.
Please respond with the appropriate number between 1 and 8.

When you think you have arrived at a correct solution you should do one of two
things.

1. If the question asks you to create a file than you should indicate next to the
question (on handout b-2) the name of the file that contains your correct
solution.

2. If the question asks for a sum or a count than you should write down the final
number that you come up with for your response.

You should avoid trying to process data by observation. This will slow you down
tremendously and you will not have time to finish this first set of queries.
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VIII. TEST INSTRUMENT #2 HANDOUT B-2

You we now being the final part of the experiment. You should receive handouts
c and c-2. Handout C is a data dictionary for another database. This one deals
with orders, customers, etc. Handout c—2 is a set of queries I would like you to
answer using language LX. You should depend heavily on the data dictionary to
help you determine the location of the data you need to answer the requested
queries. Pay special attention to the verbal file descriptions so that you understand
what each record in the file represents. Also, the last page of this handout gives
an illustration of the difference between order information and lineitem
information in case you are not familiar with those entities.

Remember to place your name and student id number on both handouts.

You will be required to stay for the remaining time in the 90 minutes even if you
have finished all the queries. Feel free to formulate and answer your own queries
after you are finished with the test instrument. '

Once again, when you think you have arrived at a correct solution you should do
one of two things.

1. If the question asks you to create a file than you should indicate next to the
question (on handout c-2) the name of the file that contains your correct
solution.

2. If the question asks for a sum or a count than you should write down the final
number that you come up with for your response.

You should avoid trying to process data by observation. This will slow you down
tremendously and you will not have time to finish this first set of queries.
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IX. ORDER INFORMATION .VS. LINEITEM INFORMATION

You should refer to your data dictionary for the exact fields and meanings you will
be using. The purpose of this diagram is simple to illustrate that for any one order
there may be many lineitems.

ORDER NUMBER: 123456 order information is
ORDER DATE : 11/11/88 contained in the header
CUSTOMER NO : C12343 and in the footer

LINENO ITEM PURCHASED QTY PRICE EXT

1 RW RED WIDGETS 10 . 00

_

BW BLACK WIDGETS 10 1.00 10.00
3 WD WHITE DINGLES 14 . 10 1 . 40

=

this order has 3lineitemsTOTAL

ORDER COST 21 . 40
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HANDOUT C
DATA DICTIONARY FOR ABC CO.

The following pages describe the database from which you will
be extracting information. In general, the database contains
information about sales and accounts receivable for a
fictitious company. The definitions provided in this data
dictionary· will help you to formulate the syntax of the
queries you have been asked to make. Just like in the example
that you have studied, the key field in a file definition is
underlined and fields that act as keys to other files (used
to join files) are designated in the field description as a
foreign key. The database is made up of the following files:

page

TAXCODES holds the abbreviation and full explanation
for the customer tax codes used .............. 2

CC holds information about the various
credit cards that are accepted by the
company on customer orders ................... 3

CUSTOMER contains information about customers ......... 4

SUPPLIER holds information on all of the
suppliers that service the company ........... 5

SALESMAN contains information on salesman ............. 6

ORDERS contains information on orders ............... 7

LINEITEM contains information on the actual
items on an order ............................ 8

ITEMS contains information on orders ............... 9

PRODUCTS contains information about every
inventory item held ......................... 11

STATE contains the name and abbreviation of
of each state................................ 12

INQUIRY contains information on order
inquiries by customers ...................... 13

When you are making a query be sure to use the exact filename
from the list above and the exact field names as provided in
the file descriptions.
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FILE IS: TAXCODES

The TAXCODES file holds the abbreviation and
full explanation for the customer tax codes used
by the company. Each record in the file represents
a valid tax code. There are two attributes stored:

TAXQQQE The abbreviation for the tax code.

HEANING The full description of the tax code.
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FILE IS: CC

The CC file holds information about the various
credit cards that are accepted by the company on
customer orders. Each record represents one brand of
credit card. The attributes kept for each kind of
credit card are:

gggpgßßgy A unique abbreviation that identifies
a particular brand of credit card.

CARDNAHE The full name of the card.

CONTACT The contact person at the credit card
approval offices.

PHONE The phone number of the contact person
described by the CONTACT attribute.

YTDSALES The year—to-date sales for the company
that have been made with this credit card
brand.
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FILE IS: CUSTOMER

The CUSTOMER file contains information about the
customers of the company. Each record in the file
represents one customer. The attributes kept for each
customer include the following:

CUSTNAME The name of the customer.

gyäißg A unique number assigned to every
customer.

TAXCODE (foreign key to TAXCODE file)

A code indicating whether the customer is
taxable or tax exempt.

ADDRESS The street address of the customer

CITY The city in the mailing address of the
customer.

STATE (foreign key to STATE file)

The state in the mailing address of the
customer.

ZIP The zip code in the mailing address of
the customer.

YTDPURCH The year—to—date purchases made by the
customer.

LYPURCH The purchases made last year by the
customer.
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FILE IS: SUPPLIER

The SUPPLIER file holds information on all of the
suppliers that service the company. Each record in
the file represents one supplier. The attributes
stored for each supplier include:

SQRRLIEREQ A supplier number that uniquely identifies
a particular supplier.

SUPPLNAHE The name of the supplier.

ADDRESS The street address of the supplier.

CITY The city in the mailing address of the
supplier.

STATE (foreign key to STATE file)

The state in the mailing address of the
supplier.

ZIP The zip code in the mailing address of the
supplier.
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FILE IS: SALESMAN

The SALESMAN file contains information about the
salesman in the company. Each record in the file
represents one salesman. The attributes kept for each
salesman include the following:

SALESLELT The initials of the salesman. These
initials are used to uniquely identify
different salesman.

SHANNAHE The name of the salesman.

YTDSALES The year—to-date sales generated by the
salesman.

ADDRESS The street address of the salesman.

CITY The city of the mailing address of the
salesman.

STATE (foreign key to STATE file)

The state of the mailing address of the
salesman.

ZIP The zip code of the mailing address of the
salesman.

AGE The age of the salesman.
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FILE IS: ORDERS

The ORDERS file contains information about orders.
Each record in this file represents an order. The
attributes kept for each order include:

Qßgßßßg A unique number assigned to each order to
distinguish it from all other orders.

CUSTNO (foreign key to CUSTOMER file)
The customer number (see CUSTOMER
file) of the customer who placed the
order

ORDERAT The total amount of the order.

ORDERBAL The unpaid balance of the order.

ORDERTAX The amount of sales tax on the order.

CCUSED A "T" in this field indicates a credit
card was used to pay for the order. An "F"
in this field indicates that a credit card
has not been used.

CARDABBRV (foreign key to CC file)
If a credit card was used to pay for the
order (see CCUSED field) than an abbrevi-
ation for the type of credit card used is
kept in this field.

CARDNO If a credit card was used to pay for the
order (see CCUSED field) than the number
of the credit card is kept in this field.

SALESINIT (Foreign key to SALESMAN file)
The initials of the salesman (if any) that
made the sale that this order represents.

ORDERDATE The date the order was made.

FILLED A T (for True) in this field indicates
the order has been filled and shipped.
An F (for False) in this field indicates
the order has not been filled.

CLOSEDDATE The date the order was both filled and
paid for.
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FILE IS: LINEITEM

The LINEITEM file contains information about the
individual line items from an order. Each record in
in this file represents one line item from an order.
The attributes kept for each line item include:

ORDERNO (foreign key to ORDERS file)

The order number of the order of which
this lineitem is part.

LINENO The line number on the order that this
record represents.

LIEEID A number which uniquely identifies this
line item from all other line items on
any order.

ITEHCODE (foreign key to PRODUCTS file)

An item code showing what item was sold
on this line of the order.

QUANTITY The quantity of the item sold on this
line of the order.

UNITPRICE The selling price of the item sold on this
line of the order.
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FILE IS: ITEMS

The ITEMS file contains information on merchandise
items that have been ordered. Each record contains
information on the item orderd itself and also
information on the order that this line item is from.

ORDERNO The order number of the order of which
this lineitem is part. ORDERNO uniquely
identifies an order from all other orders.

LINENO The line number on the order that this
record represents.

LLEELQ A number which uniquely identifies this
line item from all other line items on
any order.

ITEHCODE (foreign key to PRODUCTS file)

An item code showing what item was sold
on this line of the order.

QUANTITY The quantity of the item sold on this
line of the order.

UNITPRICE The selling price of the item sold on this
line of the order.

CUSTNO (foreign key to CUSTOMER file)

The customer number (see CUSTOMER
file) of the customer who placed the
order

ORDERAHT The total amount of the order.

ORDERBAL The unpaid balance of the order.

ORDERTAX The amount of sales tax on the order.

CCUSED A
"T“

in this field indicates a credit
card was used to pay for the order. An "F"in this field indicates that a credit card
has not been used.
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CARDABBRV (foreign key to CC file)

If a credit card was used to pay for the
order (see CCUSED field) than an abbrevi-
ation for the type of credit card used is
kept in this field.

CARDN0 If a credit card was used to pay for the
order (see CCUSED field) than the number
of the credit card is kept in this field.

SALESINIT (Foreign key to SALESMAN file)

The initials of the salesman (if any) that
made the sale that this order represents.

ORDERDATE The date the order was made.

FILLED A T (for True) in this field indicates
the order has been filled and shipped.
An F (for False) in this field indicates
the order has not been filled.

CLOSEDDATE The date the order was both filled and
paid for.
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FILE IS: PRODUCTS

The PRODUCTS file contains information about every
inventory item held. Each record in the file
represents one kind of merchandise inventory.

1T§§gQQE A code which uniquely identifies the
inventory item.

DESCRIPT The full description of the inventory
item.

QTYONHAND The quantity of the item that is currently
on hand.

COST The unit cost of the inventory item.

PRICE The unit selling price of the inventory
item.

SUPPLIERNO (foreign key to SUPPLIERS file)

The supplier number of the supplier that
currently supplies this inventory item to
the company.
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FILE IS: STATE

The STATE file contains the name and abbreviation
of each state. The file is used to verify that
proper state abbreviations are entered when address
information is entered into other files. Each record
in the file represents one state. Two attributes are
kept:

SIAIE The two letter postal abbreviation for
the state.

NAME The full name of the state.
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FILE IS: INQUIRY

The INQUIRY file contains information about every
inquiry made about an order.

IQQEQ A unique identifier of an inquiry

ORDERNO (foreign key to ORDERS file)

The order number of the order of which
this lineitem is part.

INQDATE The date the inquiry was made.

NOTES A brief description of the inquiry.
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HANDOUT C
DATA DICTIONARY FOR ABC CO.

The following pages describe the database from which you will
be extracting information. In general, the database contains
information about sales and accounts receivable for a
fictitious company. The definitions provided in this data
dictionary* will help you to formulate the syntax of the
queries you have been asked to make. Just like in the example
that you have studied, the key field in a file definition is
underlined and fields that act as keys to other files (used
to join files) are designated in the field description as a
foreign key. The database is made up of the following files:

page

CUSTOMER contains information about customers ....... 2

SALESMAN contains information on salesman ........... 3

ORDERS contains information on orders ............. 4

LINEITEM contains information on the actual
items on an order .......................... 5

ITEMS contains information orders and the
individual line items on those orders....... 6

PRODUCTS contains information about every
inventory item held ........................ 8

INQUIRY contains information on order
inquiries by customers ..................... 9

When you are making a query be sure to use the exact filename
from the list above and the exact field names as provided in
the file descriptions.
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FILE IS: CUSTOHER

The CUSTOMER file contains information about the
customers of the company. Each record in the file
represents one customer. The attributes kept for each
customer include the following:

CUSTNAHE The name of the customer.

QQSIEQ A unique number assigned to every
customer.

TAXCODE A code indicating whether the customer is
taxable or tax exempt.

ADDRESS The street address of the customer

CITY The city in the mailing address of the
customer.

STATE The state in the mailing address of the
customer.

ZIP The zip code in the mailing address of
the customer.
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FILE IS: SALESMAN

The SALESMAN file contains information about the
salesman in the company. Each record in the file
represents one salesman. The attributes kept for each
salesman include the following:

§ALE§1§11 The initials of the salesman. These
initials are used to uniquely identify
different salesman.

SHANNAH The name of the salesman.

ADDRESS The street address of the salesman.

CITY The city of the mailing address of the
salesman.

STATE The state of the mailing address of the
salesman.

ZIP The zip code of the mailing address of the
salesman.

AGE The age of the salesman.
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FILE IS: ORDERS

The ORDERS file contains information about orders.
Each record in this file represents an order. The
attributes kept for each order include:

QRQEREQ A unique number assigned to each order to
distinguish it from all other orders.

CUSTN0 (foreign key to CUSTOMER file)

The customer number (see CUSTOMER
file) of the customer who placed the
order

ORDERAMT The total amount of the order.

CCUSED A "T" in this field indicates a credit
card was used to pay for the order. An "F"in this field indicates that a credit card
has not been used.

CARDABBRV If a credit card was used to pay for the
order (see CCUSED field) than an abbrevi-
ation for the type of credit card used is
kept in this field.

CARDNO If a credit card was used to pay for the
order (see CCUSED field) than the number
of the credit card is kept in this field.

SALESINIT (foreign key to SALESMAN file)

The initials of the salesman (if any) that
made the sale that this order represents.

ORDERDATE The date the order was made.

FILLED A T (for True) in this field indicates
the order has been filled and shipped.
An F (for False) in this field indicates
the order has not been filled.
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FILE IS: LINEITEH

The LINEITEM file contains information about the
individual line items from an order. Each record in
in this file represents one line item from an order.
The attributes kept for each line item include:

ORDERNO (foreign key to ORDERS file)

The order number of the order of which
this lineitem is part.

LINENO The line number on the order that this
record represents.

Llßßlß A number which uniquely identifies this
line item from all other line items on
any order.

ITEMCODE (foreign key to PRODUCTS file)

An item code showing what item was sold
on this line of the order.

QUANTITY The quantity of the item sold on this
line of the order.

UNITPRICE The selling price of the item sold on this
line of the order.
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FILE IS: ITEMS

The ITEMS file contains information on merchandise
items that have been ordered. Each record in the file
represents one line item from an order but also
contains all information on the order itself. The
attributes kept for each line item include:

ORDERNO The order number of the order of which
this lineitem is part. ORDERNO uniquely
identifies an order from all other orders.

LINENO The line number on the order that this
record represents.

LIEEIQ A number which uniquely identifies this
line item from all other line items on
any order.

ITEHCODE An item code showing what item was sold
on this line of the order.

QUANTITY The quantity of the item sold on this
line of the order.

UNITPRICE The selling price of the item sold on this
line of the order.

CUSTN0 (foreign key to CUSTOMER file)

The customer number (see CUSTOMER
file) of the customer who placed the
order

ORDERAHT The total amount of the order.

CCUSED A "T" in this field indicates a credit
card was used to pay for the order. An

"F“

in this field indicates that a credit card
has not been used.

CARDABBRV If a credit card was used to pay for the
order (see CCUSED field) than an abbrevi-
ation for the type of credit card used is
kept in this field.

CARDNO If a credit card was used to pay for the
order (see CCUSED field) than the number
of the credit card is kept in this field.
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SALESINIT (Foreign key to SALESMAN file)

The initials of the salesman (if any) that
made the sale that this order represents.

ORDERDATE The date the order was made.

FILLED A T (for True) in this field indicates
the order has been filled and shipped.
An F (for False) in this field indicates
the order has not been filled.
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FILE IS: PRODUCTS

The PRODUCTS file contains information about every
inventory item held.

1T§§gQDE A code which uniquely identifies the
inventory item.

DESCRIPT The full description of the inventory
item.

QTYONHAND The quantity of the item that is currently
on hand.

COST The unit cost of the inventory item.

PRICE The unit selling price of the inventory
item.

SUPPLIERNO The supplier number of the supplier that
currently supplies this inventory item to
the company.
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FILE IS: INQUIRY

The INQUIRY file contains information about every
inquiry made about an order.

IEQEQ A unique identifier of an inquiry

ORDERNO (foreign key to ORDERS file)

The order number of the order of which
this lineitem is part.

INQDATE The date the inquiry was made.

NOTES A brief description of the inquiry.
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HANDOUT C
DATA DICTIONARY FOR ABC CO.

The following pages describe the database from which you will
be extracting information. In general, the database contains
information about sales and accounts receivable for a
fictitious company. The definitions provided in this data
dictionary* will help you to formulate the syntax of the
queries you have been asked to make. Just like in the example
that you have studied, the key field in a file definition is
underlined and fields that act as keys to other files (used
to join files) are designated in the field description as a
foreign key. The database is made up of the following files:

Page

TAXCODES holds the abbreviation and full explanation
for the customer tax codes used .............. 2

CC holds information about the various
credit cards that are accepted by the
company on customer orders ................... 3

CUSTOMER contains information about customers ......... 4

SUPPLIER holds information on all of the
suppliers that service the company ........... 5

SALESMAN contains information on salesman ............. 6

ITEMS contains information on orders ............... 7

PRODUCTS contains information about every
inventory item held .......................... 9

STATE contains the name and abbreviation of
of each state................................ 10

INQUIRY contains information on order
inquiries by customers ...................... 11

When you are making a query be sure to use the exact filename
from the list above and the exact field names as provided in
the file descriptions.
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FILE IS: TAXCODES

The TAXCODES file holds the abbreviation and
full explanation for the customer tax codes used
by the company. Each record in the file represents
a valid tax code. There are two attributes stored:

TAXQQQE The abbreviation for the tax code.

HANING The full description of the tax code.
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FILE IS: CC —

The CC file holds information about the various
credit cards that are accepted by the company on
customer orders. Each record represents one brand of
credit card. The attributes kept for each kind of
credit card are:

Qßßpßßßßy A unique abbreviation that identifies
a particular brand of credit card.

CARDNAHE The full name of the card.

CONTACT The contact person at the credit card
approval offices.

PHONE The phone number of the contact person
described by the CONTACT attribute.

YTDSALES The year—to-date sales for the company
that have been made with this credit card
brand.
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FILE IS: CUSTOMER

The CUSTOMER file contains information about the
customers of the company. Each record in the file
represents one customer. The attributes kept for each
customer include the following:

CUSTNAH The name of the customer.

QQSIKQ A unique number assigned to every
customer.

TAXCODE (foreign key to TAXCODE file)

A code indicating whether the customer
taxable or tax exempt.

ADDRESS The street address of the customer

CITY The city in the mailing address of the
customer.

STATE (foreign key to STATE file)

The state in the mailing address of the
customer.

ZIP The zip code in the mailing address of
the customer.

YTDPURCH The year-to—date purchases made by the
customer.

LYPURCH The purchases made last year by the
customer.
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FILE IS: SUPPLIER

The SUPPLIER file holds information on all of the
suppliers that service the company. Each record in
the file represents one supplier. The attributes
stored for each supplier include:

SQQPLLERQQ A supplier number that uniquely identifies
a particular supplier.

SUPPLNAME The name of the supplier.

ADDRESS The street address of the supplier.

CITY The city in the mailing address of the
supplier.

STATE (foreign key to STATE file)

The state in the mailing address of the
supplier.

ZIP The zip code in the mailing address of the
supplier.
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FILE IS: SALESMAN

The SALESMAN file contains information about the
salesman in the company. Each record in the file
represents one salesman. The attributes kept for each
salesman include the following:

SALESIEIT The initials of the salesman. These
initials are used to uniquely identify
different salesman.

SHANNAME The name of the salesman.

YTDSALES The year-to-date sales generated by the
salesman.

ADDRESS The street address of the salesman.

CITY The city of the mailing address of the
salesman.

STATE (foreign key to STATE file)

The state of the mailing address of the
salesman.

ZIP The zip code of the mailing address of the
salesman.
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FILE IS: ITEHS

The ITEMS file contains information on merchandise
items that have been ordered. Each record contains
information on the item ordered itself and also
information on the order that this line item is from.

ORDERNO The order number of the order of which
this lineitem is part. ORDERNO uniquely
identifies an order from all other orders.

LINENO The line number on the order that this
record represents.

Llßßlp A number which uniquely identifies this
line item from all other line items on
any order.

ITEHCODE (foreign key to PRODUCTS file)

An item code showing what item was sold
on this line of the order.

QUANTITY The quantity of the item sold on this
line of the order.

UNITPRICE The selling price of the item sold on this
line of the order.

CUSTNO (foreign key to CUSTOMER file)

The customer number (see CUSTOMER
file) of the customer who placed the
order

ORDERAHT The total amount of the order.

ORDERBAL The unpaid balance of the order.

ORDERTAX The amount of sales tax on the order.

CCUSED A "T" in this field indicates a credit
card was used to pay for the order. An "F"in this field indicates that a credit card
has not been used.
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CARDABBRV (foreign key to CC file)

If a credit card was used to pay for the
order (see CCUSED field) than an abbrevi-
ation for the type of credit card used is
kept in this field.

CARDNO If a credit card was used to pay for the
order (see CCUSED field) than the number
of the credit card is kept in this field.

SALESINIT (foreign key to SALESMAN file)

The initials of the salesman (if any) that
made the sale that this order represents.

ORDERDATE The date the order was made.

FILLED A T (for True) in this field indicates
the order has been filled and shipped.
An F (for False) in this field indicates
the order has not been filled.

CLOSEDDATE The date the order was both filled and
paid for.
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FILE IS: PRODUCTS

The PRODUCTS file contains information about every
inventory item held. Each record in the file
represents one kind of merchandise inventory.

Llßßggßß A code which uniquely identifies the
inventory item.

DESCRIPT The full description of the inventory
item.

QTYONHAND The quantity of the item that is currently
on hand.

COST The unit cost of the inventory item.

PRICE The unit selling price of the inventory
item.

SUPPLIERNO (foreign key to SUPPLIERS file)

The supplier number of the supplier that
currently supplies this inventory item to
the company.
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FILE IS: STATE

The STATE file contains the name and abbreviation
of each state. The file is used to verify that
proper state abbreviations are entered when address
information is entered into other files. Each record
in the file represents one state. Two attributes are
kept:

STATE The two letter postal abbreviation for
the state.

NAM The full name of the state.
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FILE IS: INQUIRY

The INQUIRY file contains information about every
inquiry made about an order.

IKQEQ A unique identifier of an inquiry

ORDERNO (foreign key to ORDERS file)

The order number of the order of which
this lineitem is part.

INQDATE The date the inquiry was made.

NOTES A brief description of the inquiry.
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HANDOUT C
DATA DICTIONARY FOR ABC CO.

The following pages describe the database from which you will
be extracting information. In general, the database contains
information about sales and accounts receivable for a
fictitious company. The definitions provided in this data
dictionary will help you to formulate the syntax of the
queries you have been asked to make. Just like in the example
that you have studied, the key field in a file definition is
underlined and fields that act as keys to other files (used
to join files) are designated in the field description as a
foreign key. The database is made up of the following files:

page

CUSTOMER contains information about customers ......... 2

SALESMAN contains information on salesman ............. 3

ITEMS contains information orders and the
individual line items on those orders......... 4

PRODUCTS contains information about every
inventory item held .......................... 6

INQUIRY contains information on order
inquiries by customers ....................... 7

When you are making a query be sure to use the exact filename
from the list above and the exact field names as provided in
the file descriptions.
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FILE IS: CUSTOMR

The CUSTOMER file contains information about the
customers of the company. Each record in the file
represents one customer. The attributes kept for each
customer include the following:

CUSTNAME The name of the customer.

QQSIEQ A unique number assigned to every
customer.

TAXCODE A code indicating whether the customer
taxable or tax exempt.

ADDRESS The street address of the customer

CITY The city in the mailing address of the
customer.

STATE The state in the mailing address of the
customer.

ZIP The zip code in the mailing address of
the customer.
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FILE IS: SALESHAN

The SALESMAN file contains information about the
salesman in the company. Each record in the file
represents one salesman. The attributes kept for each
salesman include the following:

SALESINIT The initials of the salesman. These
initials are used to uniquely identify
different salesman.

SMANNAHI The name of the salesman.

ADDRESS The street address of the salesman.

CITY The city of the mailing address of the
salesman.

STATE The state of the mailing address of the
salesman.

ZIP The zip code of the mailing address of the
salesman.

AGE The age of the salesman.
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FILE IS: ITEHS

The ITEMS file contains information on merchandise
items that have been ordered. Each record in the file
represents one line item from an order but also
contains all information on the order itself. The
attributes kept for each line item include:

ORDERNO The order number of the order of which
this lineitem is part. ORDERNO uniquely
identifies an order from all other orders.

LINENO The line number on the order that this
record represents.

LLEELQ A number which uniquely identifies this
line item from all other line items on
any order.

ITEHCODE An item code showing what item was sold
on this line of the order.

QUANTITY The quantity of the item sold on this
line of the order.

UNITPRICE The selling price of the item sold on this
line of the order.

CUSTN0 (foreign key to CUSTOMER file)

The customer number (see CUSTOMER
file) of the customer who placed the
order

ORDERAHT The total amount of the order.

CCUSED A "T" in this field indicates a credit
card was used to pay for the order. An

"F“

in this field indicates that a credit card
has not been used.

CARDABBRV If a credit card was used to pay for the
order (see CCUSED field) than an abbrevi-
ation for the type of credit card used is
kept in this field.

CARDNO If a credit card was used to pay for the
order (see CCUSED field) than the number
of the credit card is kept in this field.
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SALESINIT (Foreign key to SALESMAN file)

The initials of the salesman (if any) that
made the sale that this order represents.

ORDERDATE The date the order was made.

FILLED A T (for True) in this field indicates
the order has been filled and shipped.
An F (for False) in this field indicates
the order has not been filled.
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FILE IS: PRODUCTS

The PRODUCTS file contains information about every
inventory item held.

ITEHQQQE A code which uniquely identifies the
inventory item.

DESCRIPT The full description of the inventory
item.

QTYONHAND The quantity of the item that is currently
on hand.

COST The unit cost of the inventory item.

PRICE The unit selling price of the inventory
item.

SUPPLIERNO The supplier number of the supplier that
currently supplies this inventory item to
the company.
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FILE IS: INQUIRY

The INQUIRY file contains information about every
inquiry made about an order.

1§Q§Q A unique identifier of an inquiry

ORDERNO (foreign key to ORDERS file)

The order number of the order of which
this lineitem is part.

INQDATE The date the inquiry was made.

NOTES A brief description of the inquiry.
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HANDOUT C
DATA DICTIONARY FOR ABC CO.

The following pages describe the database from which you will
be extracting information. In general, the database contains
information about sales and accounts receivable for a
fictitious company. The definitions provided in this data
dictionary will help you to formulate the syntax of the
queries you have been asked to make. Just like in the example
that you have studied, the key field in a file definition is
underlined and fields that act as keys to other files (used
to join files) are designated in the field description as a
foreign key. The database is made up of the following files:

Page

TAXCODES holds the abbreviation and full explanation
for the customer tax codes used .............. 2

CC holds information about the various
credit cards that are accepted by the
company on customer orders ................... 3

CUSTOMER contains information about customers ......... 4

SUPPLIER holds information on all of the
suppliers that service the company ........... 5

SALESMAN contains information on salesman ............. 6

ORDERS contains information on orders ............... 7

LINEITEM contains information on the actual
items on an order ............................ 8

PRODUCTS contains information about every
inventory item held .......................... 9

STATE contains the name and abbreviation of
of each state................................ 10

INQUIRY holds information on all inquires made
about orders ................................ 11

When you are making a query be sure to use the exact filename
from the list above and the exact field names as provided in
the file descriptions.
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FILE IS: TAXCODES

The TAXCODES file holds the abbreviation and
full explanation for the customer tax codes used
by the company. Each record in the file represents
a valid tax code. There are two attributes stored:

TAXQQQE The abbreviation for the tax code.

HBANING The full description of the tax code.
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FILE IS: CC

The CC file holds information about the various
credit cards that are accepted by the company on
customer orders. Each record represents one brand of
credit card. The attributes kept for each kind of
credit card are:

Qßßßgßßßy A unique abbreviation that identifies
a particular brand of credit card.

CARDNAN The full name of the card.

CONTACT The contact person at the credit card
approval offices.

PHONE The phone number of the contact person
described by the CONTACT attribute.

YTDSALES The year—to—date sales for the company
that have been made with this credit card
brand.
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FILE IS: CUSTOHER

The CUSTOMER file contains information about the
customers of the company. Each record in the file
represents one customer. The attributes kept for each
customer include the following:

CUSTNAHE The name of the customer.

QQSIEQ A unique number assigned to every
customer.

ARBALANCE The accounts receivable balance for
the customer.

TAXCODE (foreign key to TAXCODE file)

A code indicating whether the customer is
taxable or tax exempt.

ADDRESS The street address of the customer

CITY The city in the mailing address of the
customer.

STATE (foreign key to STATE file)

The state in the mailing address of the
customer.

ZIP The zip code in the mailing address of
the customer.

YTDPURCH The year-to-date purchases made by the
customer.

LYPURCH The purchases made last year by the
customer.
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FILE IS: SUPPLIER

The SUPPLIER file holds information on all of the
suppliers that service the company. Each record in
the file represents one supplier. The attributes
stored for each supplier include:

SQPPLIEEQ A supplier number that uniquely identifies
a particular supplier.

SUPPLNAHE The name of the supplier.

ADDRESS The street address of the supplier.

CITY The city in the mailing address of the
supplier.

STATE (foreign key to STATE file)

The state in the mailing address of the
supplier.

ZIP The zip code in the mailing address of the
supplier.
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FILE IS: SALESHAN

The SALESMAN file contains information about the
salesman in the company. Each record in the file
represents one salesman. The attributes kept for each
salesman include the following:

SALSIEII The initials of the salesman. These
initials are used to uniquely identify
different salesman.

SHANNAME The name of the salesman.

YTDSALES The year-to-date sales generated by the
salesman.

ADDRESS The street address of the salesman.

CITY The city of the mailing address of the
salesman.

STATE (foreign key to STATE file)

The state of the mailing address of the
salesman.

ZIP The zip code of the mailing address of the
salesman.

AGE The age of the salesman.
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FILE IS: ORDERS

The ORDERS file contains information about orders.
Each record in this file represents an order. The
attributes kept for each order include:

QRQEBEQ A unique number assigned to each order to
distinguish it from all other orders.

CUSTN0 (foreign key to CUSTOMER file)
The customer number (see CUSTOMER
file) of the customer who placed the
order

ORDERAMT The total amount of the order.

ORDERBAL The unpaid balance of the order.

ORDERTAX The amount of sales tax on the order.

CCUSED A "T" in this field indicates a credit
card was used to pay for the order. An "F"
in this field indicates that a credit card
has not been used.

CARDABBRV (foreign key to CC file)
If a credit card was used to pay for the
order (see CCUSED field) than an abbrevi-
ation for the type of credit card used is
kept in this field.

CARDNO If a credit card was used to pay for the
order (see CCUSED field) than the number
of the credit card is kept in this field.

SALESINIT (foreign key to SALESMAN file)
The initials of the salesman (if any) that
made the sale that this order represents.

ORDERDATE The date the order was made.

FILLED A T (for True) in this field indicates
the order has been filled and shipped.
An F (for False) in this field indicates
the order has not been filled.

CLOSEDDATE The date the order was both filled and
paid for.
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FILE IS: LINEITEH

The LINEITEM file contains information about the
individual line items from an order. Each record in
in this file represents one line item from an order.
The attributes kept for each line item include:

ORDERNO (foreign key to ORDERS file)

The order number of the order of which
this lineitem is part.

LINEN0 The line number on the order that this
record represents.

Llßßlß A number which uniquely identifies this
line item from all other line items on
any order.

ITEHCODE (foreign key to PRODUCTS file)

An item code showing what item was sold
on this line of the order.

QUANTITY The quantity of the item sold on this
line of the order.

UNITPRICE The selling price of the item sold on this
line of the order.
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FILE IS: PRODUCTS

The PRODUCTS file contains information about every
inventory item held. Each record in the file
represents one kind of merchandise inventory.

ITEMQQQE A code which uniquely identifies the
inventory item.

DESCRIPT The full description of the inventory
item.

QTYONHAND The quantity of the item that is currently
on hand.

COST The unit cost of the inventory item.

PRICE The unit selling price of the inventory
item.

SUPPLIERNO (foreign key to SUPPLIERS file)

The supplier number of the supplier that
currently supplies this inventory item to
the company.
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FILE IS: STATE

The STATE file contains the name and abbreviation
of each state. The file is used to verify that
proper state abbreviations are entered when address
information is entered into other files. Each record
in the file represents one state. Two attributes are
kept:

$1ATE The two letter postal abbreviation for
the state.

NAME The full name of the state.
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FILE IS: INQUIRY

The INQUIRY file contains information about every
inquiry made about an order.

lygßg A unique identifier of an inquiry

ORDERNO (foreign key to ORDERS file)

The order number of the order of which
this lineitem is part.

INQDATE The date the inquiry was made.

NOTES A brief description of the inquiry.
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HANDOUT C
DATA DICTIONARY FOR ABC CO.

The following pages describe the database from which you will
be extracting information. In general, the database contains
information about sales and accounts receivable for a
fictitious company. The definitions provided in this data
dictionary· will help you to formulate the syntax of the
queries you have been asked to make. Just like in the example
that you have studied, the key field in a file definition is
underlined and fields that act as keys to other files (used
to join files) are designated in the field description as a
foreign key. The database is made up of the following files:

page

CUSTOMER contains information about customers ......... 2

SALESMAN contains information on salesman ............. 3

ORDERS contains information on orders ............... 4

LINEITEM contains information on the actual
items on an order ............................ 5

PRODUCTS contains information about every
inventory item held .......................... 6

INQUIRY contains information on order
inquiries by customers ....................... 7

When you are making a query be sure to use the exact filename
from the list above and the exact field names as provided in
the file descriptions.
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FILE IS: CUSTOHR

The CUSTOMER file contains information about the
customers of the company. The individual pieces of
information kept for each customer are described below.

CUSTNAHE The name of the customer.

QQSTMQ A unique number assigned to every
customer.

TAXCODE A code indicating whether the customer is
taxable or tax exempt.

ADDRESS The street address of the customer

CITY The city in the mailing address of the
customer.

STATE The state in the mailing address of the
customer.

ZIP The zip code in the mailing address of
the customer.
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FILE IS: SALESHAN

The SALESMAN file contains information about the
salesman in the company. The individual pieces of
information that are maintained for each salesman are
described below.

$AE§1§11 The initials of the salesman. These
initials are used to uniquely identify
different salesman.

SMANNAH The name of the salesman.

ADDRESS The street address of the salesman.

CITY The city of the mailing address of the
salesman.

STATE The state of the mailing address of the
salesman.

ZIP The zip code of the mailing address of the
salesman.

AGE The age of the salesman.
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FILE IS: ORDERS

The ORDERS file contains information about orders.
The individual pieces of information that are kept
for each order are described below.

QBQEREQ A unique number assigned to each order to
distinguish it from all other orders.

CUSTN0 (foreign key to CUSTOMER file)

The customer number (see CUSTOMER
file) of the customer who placed the
order

ORDERAHT The total amount of the order.

CCUSED A
"T“

in this field indicates a credit
card was used to pay for the order. An "F"
in this field indicates that a credit card
has not been used.

CARDABBRV If a credit card was used to pay for the
order (see CCUSED field) than an abbrevi-
ation for the type of credit card used is
kept in this field.

CARDN0 If a credit card was used to pay for the
order (see CCUSED field) than the number
of the credit card is kept in this field.

SALESINIT (Foreign key to SALESMAN file)

The initials of the salesman (if any) that
made the sale that this order represents.

ORDERDATE The date the order was made.

FILLED A T (for True) in this field indicates
the order has been filled and shipped.
An F (for False) in this field indicates
the order has not been filled.
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FILE IS: LINEITEM

The LINEITEM file contains information about the
individual line items from an order.

ORDERNO (foreign key to ORDERS file)

The order number of the order of which
this lineitem is part.

LINENO The line number on the order that this
record represents.

LINEIQ A number which uniquely identifies this
line item from all other line items on
any order.

ITEHCODE (foreign key to PRODUCTS file)

An item code showing what product was
sold on this line of the order.

QUANTITY The quantity of the item sold on this
line of the order.

UNITPRICE The selling price of the item sold on this
line of the order.
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FILE IS: PRODUCTS

The PRODUCTS file contains information about every
inventory item held.

ITE§§QQE A code which uniquely identifies the
inventory item.

DESCRIPT The full description of the inventory
item.

QTYONHAND The quantity of the item that is currently
on hand.

COST The unit cost of the inventory item.

PRICE The unit selling price of the inventory
item.

SUPPLIERNO The supplier number of the supplier that
currently supplies this inventory item to
the company.
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FILE IS: INQUIRY

The INQUIRY file contains information about every
inquiry made about an order.

I§Q§Q A unique identifier of an inquiry

ORDERNO (foreign key to ORDERS file)

The order number of the order of which
this lineitem is part.

INQDATE The date the inquiry was made.

NOTES A brief description of the inquiry.
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APPENDIX C

SUBJECTS’ HANDOUT B
ACTUAL TEST INSTRUMENT

NOTE: The instructor will lead the class through the steps on this page.
Please wait for his instructions before beginning this section of
the experiment.

1. Make sure you have exited the query language program. If you are at
the DOS C:\LX> prompt than you are at the correct point. If you are
still in the query language pick item "X" from the main menu to quit
the system.

2. Make note of the data dictionary name you will be using for the
experimental task. lt is a four letter abbreviation shown at the bottom
of each page of the data dictionary.

3. Restart the query program by typing the name of your data dictionary
at the DOS C:\LX> prompt.

4. On the next page are 6 queries that you are to make on the ABC Co.
database. The structure of the database is provided in handout C,
"DATA DICTIONARY FOR ABC CO". It will be necessary for you
to refer to the data dictionary to formulate the requested queries.
Feel free to refer back to the sample database and query language
instructions (handout A) at any time. The instructor is not allowed to
answer any questions. If you are having difficulty simply do the best
that you can for the allotted time period.

5. PLEASE WAIT FOR THE INSTRUCTOR’S SIGNAL BEFORE
TURNING TO THE NEXT PAGE AND BEGINNING.
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OUERIES

1. Create a file that contains the name and customer number of every
customer.

2. How many different cities have orders been placed for?

3. Create a file that contains the order number, and order date and
quantity ordered for all orders where blue widgets were ordered (the
itemcode for blue widgets is BW).

4. Red Widgets are a racey item. How many red widgets have been sold
by salesman who’s age is over 40.

5. What is the total value of unfilled orders in the system?

6. What is the total value of orders in the system for the salesman who’s
name is KRIZINSKI?
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OUERY SOLUTIONS

N: indicates solution for normalized structures
D: indicates solution for denormalized structures

Either solution would work on the combined structures.

NEUTRAL BIAS OUERIES

1. Create a file that contains the name and customer number of every
Cl1SIOI'lI€I'.

M: SELECT CUSTNAME, CUSTM0 FROM CUSTOMER MAKIMG AMSWERI

D: SELECT CUSTMAME, CUSTMO FROM CUSTOMER MAKIIIG AIISWERI

2. How many different cities have orders been placed for?

ll: SELECT CITY FROM ORDERS MAKING TEMP UMIQUE
COUNT TEMP

D: SELECT CITY FROM ITEMS MAKIMG TEMP UMIQUE
COUNT TEMP
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DENORMALIZED BIAS OUERIES

3. Create afile that contains the order number, and order date and quantity
ordered for all orders where blue widgets were ordered (the itemcode for
blue widgets is BW).

N: JOIN LINEITEM WITH ORDERS USING ORDERNO MAKING TEMPI
SELECT ORDERNO, ORDERDATE, OUANTITI FROM TEMP1 FOR ITEMCODE=BW MAKING ANSWERB

D: SELECT ORDERNO, ORDERDATE, QUANTITY FROM ITEMS FOR ITEM(X)DE=BW MAKING ANSWER5

4. Red Widgets are a racey item. How many red widgets have been sold by
salesmen who’s age is over 40. (ITEMCODE=RW)

N: JOIN LINEITEM WITH ORDERS USING ORDERNO MAKING TEMPI
JOIN TEHPl WITH SALESMAN USING SALESINIT MAKING THMP2
SELECT QUANTITY AGE IN TEMP2 FOR ITEMCODE=RW MAKING TEMP3
SUM QUANTITY IN THMP3 FOR AGE>40

D: JOIN ITEMS WITH SALESMAN USING SALESINIT MAKING TEMP1
SELECT QUANTITY AGE IN TEMPI FOR ITEMCODE=RW MAKING TEMP2
SUM QUANTITY IN TEHP2 FOR AGE>40
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NORMAL BIAS OUERIES

5. What is the total value of unfilled orders in the system?

N: SUN ORDERAHT IN ORDERS FOR FILLED=F

D: SELECT ORDERNO, ORDERANT, FILL FROH ITEHS NAKING TENP1 UNIWE
SUN ORDERANT IN TENP1 FOR FILLED=F

6. What is the total value of orders in the system for the salesman who’s
name is KRIZINSKI?

N: JOIN ORDERS WITH SALESMAN USING SALESINIT NAKING TEMP
SUN ORDERANT IN TENP FOR NANE=KRIZINSKI

D: JOIN ITENS WITH SALESNAN USING SALESINIT HAKING TENP1
SELECT SNANNAHE, ORDERANT, ORDERNO FRON TENPI NANING TENP2 UNIOUE
SUN ORDERAHT IN TENP2 FOR NAHE=KRIZINSKI
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APPENDIX D

OUERY LANGUAGE SYNTAX

JOIN <filena11e> WITH <fi1ename> USING <fie1dna¤e> NAKING <newfi1enaue>

Joins two files based on a foreign key. The filenames can be specified in any
order.

SELECT <field1ist> FRON <fi1enaue> [FOR <condition>] TO <newfi1ena¤e> [UNIQUE <fie1dna¤e>]

Creates a projection, selection or combination of an existing file and places
the resulting relation in a file with the specified NEWFILENAME. The
UNIQUE option eliminates any duplicate records of the target file
(NEWFILENAME), a function that is necessary for decomposition.

COUNT <filenane> [FOR <condition>]

Counts the number of records in a file that meet the specified condition.

SUN <fieldna¤e> IN <fi1enar•e> <FOR conditiom

Sums the values in the specified field of the specified file for all records that
meet the specified condition.

LOOK <fi1ena1e>

Lists the contents of the identified file onto the screen.

FILES

Lists all files in the system including those created by the subject.

STRUCTURE <fi1enane>

Lists the structure of the specified file.
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Capital letters indicate the word is part of the command syntax.

Words in <
>’s

should be replaced with the proper parameter.

<filename > should be replaced with an existing file name.

<newfilename > should be replace with a file name not already used. Valid file
names are 8 characters or numbers, with no spaces.

<fieldname > should be replaced with a field name from the corresponding
file.

<fieldlist > should be replaced with a series of fields from the
corresponding file separated by commas or spaces.

< condition > should be replaced with a phrase following this syntax:
<fieldname > < comparator > <value >

< comparater > valid comparators are:

= equal to
> greater than
< less than
> = greater than or equal to
< = less than or equal to
< > not equal to

<value > the value for comparison

A section of a command in [
]’s

is optional.
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HANDOUT B
DATA DICTIONARY FOR KELLY TRUCKING

The following pages describe a database used by a trucking
company. The database will be used to learn the LX language.
The definitions provided in this data dictionary will help you
to formulate the syntax of database queries (questions). The
key field in a file definition (used for unique identification
of a particular record) is underlined. Fields that act as keys
to other files (used to join files) are designated in the
field description as a "foreign key". The database is made
up of the following files:

page

TRUCKS contains information on company trucks ....... 2

REPAIRS contains information on truck repairs ........ 3

MANUFACT contains information on the manufacturers
of the company's trucks ...................... 4

FLEETS contains information on the company's
five truck fleets ........................... 5

TRIPS contains information on every trip made
by a company truck in the current year ....... 6

DEST contains information on trip destinations .... 7

DEPART contains information on trip departure
cites ........................................ 8

When you are making a query be sure to use the exact filename
from the list above and the exact field names as provided in
the file descriptions.
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FILE IS: TRUCKS

The TRUCKS file contains information on every truck
owned and operated by the company. Individual pieces
of information kept for each truck are described below.

Llgßg The unique licence number of the truck.

FLEETID (foreign key to FLEETS file)

Identifies the fleet this truck
is based with.

HANUFNAME (foreign key to MANUFACT file)

The name of the manufacturer that made
the truck.

ORIGCOST The original cost of the truck.
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FILE IS: REPAIRS

The REPAIRS file contains information on every repair
made to a company truck in the current year. The
individual pieces of information on file for each
repair are described below:

BERAIBNQ A unique number assigned to each repair
to distinguish each repair in the database
from all other repairs.

DATE The date the repair was made

LICN0 (foreign key to TRUCKS file)

Identifies the specific truck that the
repair was performed on.

COST The cost of the repair.

COMMENTS A brief description of the repair.
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FILE IS: NANUFACT

The MANUFACT file contains information about manu-
facturers that Kelly Trucking purchases its trucks
from. Information on file for each manufacturer
includes:

HANQENAN A unique name used to identify a par-
ticular manufacturer from all others.

ADDRESS The street address of the manufacturer.

CITY The city in the mailing address of the
manufacturer.

STATE The state in the mailing address of the
manufacturer.

ZIP The zip code in the mailing address of
the manufacturer.

AGENT The sales representative Kelly Trucking
deals with.

PHONE The phone number of the manufacturer.
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FILE IS: FLEETS

The FLEETS file contains information about each of
the companies five fleets of trucks. Individual
pieces of information held for each fleet include:

ELEETIQ A unique one character code used to
distinguish between company fleets.
Currently there are five fleets with
FLEETID's between A and E.

SERVAREA The service area (geographically that
is serviced by the fleet.)

ADDRESS The street address of the fleet home base.

CITY The city in the mailing address of the
fleet home base.

STATE The state in the mailing address of the
fleet home base.

ZIP The zip code in the mailing address of
the fleet home base.

MANAGER The manager of the fleet.
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FILE IS: TRIPS

The TRIPS file contains information on every trip
made in the current year by a company truck.
Information kept on each trip includes:

Tßlßßg A unique trip number assigned by the
company to each trip.

LICNO (foreign key to TRUCKS file)

Identifies the specific truck that made
the trip.

DRIVER The company driver that made the trip.

DEPART (foreign key to DEPART file)

Identifies the departure location for
the trip.

DEPARTDATE The departure date for the trip.

DEST (foreign key to DEST file)

Identifies the destination location for
the trip.

ARRIVEDATE The date the driver and truck arrived at
their destination.

TRIPDAYS The number of days it took to make the
trip (arrivedate-departdate).
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FILE IS: DEST

The DEST file contains information about every
destination that Kelly Trucking delivers to.
Information maintained for each destination location
includes.

QEST A unique code identifying a location
from any other.

NAME The name of the destination company.

ADDRESS The street address of the destination
company.

CITY The city in the mailing address of the
destination company.

STATE The state in the mailing address of the
destination company.

ZIP The zip code in the mailing address of
the destination company.
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FILE IS: DEPART

The DEPART file contains information about every
departure location Kelly Trucking operates from.
These will be the same locations identified in the
DEST file.

QEEABI A unique code identifying the location
from any other.

NA! The name of the departure location.

ADDRESS The street address of the location.

CITY The city in the mailing address of the
departure location.

STATE The state in the mailing address of the
departure location.

ZIP The zip code in the mailing address of
the departure location.
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APPENDIX E: PRETEST OF USER SKILL (continued)

PRETEST QUERIES AND SOLUTIONS

1. How many trips have been recorded?

COUNT TRIPS

2. How many trips have been recorded where the destination code was
ORL15?

COUNT TRIPS FOR DEST=OLRl5

3. What is the total cost of trucks in fleet E?

SUN ORIGCOST IN TRUCKS FOR FLEETID=E

4. Create a file that contains the fleet ID, service area, and fleet
manager for every fleet in the company

SELECT FLEETID SERVAREA MANAGER IN FLEETS HAKING ANSWER4

5. Create a file the contains the license number, and fleet ID for all
trucks that had a repair costing over 1000 dollars.

JOIN REPAIRS AND TRUCKS ON LICNO NAKING TENPI
SELECT LICNO FLEETID IN TEHP1 FOR (DST > 1000 UNIQUE LICNO NAKING ANWER5

6. Create a file that contains the repair date, repair comment and repair
cost for the truck which has license number NVN555.

SELECT DATE CONNENTS CXJST IN REPAIRS FOR LICNO=NVN555 NAKING ANSWER6
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7. Create a file that contains the license number, manufacturer’s name,
manufacturer agent of all trucks in fleet B.

JOIN TRUCKS WITH HANUFACT USING HANUFNAHE HAKING TEHPI
SELECT LICNO NANUFNAHE AGENT IN TEl(Pl FOR FLEETID=B NAKING ANSWER7

8. How many different drivers ran trips for fleet A?

JOIN TRIPS AllD TRUCKS USING LICN0 NAKING TEllPl
SELECT DRIVERS FOR FLEETID=A UNIQUE DRIVER HAKING TEHP2
(DENT TENP2
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LX PR(XEAl4 IXXIUHHITATIOII PAGE 1

1 CLEAR ALL
2 set bell off
3 set escape off
4 SE'1‘ SAFETY OFF
5 SET CONFIRH OK
6 set scoreboard off
7 PUBLIC ERROR
8 public ncode
9 IBAD HENUBAR

10 SET TALK OFF
11 1sq=0
12 do login
13 PICK=' 1'
14 CLEAR
15 C(llAUD="START"
16 mm CKHHAND <> 'QUI1"
17 CLIBE DATABASES
18 retcode='0K'
19 retti|e='?'
20 R)RD10='K0'I' USW
21 IORD11='RO'1‘ USW
22 WORU12='1|0'1‘ USW
23 hORD13='1|O'1‘ US'
24 WRD14='IO'1’ USW
25 K1RD15='1|0'I‘ USW
26 K)RU16='1|O'1‘ US'
27 I)RD17='HOF USW
28 WRO18='1|O'I‘ USW
29 WRO19='l|O'1‘ USED'
30 WRO20='K0'1‘ USW
31 I)RO21='1|OT USW
32 WRO22='KO1’ USW
33 I)RD23='1|O'1‘ USED'
34 R1RD24='HO'1’ USW
35 K)RD25='1|O'1' USED'
36 K1RD26='IOT USW
37 IORD27='l|O'1‘ USW
38 IORD28='1|0'1‘ USW
39 !ORD29='1|O'1‘ USW
40 WORD30='1IO'l‘ USW
41 oonand-·space(160)
42 [XJ HEKU
43 PREV='YES"
44 IF C(IlARO='QUIT'
45 IF lK20OE<>101
46 USE LOG
47 APPEKD BLAKK
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48 REPLACE CIMAHO WITH H->CIlHAHD
49 replace suhnittire with ti1e()
50 replace couno with pick
51 replace subcode with ncode
52 REPLACE 5ubQ WITH KSQ
53 CIOSE DATABASES
54 ELSE
55 USE LOG
56 GO BOTM
57 REPLACE CGIANO WITH l4·>C£l!AID
58 replace como with pick
59 CLOSE UATABASES
60 EHDIE
61 CLEAR
62 <——RE'I'URN
63 Lmmir
64 IF C!MAWD='FILES'
65 IF !CODE<>101
66 USE LLXS
67 APPEHD BLAIIK
68 REPLACE CIMIAHD WITH H·>C<IIAHD
69 replace subnittine with tine()
70 mm SUBQ um HSQ
71 replace come with pick
72 replace subcode with ncode
73 CLOSE OATABASES
74 ELSE
75 USE LIXS
76 GO BOTM
77 REPLACE CCIIANO WITH I4->C(lIAND
78 replace como with pick
79 CIOSE DATABASES
80 ¤1P
81 LX) FILES
82 ELSE
83 IF C(llAl|O='RETRY'
84 PREV='lIO'
85 USE LOG
86 GO BOTTG1
87 IF .H0'l‘. BOF()
88 PREV='YES‘
89 ClIlANO=A->C(!lAWD
90 CASE
91 E C(llHO=' 2'
92 P1CK=Clll}I0
93 DO ST'RUHELP
94 E C(HHNO=' 3'
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95 PICK=CfMlNO
96 DO SHOWHELP
97 E COllNO=' 4'
98 PICK=C04!4NO
99 DO SELHELP

100 E C(l4I4140=’ 5'
101 PICK=CO14HNO
102 DO JOIHHELP
103 E COHIl|0=' 6'
104 PICK=C(l!l4O
105 DO CHTHELP
106 E C(l4l1|0=’

7’

107 PICK=C{HHNO
108 IX) SUHHELP
109 E COHlNO=' 8'
110 PIC'1(=C(lD04O
111 DO DELHELP
112 E CO14HNO='10'
113 PREV='1|O'
114 CMAND=SPACE( 160)
115 SE
116 PREV='NO'
117 ENDCASE
118 EHDIF
119 CLOSE DATABASES
120 ELSE
121 co¤and=space(160)
122 IF
123 IF PREV='110"
124 8 23,3 SAY 'previous couand not availahle'
125 wait ' press any key to continue...'
126 EISE
127 B 21,5 SAY " '
128 8 22,0 get couand
129 read
130 8 24,3 say 'please wait...'
131 couand=trin(couand)
132 couand=upper(couand)
133 IF HCODE<>1D1
134 USE LOG
135 APPEND BLAIIK
136 REPIACE CKIHAXD WITH 14->C(IHA|1D ‘

137 replace subaittine with ti1e()
138 REPLACE SUBQ WITH HSQ
139 replace couno with pick
140 replace subcode with ncode
141 CLOSE DATABASES
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142 ELSE
143 USE LTXS
144 GO BOTTON
145 REPLACE CQTNAND WITH H->C(NU4AND
146 replace como with pick
147 CIOSE OATABASES
148 ENDIF
149 STORE LH1(C(H!4AND) TO HONLONG
150 S'1ORE 0 TO COUNTER
151 WORD=10
152 NHILE COUNTER<HüiLONG
153 \KlRD=WORD+1
154 WORDVAR='WORD'+S‘TR(NORD,2,0)
155 8LANK='YES'
156 WHILE BLANK='YES'
157158

IE SUBST'R(COl11IAND,COUNTER,1)=' '
159 BIANK='YES"
160 ELSE
161 BLANK='NO'
162 ENDIF
163 DTDTX)
164165

MLB SUBST'R(CG!1ANO,COUNTER,1)<>' ' .AND. C(XlNTER<H(HLONG
166 [wCOUN'TER=(I!UN1'ER+1
167 HIDIXJ
168 IE COUNTEROHOWLONG
169 STORE SUBSTR(CGNAND,STAR'T,C(IJNT'ER-START) TO GWORDVAR
170 ELSE
171 STORE SU8S'1‘R(C(llAND,S'TART,COUNTE1l-START“+1) TO EWORINAR
172 ENDIP
173
174 IX) LANGUAGE
175 HTOIF
176 ENDIF
177 USE HX;
178 GO BOTM
179 REPLACE RETURNTIHB WITH RETTIITB
180 REPLACE RETURNCODE NITH RETCODE
181 HTDD0
182 CLEAR
183 SET TALK ON
184 SE'T SAFETY ON
185 RETURN
186

4+ End of Progran LX 4+ DOC found no errors.
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VARIABLES: LOCAL COICORDAICE FOR LX

Variable Stateaent nuber in listing (nodified variables indicated by '=')

BLAIK: =155 156 =l59 =161
CIIIIAID: =l5 16 =41 44 =48 =57 64 =68 =77 83 =89=114=12l =128=131=132 =136=145
149 158

165 169 171
CGIIO: =50 =58 =71 =78 91 92 94 95 97 98 100 101 103 104 106 107 109 110

112 =139
=146

WITH: =150 152 =157 158 164 165 =166 168 169 171
ERROR: 7
HWLOIG: =149 152 165 168
mode: B 45 51 65 72 133 140
nsq: =ll 52 70 138
off: 2 3 4 6 10
OI: 5 183 184
PICK: =13 50 58 71 78 =92 =95 =98=101=104=107=110 139 146
PREV: =43 =84 =88 =113 =116 123
retcode: =18 180
rettine: =19 179
RETURICODE: =180
RETURITIIE: =179
START: =164 169 171
SUBCODE: =51 =72 =140
SUHIITIIIE: =49 =69 =137
SUBQ: =52 =70 =138
WRD: =151 =153 154
IORD10: =20
IORD11: =21
WRD12: =22
WRD13: =23
IORD14: =24
NRD15: =25
IORD16: =26
WORDI7: =27
IORD18: =28
WORD19: =29
IORD20: =30
WORD21: =31
IORD22: =32
WORD23: =33
IORD24: =34
WORD25: =35
IORD26: =36
WORD27: =37
IORD28: =38
IORDZ9: =39
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VARIABLES: IOCAL COHCORDARCE FOR LX (continued)

Variable Stateaent nunber in listing (nodified variables indicated by '=')

WORDJO: =40
IORDVAR: =154 169 171
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1 clear
2 text
3
4 In order to analyze your perforeance on this test it is necessary
5 for you to enter a three digit code nunber at the beginning of this
6 session in the space provided belw. Your instructor will tell you
7 the code to use.
8
9 Please NAIT for his instructions!

10
ll endtext
12 MCODE=0
13 C•code=space( 3)
14 o while ¤code>102 .or. ¤code=0
15 4 ncode 101 used for lesson
16 4 mode 102 used for pretest
17 4 ncode 1-100 used for actual instrunent
18 E 11,3 say 'Code mmber:' get Cncode
19 read
20 MCODE=VAL(CMCODE)
21 ddo
22 SURE ='N'
23 NAME=SPACE(50)
24 HILE SURE <> 'Y' .AND. SURB<> 'y'
25 8 17,3 SAY 'PLEASE ENI'ER YOUR NAME AND S'1'UDENT ID NUMBER EELOH: '
26 E 19,3 GET NAME
27 READ
28 na¤c=upper(naae)
29 C 19,3 GET NAME
30 clear gets
31 ACCEPT' DIDYOUENTERYOURNAMEANDSTUD!D!TIDCOl1RE„'l'LY(Y/N)?'TOSURE
32 E!U3DO
33 use log
34 append iron schena
35 o case
36 ase 1code=101
37 append blank
38 replace couand with 'BEGIN LESQI SESSIQI FOR: '+NAME
39 replace subcode with ncode
40 replace returntine with ti¤e()
41 APPEND ELANN
42 replace subcode with acode
43 ase ncode=102
44 append blank
45 replace couand with 'BEGIN PRETEST FOR: '+NAME
46 replace subcode vith ncode
47 replace returntine with ti1e()
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48 APPEND BLANN
49 replace subcode with ncode
50 therwise
51 append blank
S2 replace couand with 'BEGIN ACIUAL INS'l‘RUlHI'l FOR: •+NAHE
53 replace subcode with ncode
54 replace returntine with ti¤e()
55 ndcase
56 clear
57 return
58

++ End of Prograa LOGIN ++ DOC found no errors.

VARIABLES: IOCAL CONCORDANCE FOR LOGIN

Variable Stateaent nunber in listing (aodified variables indicated by '=')

Cncodez =l3 =l8 20
CMIAND: =38 =45 =52
ncode: =l2 14 =20 36 39 42 43 46 49 53
NANE: =23 =26 =28 =29 38 45 52
REIURNTINE: =40 =47 =54
SUECODE: =39 =42 =46 =49 =53
SURE: =22 24 =3l
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1 CLEAR
2 close databases
3 C 4,1 SAY "

‘

4 TEXT
5 CQIKAND AENU
6
7 [FILES [ list the files in the database
8 [STRUCTURE] exanine the struct11re of a database file
9 [DISPLAY ] display selected fields of a database file

10 [SELECT ] create a subset of a database file
11 [JOIN ] join two files on a couon field
12 [COUNT [ count the records in a file
13 [SU!4 ] sun a nuneric field for all or selected records
14 [DELETE ] delete a database file
15 [RETRY ] uake changes to previous query
16 [OUIT ] quit and return to dos
17
18
19 ***** PLEASE SELECT A CIHKAND FR! 'I'HE MENU ******
20 EKDTEXT
21 SET TYPEAHEAD TO 0
22 clear typeahead
23 X=9
24 HHIUBAR = chr(X)+' ’+chr(8)+Cb.I(l1)+chr(l0)+<:hr(l)+cl1r(10)
25 HENUBAK = HENUBAR +chr(1)+chr(1l)+chr(7)+chr(79)
26 call EENUBAR with AENUBAR
27 CHOICE = asc(substr(llE1|UBAR,1,2))
28 PICK = str(choice,2)
29 SET TYPEAHEAD TO 20
30 E 21,3 SAY ' '
31 [=OO CASE
32 E PICK=’ l'
33 IF HCOOE<>l01
34 de ask
35 EKDIF
36 CCHIAHD='FILES'
37 E PICK=' 2'
38 IF l4CODE<>10l
39 DO ASK
40 ENDIF
41 DO STRUHELP
42 E PICK=' 3'
43 IF #10080101
44 DO ASK
45 ENDIF
46 DO SHWHELP
47 E PICK=' 4'
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48 IF ICODE0101
49 DO ASK
50 ENDIF
51 IX) SEIHELP
52 E PICK=' 5'
53 IF l4CODE<>101
54 DO ASK
55 DIDIF
56 DO JODIHELP
57 E PICK='

6’

58 IF lCODE<>101
59 DO ASK
60 KIDIF
61 [X3 CHTHELP
62 E PICK=' 7'
63 IF HCODE<>101
64 DO ASK
65 EIIDIF
66 DO SUIHELP
67 E PICK=' 8'
68 IF !CODE<>10l69 DO ASK
70 EKDIF
71 IXJ DELHELP
72 E PICK=' 9'
73 IF lCODE<>101
74 DO ASK
75 HIDIF
76 C(llAKD='RE'1'RY"
77 E PICK=’10’
78 ClHA!1D='QUIT'
79 BIIXLASE
80 RETURN
81

++ End of Progran HEIU ++ Doc found no errors.

VARIABLES: HXZAL CORCORDANCE FOR HENU

variable Stataent number in listing (nodified variables indicated by '=')

CHOICE: =27 28
CIHIAKD: =36 =76 =78
Icodez 33 38 43 48 53 58 63 68 73
HENUBAR: =24 =25 26 27
PICK: =28 32 37 42 47 52 S7 62 67 72 77
X: =23 24
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1 use FILE
2 while .not. eof()
3 CLEAR
4 counter = 20
5 ? ' LAST FILE FILE'
6 ? " UPDATE HAHE DESCRIPTION"
7 ? II+8

o while counter<>0 .and. .not. eof()
9 ? ' ',createdate,filenane,descript

10 SKIP
11 ENDD0
12 HAIT ' press any key to continue..."
13 ENDD0
14 RE'1'l‘I1IE='l‘I14E()
15 RETURN
16

4+ End of Progran FILE 4+ DOC found no errors.

VARIABLES: DDCAL CDNCORDAHCE FDR FILES

Variable Stateaent nunber in listing (nodified variables indicated by '=')

CDUKTHI: =4 8
CREATEDATE: 9
DESCRIPT: 9
FILENAHE: 9
rettinez =14
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1 CLEAN
2 E 0,0 TO 20,79 DOUBLE
3 P 2,1 'IU 2,78
4 C 1,20 SAY ' **** SYNTAX OF STRUf.'1'URE CG4!4AND ****'
5 G 4,3 SAY 'STRUUFDRE <filena1e>'
6 8 7 3 SAY 'where:'
7 Q 9:5 SAY '<filena1e> should be replaced with an existing file naee."
8 G 21,0 SAY ' '9 RETURN

10
4+ End of Prograe STRUHELP 4+ DOC found no errors.

DOC found no variables in STRUHELP
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1 CLEAR
2 C 0,0 TO 20,79 DOUBLE
3 P 2,1 TO 2,78
4 C 1,20 SAY ' **** SYETAX OF DISPLAY CKHHAED ****'
5 0 4,3 SAY 'DISPLAY <fieldlist> IE <filena1e> '
6 0 7,3 SAY 'where:'
7 E 9,5 SAY '<fi1ena1e> should be replaced with an existing file na¤e.'
8 0 10,5 say '<fieldlist> should be replaced vith a series of fields'
9 0 11,19 say 'froa the corresponding file separated by b1anks.'

10 C 21,0 SAY ' "
11 RETURE _
12

4-+ End of Progran SHOWHELP +7 DOC found no errors.
DOC found no variables in SHOHHELP
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1 CLEAR
260,0 TO 20,79 DOUBLE
3 6 2,1 TO 2,78
4 6 1,20 SAY ' ***• SYNTAX OF SELECT CGDIAND ****'5 6 4,3 SAY 'SELEC'1 <fieldlist> IN <fi1enane> [FOR <condition>] '6 6 5,25 SAY 'NAKING <newfilena1¤e> [UNIQUE <fieldna|e>]'
7 6 7,3 SAY 'where:'
8 6 9,5 SAY '<filena1e> should be replaced with an existing file na1e.'
9 6 10,5 say '<newfilenane> should be replaced with a file nane not '+ 'already used.'

10 6 11,19 say 'Valid file nanes are 8 characters or nunbers, no spaces.'
11 6 12,5 say '<fie1dnane> should be replaced with a field nane froa the'
12 6 13,19 say 'corresponding file.'
13 6 14,5 say '<fieldlist> should be replaced with a series of fields'
14 6 15,19 say 'froe the corresponding file separated by hlanks.'
15 6 16,5 say '<oondition> should be replaced with a phrase of syntax:'
16 6 17,5 SAY ' <fieldnare> <co¤parator> <value>'
17 6 18,5 say '<co¤parator> is = < > >= <= or <>'
18 6 19,5 say '<value> is replaced with the value for co¤parison'
19 6 21,0 SAY ' '
20 RETURN
21

4-+ End of Prograa SELHELP 4-+ DOC found no errors.
DOC found no variables in SELHELP
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1 CLEAN
260,0 TO 20,79 DOUBLE
3 6 2,1 TO 2,78
461,20 SAN ' **** SYNTAX OF JOIN CIHNAND **4**
5 6 4,3 SAN 'JOIN <filena1e> WITH <filena¤e> USING <fieldnane> '+ 'HAKING <newfilena¤e>'
667,3 SAY 'where:"
7 6 9,5 SAY '<filenane> should be replaced with an existing file na¤e.'
8 6 10,5 say '<newfilenane> should be replaced with a file nane not '+ 'already used.'
9 6 11,19 say 'Valid file naaes are 8 characters or nunbers, no spaces.'

10 6 12,5 say '<fieldna¤e> should be replaced with a field nane fron the'
11 6 13,19 say 'corresponding file.'
12 6 21,0 SAY ' '
13 RETURN
14

++ End of Prograa JOINHELP 4+ NC found no errors.
DOC found no variables in JOINHELP
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1 CLEAR
260,0 TO 20,79 DOUBLE
3 6 2,1 'IO 2,78
4 6 1,20 SAY ' **** SYIITAX OP COU11‘1 C<1411AND ****'
5 6 4,3 SAY 'COU11'1 <filena1e> [FOR <condition>] '
667,3 SAY 'where:'
7 6 9,5 SAY '<filena1e> should be replaced with an existing file na1e.'
8 6 10,5 say '<condition> should be replaced with a phrase of syntax:'
9 6 11,5 SAY ' <fieldna1e> <oo¤parator> <value>'

10 6 12,5 say '<oonparator> is = < > >= <= or
<>•

11 6 13,5 say '<va1ue> is replaced with the value for o¤¤parison'
12 6 21,0 SAY ' '
13 REIURN
14

+1 End of Progran C11'1'BELP ++ DOC found no errors.
DOC found no variables in C11'1'HELP
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1 CLEAR
2 8 0,0 1*0 20,79 DOUBLE
3 8 2,1 'IO 2,78
481,20 SAN ' **** SYNTAX OF SUN CQDIAND ****'
5 8 4,3 SAN 'SUN <fieldna¤e> IN <filenaw [FOR <condition>] '
687,3 SAY 'where:'
7 8 9,5 SAY '<filenane> should be replaced with an existing file na1e.'
8 8 10,5 say '<fieldnane> should be replaced with a field nane fror the"
9 8 11,19 say 'corresponding file.'

10 8 12,5 say '<condition> should be replaced with a phrase of syntax:'
11 8 13,5 SAY ' <fieldnane> <oo1parator> <value>'
12 8 14,5 say ‘<co|parator> is = < > >= <= or <>'
13 8 15,5 say '<value> is replaced with the value for co¤parison'
14 8 21,0 SAY ' '
15 RETURN
16

++ End of Progran SUNHELP 4-+ DOC found no errors.
DOC found no variables in SUNHELP
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1 CLEAR
2 G 0,0 TO 20,79 DOUBLE
3 G 2,1 'I'0 2,78
4 G 1,20 SAY ' **** SYNTAX OF DELETE CKAIHAHD ****'
5 G 4 3 SAY 'DKLETE <filena¤e>'
6 G 7:3 SAY ‘where:'
7 6 9,5 SAY '<filena1e> should be replaced with an existing file nue.'
8 G 21,0 SAY ' '
9 RETURN

10
++ End of Prograu DELHELP ++ DOC found no errors.

DOC found no variables in DELHELP
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1 set exact off
2 CASE
3 §SE IORD1l='JOIN‘
4 DO JOIN
5 E NORD11='FILE'
6 DO FILES
7 E IORDll='DISP'
8 DO SHON
9 E IORDl1='SELE'

10 IX) SELECT
11 E NORDl1="QUIT'
12 * 'IN QUIT PARSE'
13 E WORD1l='S‘l'RU‘
14 DO

S’l‘RUC‘l‘UR

15 E IORDll='SUN‘
16 DO SUN
17 E UORDll="COUN'
18 DO COUN'i'
19 E UORD1l='DELE'
20 IX} DELETE
21 NRD1l='NO'I' USED"
22 retti1e=ti1e( )
23 * DO NOTHING BU'I‘ RETURN
24 SE
25 CLEAR
26 retcode='0l'
27 retti•e=ti1e()
28 ? 'C(HAND',WRDll,'NO’l' REC(X¥NIZED'
29 NAI'!
30 HUXIASE
31 RETURN
32

++ End of Progran LANGUAGE ++ DOC found no errors.

VARIABLB: HXJAL CONCORDANCE FOR LANGUAGE

Variable Statenent nunber in listing (aodified variables indicated by '=')

off: 1
retcode: =26
rettinez =22 =2v
NORDll: 3 5 7 9 ll 13 15 17 19 21 28
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1 ISQ=0
2 WHILE !SQ<1 .0R. l4SQ>12
3 lISubQ=' "
4 @21,14 SAY 'HHAT QUESTIOR ARE YOU A'1'1'HlPTIl|G TO ANSWER? " GET HSubq
5 read
6 |sq=val(|subg)
7 ENDD0
8

++ End of Progran ASK ++ Doc found no errors.

VARIABLES: LOCAL CONCORDAKCE FOR ASK

Variable Stataent nunber in listing (nodified variables inclicated by '=')

usg: =l 2 =6
ISubQ: =3 =4 6
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1 8 24,70 say '00%'
2 IF 'DBF" $(WORD12)
3 * EXTENSION ALREADY ON
4 * RIP IT OFF
5 ELSE
6 OL|7IORO12=ÜORD12
7 WORD12=WORD12+".DBF'
8 DIDIF
9 IF 'DBF' $(WORD14)

10 * EXTDISIGI ALREADY ON
11 * RIP IT OFF
12 E
13 OLD9ORO14=WORD14
14 K)RD14=9ORO14+'.DBF'
15 ENOIF
16 IF FILE(WORD12)
17 USE HORD12
18 v12cnt=reocount( )
19 IP FILE(WORD14)
20 FCEECK1=‘1TPE('&HORD16')
21 USE EHORDI4
22 FCHECK2='I'YPE('&HORO16')
23 SELECT 1
24 USE &I)RD12
25 SELECT 2
26 USE GKIRDI4
27 v14cnt=rec¤01mt()
28 SELECT 1
29 IF FCHECK1="U'
30 CLEAR
31 ? 'SPECIFIM FIELD NOT FOUND IN '+W)RD12
32 RE1'COOE='O2'
3334

ELSE
35 IF FCHECK2='U'
36 CLEAR
37 ? 'SPECIFIEO FIEID NOT FOUNO IN '+WORD14
38 RE‘ICOOE="O3'
3940

ELSE
41 IF FCHECK1<>FCHECK2
42 CLEAR
43 ? 'TYPE HISHATCH IN FIELDS'
44 RE'1‘CODE='O4'
45 )
46 EISE
47 [IP WORD18='NOT USED'
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4B CLEAR
49 ? 'TARGET FILE NOT SPECIFIEO'
50 REIGOOE='05*
51 RE'1'l'Il4E=TI14E( )
52 ELSE
53 IF '08F' $(IIOR018)
54 4 EXTENSION ALREADY ON
55 4 RIP IT OFF
56 ELSE
57 0LDWOR018=870RD18
58 WORD18=NORD18+'.0EF*
ss Lnmrr
60 IF .NO1‘. FILE(NORDl8)
61 6 24,70 say '10%'
62 close databases
63 newfi1e=word18
64 keyfield=wordl6
65 if w12cnt<w14cnt
66 snall=word12
67 big=word14
68 lse
69 s1all=word14
70 big=word12
71 dif
72 select a
73 use asnall
74 copy stru to xrobl
75 copy stru extended to xrobl
76 E 24,70 say '20%'
77 index on Ekeyfield to xrobl
78 select b
79 use Abiq
80 copy stru to xrob2
81 use xrobl
82 append blank
83 replace Akeyfield with 'X'
84 select c
85 use xrob2
86 append blank
87 replace Akeyfield with 'X'
B8 join with b to anewfile for keyfield=keytield
89 use Anewfile
90 zap
91 append fron Gbig
92 C 24,70 say *30%*
93 go top
94 set relation to Akeyfield into a
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95 select b
96 use xrob3
97 pcent=70/reccount()
98 pdone=30
99 go top

100 while .not. eof()
101 if field_na1e<>keyfie1d
102 qetfield='c·>•+fie1d_na1e
103 getfie1d2='a->•+fie1d_na1e
104 select c
105 replace all Egetfield with &getfie1d2
106 select b
107 hdif
108 pdone=pdone+pcer1t
109 8 24,69 say pdone picture '999%'
110 skip
111 do
112 CLOSE DATABASE
113 USE FILE
114 APPFND BLANK
115 REPLACE CREATEDATE WITB DATE()
116 REPLACE FILENANE WITH OINORD18
117 REPLACE DESCRIPT WITH 'JOIN OF '+OLDWORD12+' AND '+ OLDK)RD14+' USING '+WORDl6
118 REPLACE DELETE WITH .T.
119 CLEAR
120 ? 'JOIN CGIPLETED SUCCESSFULLY'
121 RE'1'1‘IIE=TIHE()
122 ELSE
123 CLEAR
124 ? 'NEW FILE NAME ALREADY EXIS'1'S'
125 RE'1'1‘IIE=TIHE( )
126 RETCODE='O6'
127 ENDIF
128 ENDIF
129 ENDIF
130 IF
131 al•1F
132 ELSE
133 CLEAR
134 ? 'SECGID DEIGNATH3 FILE NOT FOUND'
135 RE'I'1‘IHE=TINE()
136 RE'1‘CODE='07'
137 ENDIF
138 ELSE
139 CLEAR
140 ? 'FIRST DESIGNATED FILE NOT FOUND'
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1421 mcooa=•o6·
143 HDI?
144 IAIT
145 RETURN
146

++End of Program JOIN++ Oocfound no errors.
There vere 4varnings.

VARIABLES:I•OCALCONCORDAllCEFORJOIN

Variable Statenent number in listing (modified variables indicated by '=')

big: =67 =70 79 91
CREATEDATE: =115
DELETE: =ll8
DESCRIPT: =l17
FCHECK1: =20 29 41
PCHECK2: =22 35 41
fie1d_na1e: 101 102 103
FILENAHE: =1l6
getfield: =l02 105
getfie1d2: =103 105
keyfield: =64 77 83 87 88 94 101
nevrilez =63 ss B9
OHNIJRD12: =6 117
OLUIORD14: =13 117
OUIIORD18: =57 116
pcent: =97 108
pdone: =98 =108 109
retcodez =32 =38 =44 =5U =l26 =l36 =142
rettile: =33 =39 =45 =51 =12l =l25 =l35 =14l
suallz =66 =69 73
v12cnt: =18 65
v14cnt: =27 65
M12: 2 6 =7 16 17 24 31 66 70
WORD14: 9 13 =14 19 21 26 37 67 69
M16: 64 117
IORD18: 47 53 57 =58 60 63
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1 F1LßEL='1|O'
2 FERROR='N0‘
3 F1ELDL1S'l‘=' '
4 wordcnt=l2
5 CURIORD=vord12
6 while CURWORD <> 'IN' .AND. CURWORD <> 'lI0'I' USED'
7 WORDCl|'l‘=WORDCN'I‘+1
8 WH1CHWORD='WORD'+S1‘R(WORDC1|'l‘,2)
9 CUR'WORD=&WH1CHWORD

10 HIDDO
11 1
12 WH1CHWORD='WORD'+STR(WORIXJLT,2)
13 CURWORD=&WHLCHWORD
14
15 *is the word a valid file
16 FLLE'lOUSE=CURWORD
17 LF 'DBF" $(CURWORD)
18 * EXTELISLON ALREADY ON
19 ELSE

2021 EIDIF
22 LF FILE(CUR’•ORD)
23 USE ECURWORD
24 FILFSEL='YES'
25 ERDIF
26
27 LF FLLESEL='!lO"
28 CLEAR
29 ? 'N0 TARGET FILE SPECIFLHL OR TARGE'l‘ FILE NOT FII7!LD'
30 RE1'CODE='09'
3132

ELSE
33 wordcnt=12
34 CURWORD=word12
35 fields=1
36 o while CURWORD <> FILETOUSE
37 *15 THE WORD A VALID FIELD
38 FCHECK='l'YPE('&CURWORD')
39 IF FCHE(X="U‘
40 LF CURbURD<>'IN'
41 CLEAR
42 ? 'FLELD |LAHE',CURWORD,'l|0'l‘ RECLXILIZHV
43 RE'ICODE='10"
44 ( )
45 FERROR='YE5'
46 HLDIF
47 ELSE
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48 I? l0RDCNT<>12
49 FIELDS=FIELDS+1
50 wu
51 HDIF
52 1
53 WHICHWORD='WORD'+ST'R(WORDQlT,2)
54 C'URHORD=&IHICH'HORD
55 HDD0
56 HDI?
57 IF FERROR='IO' .A|ID. FILESEL='YES'
58 CLEAR
59 CASE
60 E ?IELDS=1
61 LIST &WORDl2 OFF
62 E ?IELDS=2
63 LIST ENRDIZ , &WORD13 OFF
64 E ?IELDS=3
65 LIST WORD12 , EWRD13 , EWORD14 OFF
66 E FIELDS=4
67 LIST &WORD12 , EKKJRD13 , &IK)RDl4 , EIKJRDIS OFF
68 E FIELDS=5
69 LIST &WORD12 , &WORD13 , GWORD14 , WORD15 , &WORD16 OFF
70 E FIELDS=6
71 LIST WORD12 , EWRD13 , ENRDI4 , HKJRD15 , EWORDI6 , &IORD17 OFF
72 E FIELDS=7
73 LIST &WORDl2 , GWORDI3 , &IORD14 , EWORD15 , &HORD16 , EWORDI7 , HXJRD18 OFF
74 E FIELDS=8
75 LIST EWRDIZ , &K!RD13 , WORD14 , EWRDIS , EWORD16 , &l0RD17 , &WRD18 , EWORDI9 OFF
76 E FIELDS=8
77 LIST &HORD12 , WORD13 , HKJRD14 , WGZD15 , WORD16 , WORD17 , &WORD18 , EIORDI9 , EIORDZO OFF
78 SE
79 ? 'Tw HAIY FIELDS IH FIELD LIST'
80 RE'IGODE='11'
8182

HDCASE
83 IF RETCODE='OK'
8485

HDIF
86 HDI?
87 IAIT
88 RETURN
89

6 End of Progran SHOd 6 DOC found no errors.
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VARIABLES: LOCAL COHCORDAHCH FOR SHOW

Variable Statenent nunber in listing (nodified variables indicated by '=')

CURWORD: =5 6 =9 =13 16 17 =20 22 23 =34 36 40 42 =54
FCHECK: =3B 39
FERROR: =2 =45 57
FIELDLIST: =3
fields: =35 =49 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76
FILFSEL: =1 =24 27 57
FILE'1'OUSE: =l6 36
retcodez =30 =43 =80 83
rettilez =31 =44 =81 =84
WHICHWORD: =8 9 =12 13 =53 54
WORD12: 5 34 61 63 65 67 69 71 73 75 77
WORD13: 63 65 67 69 7l 73 75 77
WORD14: 65 67 69 71 73 75 77
WORD15: 67 69 71 73 75 77
WORD16: 69 71 73 75 77
WORD17: 71 73 75 77
WORD18: 73 75 77
WORD19: 75 77
WORIJ20: 77
vordcntz =4 =7 8 =11 12 =33 48 =52 53
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1 C0|4DI'1*1014=' '
2 IAKHARK = 0
3 EILESEL='140'
4 FERROR='140'
5 FIELDC14'1*=0
6 Wordcnt=l2
7 FOR14ARK=0
8 U14IHARK=0
9 CURIORD = Wordl2

10 While CURBORD <> '1401* USED'
11 IF CURHORD=‘FOR'
12 F0lHARK=HORDCl4*1*
13 El!
14 IF CURWORD='U14IOIE*'
15 U14IlARK=HORDCl4'1'
16 HIDIF
17 IF CURl0RD='HAK114G'
18 14AKHARK=WORDC14T
19 EIIDIF
20 +1
21 I11ICEIORD='IORD‘+S1'R(IORDC14'T,2)
22 CUR'K!RD=&HHICH140R1J
23 ENDD0
24 IF HAKHARK = 0
25 CLEAR
26 ? 'IAKIHG WAS 1401* SPECIPIHF
2728

RE'1*COOE='99'
29 HAIT
30 <—RE'l‘UR14
31 11111111
32 ·1
33 1FP014IARK=0
34 IF UIIIARK=0
3536

EISE
37 IORDC14T=U14IIARK·3
38 HDI?
39 ELSE
40 WORDC14'1%FOR14ARK-1
41 ENDIF
42 44HIG1IORD='IORD'+ST'R(WORD(!14T,2)
43 CUR14014D=&IHICHIORD
44
45 *is there a valid file sonevhere
46 F1LETOUSE=CURHORD
47 [IF 'DBF‘ $(CURWORD)
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48 * EXTENSIOR ALREADY OR
49 ELSE
50 OIDFILE=CURIORD
51 CURWORD=CURWORD+'.DBF'
52 ENDIF
53 IF FILE(CURWORD)
54 USE ECURWORD
55 FILESEL='YES'
56 EHDIF
57
58
59 IF FILE8EL='HO'
60 CLEAR
61 ? 'KO SOURCE FILE SPECIFIH3 OR SOURCE FILE IOT F(XI!U)'
62 RE1'1‘1HE=T1HE{)
63 RETCODE='12"
64 ELSE
65 wordcnt=12
66 12
67 while CURHORD <> FILEIOUSE
68 *18 THE WORD A VALID FIELD
69 FCHECK='1'YPE('&CURWORD')
70 1P FCHECK='U'
71 IF CURWRD<>'1R'
72 CLEAR
73 ? 'FIELU KAl4E',CURWORD,'KO'1' REC(Xl|IZH!'
7475

RE'1'C(DE='13'
76 FERROR=‘YES'
77 IF
78 ELSE
79 IF IORDCHT<>12
80 F1ELDCR'1‘=FIELUC|I'I“+1
81 ELSE
82 FIELDCRT=1
83 DIUIF
84 ENDIF
85 WORDG|‘HORDG|‘1‘+1
86 IHICEHORD='HORD'+STR(IORDClFT,2)
87 CURIORD=&hHICHWORD
88 ERDU0
89 EJIDIF
90 IF FERROR='l|O' .AlID. FILESEL="YES'
91 IF FORHARK00
92 CORDCHK='0K'
93 DO CONDCHK
94 [IF CORDCHK=‘OK‘
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95 IF U1|I1IARK=0
96 HHICEWOR0='WOR0'+STR(1astv0rd,2)
97 CURWORD=&vhichv0rd
98 HSE
99 WHICHWORD='WORD'+STR(ur1i|ark-1,2)

100 CURIORD=&vhichv0rd
101 EHOIF
102 IF 'DBF" $(CURWORD)
103 * EXTENSION ALREADY ON
104 HSE
105 RD
106 RO+'.DBF'
107 I)|EWFILE=CURWORO
108 ENDIF
109 *IF TARGET FILE OK
110 IF .ROT. FILE(CURHORD)
111 IF 0II14ARK<>0
112 *VALIDA'1'E URIFIELD
113 1
114 HHICHlORD='WORD'+STR(IORDClTF,2)
115 CURWORD=&WHICHK)RD
116 FCHECK='1'YPE('&CURWORD")
117 IF FCHECK='U'
118 CLEAR
119 ? 'URIQUE FIHD RAHE',COR'dJRD,'IO1‘ RECOGKIZEO‘
120 )
121 RE1OODE='14'
122 HSE
123 CASE
124 E FIEL1)C1F1‘=1
125 COPY TO LKHFILE FIELDS &l1RD12 FOR SCOTIDITIOTI
126 E FIH1DCRT=2
127 COPY TO EKEWFILE FIELDS &K)RD12 ,6K)RD13 FOR &C<llOITI(!|
128 E FIHDCNT=3
129 COPY TO EKNFILE FIELDS HURD12 ,&WORD13,&WORO14 FOR ECQTOITIOR
130 E FIH„DCRT=4
131 COPY TO HIHTFILE FIELDS &K1RD12 ,&WORO13,&WORD14,&WORD15 FOR ECORDITIOR
132 E FIH1DC1|T=5
133 COPY TO SHEWFILE FIELDS &I(HlO12 ,&WORD13,&WRD14,&WORD15,&NRD16 FOR GCOKOITION
134 E FIELDCl|T=6
135 COPY TO HIHFILE FIELDS IMRD12 ,&WORD13,&I1RD14,&|URO15,&WRO16,&WRD17 FOR GCORDITIOR
136 E FIELDCRT=7
137 | | | | J | COPY TO emma FIELDS su0111112 ,&WRD13,&IORD14,&WOR015,&WRD16,&HORO17 ,&R)RD18 FOR 1002011101
138 | | | | | }CASEFIELDCI'1‘=8
139 | | | | | | COPY TO mmm FIELDS auoumz ,&IORD13,&KJRO14,&H3RD15,&IJl!D16,&I11i)17 ,2u02012,s¤02012 FOR;139 J J J J J Jmacouvmou
140 E FIELlXlYT=9
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141 | | | | | \ 1 com TO mmm mms &WORD12 ,&WORD13,&WORD14,&WORD15,iWORD16,&WORD17
,&WORD18,&WORD19,&WORD20 FOR;
141 ECONDITION
142 SE
143 CLEAR
144 ? 'TO0 NANY FIELDS IN FIELD LIS'T'
145 RE'I'TI14E='TINE()
146 RE'TCODE="15'
147 ENDCASE
148 *VALIDATE UHIFIELD
149 USE &NEWF1LE
150 WORDCN'T=UNI14ARK+1
151 WHICHWORD='WORD'+STR(WORDC11'T,2)
152 CURWORD=&WHIC11WORD
153 FCHECN=‘1'YPE('&CURWORD' )
154 IF FCHECK='U'
155 CLEAN
156 ? 'UNIQUE FIELD NANE NUST BE PART OF ND! FILE'
157158

RETCODE='16'
159 ELSE
160 INDEX ON GCURWORD TO THPINDEX UNIQUE
161 COPY TO TNPFILE
162 CLOSE DATABASES
163 DELETE FILE TLNHFILE
164 RHIANE 'IT4PFILE.DBF TO &LNWFILE
165 ENDIF
166 CLOSE DATABASES
167 USE FILES
168 APPEND BLANN
169 REPLACE FILERANE WITH NEWFILE
170 REPLACE DELETE WITH .T.
171 REPLACE CREATEDATE WITH DAT'E()
172 REPLACE DESCRIPT WITH 'SUBSET OF '+OLDFILE
173 CLEAN
174 ? 'NEW FILECREATE175176

HIDIF
177 ELSE
178 CASE
179 E FIELDCR'T=1
180 COPY TO ENHTFILE FIELDS &WORD12 FOR GCONDITION
181 E FIELDCN'T=2
182 COPY TO LNWFILE FIELDS EWORDIZ ,&WRD13 FOR GCQIDITIGI
183 E F1ELDCN'T=3
184 COPY TO &NEWFILE FIELDS EERDIZ ,&\NJRD13,&WORD14 FOR ECTIDITIGI
185 E FIEIDCN'T=4
186 COPY '1'O LNEWFILE FIELDS &WORD12 ,&WORD13,&WORD14,&WRD15 FOR &COTDI'TI(!4
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187 E FIH1DCNT=5
188 COPY TO UIEFILE FIELDS &WORD12 ,&hORO13,&WORO14,&KJRD15,&KJRD16 FOR GCOMDITIOM
189 E FIH1DCMT=6
190 COPY TO RNHYFILE FIHBS &WORD12 ,&WORD13,&MORD14,&WORO15,&4K}RD16,&WORD17 FOR ECOMDITION
191 E F1HDCNT=7
192 { | | { { copy po LHEWFILE 1111196 1110111112 ,&WORD13,&l)RD14,&WRD15,&I)RD16,&WORD17 ,&RJRD18 pop &CORDITIOM
193

I I
| { {cnsp FIELDCHT=8

194 ) | | COPY TO EHEWFILE FIHDS &I)RD12 ,&WORD13,&WORD14,&WORD15,&WRD16,&R1RD17 ,&NRD18,&WORO19 FOR
ECOMDITIOM
195 | | | | |=cAs16p11:1.oc11·1&9
196 { | | { { copy po mmm 191111.116 6110111112 ,&I)RD13,&WRD14,&llRD15,&IM1D16,&IlRD17 ,&WRD18,&WORD19,&WORD20

FOR?
196 ECOHDITIOH
197 SE
198 CLEAR
199 ? 'TEX) MAMY FIHDS IM FIELD LIST"
200 RE‘1'1'IME=TIME()
201 RE'IC<DE='17'
202 EMLXZASE
203 CLOSE DATABASES
204 USE FILES
205 APPEND BLAHK
206 REPLACE FILHIAME WITH MHFILE
207 REPLACE DH1E'I'E WITH .T.
208 REPLACE CREATEATE WITH DATE( )
209 REPLACE DESCRIPT WITH 'SUBSET OF ‘+OLDFILE
210 CLEAR
211 ? "MEW FILE CREATE SUCCESSFULLY'
212 )
213 EMDIF
214 ELSE
215 CLEAR
216 ? 'TARGET FILE MAME ALREADY IN USE"
217 RETI‘IME=TIME( )
218 RETCODE='18'
219 EMDIF
220 HSE
221 * ERROR MESSAGE SHOULD BE UP FOR COIDITIOM •«:1¤·•1·
222 EHDIF
223 HSE
224 IF UNIMARK=0
225 WHICHWORD='WORD'+STR(lastv0rd,2)
226 CORWORD=&uhichvord
227 HSE
228 HIICHWORD='\K)RD'+STR(uni|aIk-1 , 2)
229 CURIORD=&vhichvord
230 EMDIF
231 IF 'D8F' $(CURWORD)
232 I * EX'1'EHSIOH ALREAOY OM
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233 ELSE
234235236

LNWFILE=CURWORD
237 ENDIF
238 *IF TARGET FILE OK
239 IF .NO'1'. FILE(CURWORD)
240 IF URIHARK00
241 *VALIDATE UNIFIELD
242 WO+l
243 lHICHWORD='WORD'+STR(WORDC}TT,2)
244 CURWORD=&WHIGTWORD
245 FCHECK=TYPE( '&CURWORD')
246 IF FCHECK='U"
247 CLEAR
248 ? 'UNIQUE FIELU HAl4E',CURWORD,'NOT RECOGKIZED'
249 RE'T'TIHE=TIHE( )
250 RETCODE='19'
251 ELSE
252 CASE
253 E FIELDCRT=1
254 COPY TO LKEJFILE FIELOS &WORDl2
255 E FIELDCl|T=2
256 COPY TO EINEWFILE FIELOS &WORDl2 ,&WORDl3
257 E FIELOCRT=3‘
258 COPY TO RNEWFILE FIELDS AWORDTZ ,&IORDl3,&WORD14
259 E FIELDCN'T=4
260 COPY TO HTNFILE FIELDS &IORDl2 ,&KK)RD13,&R}RD14,&R)ROl5
261 E FIELDCN'T=5
262 COPY TO ENEWFILE FIELDS WORD12 ,&WORDl3,&WORDl4 ,&R!RU15,&WORD16
263 E FIELOCNT=6
264 COPY TO HTWFILE FIELDS &WORD12 ,&WRD13 ,&WORDl4,&HORD15,&R)RD16,&WORD17
265 E FIELDC!\T=7
266 COPY TO EHEWFILE FIEIDS &WORDl2 ,&lORDl3,&WORDl4,&WORDl5,&WORD16,&WORDl7 ,&WORD18
267 E FIELDCNT=8
268 COPY TO AHEWFILE FIELDS &HORD12 ,iHORDl3 ,&WORD14,&HORD15,&NRD16,&hORDl7 ,&WOROl8,&WORDl9
269 E FIELDCNT=9
270 | | | | | COPY TO ANHFILE FIELDS &WORDl2 ,&WORDl3,&WORD14 ,&WORD15,&WORD16 ,&WORD17 ,&mRDl8,&WORD19,&WORD20
271 SE
272 CLEAR
273 ? 'Tw HANY FIELDS IN FIEL0 LIST'
274275

RETCOOE='20'
276 HTNASE
277 WALIDATE UKIFIELD
278 USE SNEWFILE
279 HORDC!TT=UNIHARK+1
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280 WH1CHWORD="IORD'+S'I'R(WORDC}l'Y,2)
281 CURWORD=&WHICHWORD
282 FCHECK=TYPE('&CURWORD')
283 IF FCHECK='U'
284 CLEAR
285 ? 'UNIQUE FIELD NAME XUST BE PART OF NW FILE‘
286 RE'1'1‘IIE='1'IHE()
287 RETCODE='21'
288 ELSE
289 INDEX ON GCURWORD TO 'HPINDEX UNIQUE
290 COPY TO 'IHPFILE
291 HOSE DATAHASES
292 DELETE FILE ELNEWFILE
293 RHIAIE THPFILE.D8F 'I'0 SLNEWFILE
294 ww
295 HOSE DATABASES
296 USE FILES
297 APPHID BLANK
298 REPLACE FILENAIIE WITH NEWFILE
299 REPLACE DELE'1'E WITH .T.
300 REPLACE CREATEDATE WITH DATE()
301 REPLACE DESCRIPT WITH 'SUBSET OF '+0LDFILE
302 CLEAR
303 ? 'NEW FILE CREATED SUCCESSFULLY'
304 ( )
305 HIDIF
306 E
307 CASE
308 E FIELDCNT=l
309 COPY TO SNWFILE FIEIDS MJRD12
310 E FIEIDCNT=2
311 COPY TO ENBYFILE FIELDS &WORD12 ,&H)RD13
312 E FIELDCNT=3
313 COPY '1'O ENEWFILE FIELDS &WORDl2 ,&WRD13,&WORD14
314 E FIELDCNT=4
315 COPY TO GNHFILE FIELDS &NRD12 ,&WORDl3,&WORD14,&WORD15
316 E FIELDCNT=5
317 COPY TO &ND1FILE FIELDS EWRDIZ ,&WORD13,&WORD14,&WORD15,&I)RD16
318 E FIELDCNT=6
319 COPY TO SNEWFILE FIELDS &WORDl2 ,&WORD13,&WORDl4,&WORD15,&WORD16,&WORD17
320 E FIELDH|T=7
321 COPY TO ENEWFILE FIEIDS SWRDIZ ,&WRD13,&IK1RD14,iK)RD15,&IlRD16,&WORD17 ,&WORD18
322 E FIELDCNT=8
323 COPY TO SNEIFILE FIELDS &K)RD12 ,&WORD13,&I3RD14,&R3RD15,&WRD16,&KJRDl7 ,&WORD18,&WORD19
324 E FIELDCNT=9
325 COPY TO &NEWFILE FIELDS IMRD12 ,&WRD13,&mD14,&K1RD15,&IlRD16,&IRD17 ,&MD18,&WRD19,&WORD20
326 SE
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327 CLEAR
328 7 'T00 NANY FIELDS IN FIELD LIST'
329 ()
330 RETCODE='22'
331 ENDCASE
332 CLOSE DATABASES
333 USE FILES
334 APPHID BLANK
335 REPLACE FILENANE WITH NEWFILE
336 REPLACE DELETE WITH .T.
337 REPLACE CREATEDATE WITH DATE()
338 REPLACE DESCRIPT WITH 'SUBSET OF '+OLDFILE
339 CLEAR
340 ? 'NEW FILE CREATED SUCCESSFULLY'
341 RE'1'TIHE=TIHE{)
342 HIDIF
343 ELSE
344 CLEAR
345 ? 'TARGET FILE NAME ALREADY IN USE'

346347 RE'1'CODE='23'
348 EIDIF
349 IF
350 ENDIF
351 WAIT
352 RETURN
353

++ End of Progran SELECT ++ DOC found no errors.

VARIABLES: HXIAL CONCORDANCE FOR SELE(.'I‘
Variable Stataent nunber in listing (nodified variables indicated by '=')

CONDCHK: =92 94
CGIDITION: =1 125 127 129 131 133 135 137 139 141 180 182 184 186 188 190 192 194

196
CREATHTATE: =171 =208 =300 =337
CURWORD: =9 10 11 14 17 =22 =43 46 47 50 =51 53 54 =66 67 71 73 =87

=97 =100
102 105 =106 107 110 =115 119 =152 160 =226 =229 231 234 =235 236 239 =244 248

=281 289
DELET'E: =170 =207 =299 =336
DESCRIPT: =172 =209 =301 =338
FCHECK: =69 70 =116 117 =l53 154 =245 246 =282 283
FERROR: =4 =76 90
FIEIDCNT: =5 =80 =82 124 126 128 130 132 134 136 138 140 179 181 183 185 187 189 191 193

195 253 255 257 259 261 263 265 267 269 308 310 312 314 316 318 320 322 324
FILEIAHE: =l69 =206 =298 =335
FILESEL: =3 =55 59 90
FILETOUSE: =46 67
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VARIABLES: LOCAL COIICORDANCE FOR SELECT (continued)

Variable Statexent nunber in listing (nodified variables indicated by '=')

FORIARK: =7 =12 33 40 91
LASTIORD: =32 96 225
LIIWFILE: =l07 163 164 =236 292 293
HAKEIARK: =2 =18 24
nevfile: =105 125 127 129 131 133 135 137 139 141 149 169 180 182 184 186 188 190

192 194
196 206 =234 254 256 258 260 262 264 266 268 270 278 298 309 311 313 315

317 319
321 323 325 335

OLDFILE: =50 172 209 301 338
retcode: =28 =63 =75 =121 =146 =158 =201 =218 =250 =275 =287 =330 =347
rettine: =27 =62 =74 =120 =145 =157 =175 =200 =212 =217 =249 =274 =286 =304 =329 =341 =346
UIIHARK: =8 =15 34 37 95 99 111 113 150 224 228 240 242 279
IHICHHORD: =2l 22 =42 43 =86 87 =96 97 =99 100 =114 115 =151 152 =225 226 =228 229
=243 244

=280 281
WORD12: 9 66 125 127 129 131 133 135 137 139 141 180 182 184 186 188 190 192

194 196
254 256 258 260 262 264 266 268 270 309 311 313 315 317 319 321 323 325

WRD13: 127 129 131 133 135 137 139 141 182 184 186 188 190 192 194 196 256 258
260 262

264 266 268 270 311 313 315 317 319 321 323 325
IORD14: 129 131 133 135 137 139 141 184 186 188 190 192 194 196 258 260 262 264

266 268
270 313 315 317 319 321 323 325

IORD15: 131 133 135 137 139 141 186 188 190 192 194 196 260 262 264 266 268 270
315 317

319 321 323 325
RJRD16: 133 135 137 139 141 188 190 192 194 196 262 264 266 268 270 317 319 321

323 325
WORD17: 135 137 139 141 190 192 194 196 264 266 268 270 319 321 323 325
WR018: 137 139 141 192 194 196 266 268 270 321 323 325
IORD19: 139 141 194 196 268 270 323 325
WRD20: 141 196 270 325
vordcnt: =6 12 15 18 =20 21 32 =35 =37 =40 42 =65 79 =85 86 =113 114 =150

151 =242
243 =279 280
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1 IF 'DBF" $(WDRD12)
2 * EXTEKSIOK ALREADY OK
3 ELSE
4 0Ll7WORD12=WORD12
S WDRD12=WORD12+'.DBF'
6 IF
7 IF FILB(WDRDl2)
8 USE &WORD12
9 set alternate to strutxt

10 set alternate on
11 set console off
12 DISPLAY S'IKUC'1'URE
13 set console on
14 set alternate off
15 set alternate to
16 use stru.dbf
17 zap
18 append fron strutxt.txt sdf
19 delete rword 1
20 delete record 2
21 delete record 3
22 delete record 4
23 delete record 5
24 go 6
25 replace textline with 'S'1'RUC'1'0RE OF: "+OINORD12
26 SKIP
27 REPLACE TEXTLIKE WITH ' FIBLDKAHB'+SUBS'1'R(TBXTLIl4E,18,44)
28 WHILB SUBS'i'R('1'EX'1'LIlFE,1,3)<>'***'
29 RBPLACE TBXTLIKB WI'1'H SUBSTR(TBX‘I'LIKB,9,24)+ SUBS'1'R(TBXTLIl4B,29,30)
30 SKIP
31 D0
32 PACK
33 CLEAR
34 GD '1'DP
35 MLB .1401*. BOF()
36 LIKBS=22
37 WHILE LIKES>0 .AlFD. .l|0T. EOF()
38 DISPLAY OFF
39 LI14ES=LIKES-1
40 SKIP
41 HDD0
42 WAIT
43 HDD0
4445

ELSE
46 CLEAR
47 ? 'DBSIGHATED FILE HOT FOUKD'
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48 RE1'l'IHE=TD4E( )
49 RE'I‘CODB='24"
50 IAIT
51 ENDIF
52 RETURN
53

++ End of Progran STRUCTUR H DOC tound no errors.

VARIABLES: IIXIAL CONCORDANCE FOR S'1'RU(.'1'UR

Variable Statenent nunber in listing (nodified variables indicated by '=')

LINES: =36 37 =39
off: 11
OLWORD12: =4 25
ON: 13
retoode: =49
rettine: =44 =48
TEXTLINE: =25 =27 28 =29
WRD12: 1 4 =5 7 8
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1 IF "DBF" $(HORD14)
2 * EXTEKSION ALREADY ON
3 EISE
4 WORD14=R}R014+".DBF"
5 ENDIF
6 IE FILE(WORD14)
7 USE EWORD14
8 IF WOR015='NOT US"
9 FCHECK='1'YPE('&HORD12‘)

10 CASE
11 E ECHECK='U"
12 CLEAR
13 ? 'FIELD DOES NOT EXIST IH SPECIFI EILE"
14 RE'I'I‘IHE=‘1‘IHE()
15 RE'I'COOE='25'
16 E FCHECK='C'
17 CLEAR
18 ? 'SPECIFI10 FIELD IS NOT RUHERIC'
19 RE'1'1‘DIE=TIHE()
20 REI'CODE='26'
21 E ECHECK="D'
22 CLEAR
23 ? 'SPECIFIE0 FIELD IS NOT !TUHERIC'
24 RE'1'1‘IHE=TIHE()
25 RE'PCODE='62'
26 E PCHECK="N"
27 SU! WJRD12 TO RESULT
28 CLEAR
29 ? 'SUH 0F',WORD12,'=',RESULT
3031

SE
32 CLEAR
33 ? 'UKKNGUI ERROR OH RE'1URH COOE'
34 RE'1'TIlE=TD1E()
35 REI'CODE='27'
36 ENDCASE
37 ELSE
38 IF bUR0l7='l|0T USEO"
39 L<1§0P1=AT( '=' ,IORD16)
40 L€X§0P2=AT( "<' ,WOR016)
41 LCX§0P3=AT('>',IORD16)
42 I£I§0PHTD=IAX(L•(X§0P1,L•0GOP2)
43 L(X30PE1lD=HAX(I1X§0PElD,I.41§0P3)
44 IP IDGOPl=0
45 L¤30P1=100
46 BIUIF
47 [IF UI§0P2=0
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48 1 L®0P2=l00
49 HDI?
50 I? L(X§0P3=0
51 I,0GOP3=100
52:4‘4•53

I£X§¤PBEG=41IH(L•fX§0P1,I6ü§0P2)
54 I£X§0PBEG=HIH(LlX50PBEG,I6lX§0P3)
55 I? L•0GOPBEG=100 .0R. LfX20PHD=100
56 CLEAR
57 ? 'IAXQICAL OPERATOR NO'? FOUND IN C(!4DI'I'IG4'
58 RE'I'I‘I!E=TIHE()
59 RETCODE='28'
60 IAIT
61 <lRE'I'0RN
62 ELSE
63 WRD18=SUBS'1R(W0RD16,I6{X§0PHD+1,LH(\K)RD16) )
64 W0RDl7=SDBS'1'R(\K)RD16,L¤§0PBEG,1AX§0PE!lD-I6KX§OPBEG+1)
65 KJRD16=SUBSIR(WORD16,1,IAX§0PBEG-1)
66 HDI?
67 HDI?
68 [X1 OPCHK7
69 I? ERROR='YES'
70 4 IAIT
71 <·——RETURH
72 Lmmr
73 ?CHECK='1’YPE('&KJRD12')
74 CASE
75 E ?CHECI(='U'
76 CLEAR
77 ? 'FIELD DOES HOT EXIST IN SPECI?I1·• ?ILE"
78 ( )
79 RE'I'C(DE='25"
B0 E ?CHECK='C'
81 CLEAR
82 ? "SPECIFIHJ FIELD IS NU? NUlERIC'
B3 ( )
84 RE'1‘C(XJE="26"
85 E FCHECK='D"
86 CLEAR
87 ? 'SPBCIFIED FIELD IS NO'? NU!ERIC'
88 RE'1'1'I!E=TIHE()
89 RE'I'C(DE='62'
90 E ?CHECK="l|'
91 XCHECK=‘I'YPE('&WORD16')
92 CASE93 XCHECK='U'
94 CLEAR
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95 2 "FIELD DOES NOT EXTST IN SPECIFIED FILE'
96 ( )
97 RETCODE='29'
98 E XCHFCK='C'
99 CONDITION=IORD16+NORD17+'['+NORD18+‘]'

100 SUN &WORD12 FOR ECONDITION TO RESULT
101 CLEAR
102 2 'SU!4 0F',NORD12,'=',RESULT, 'FOR',NORD16+NORD17+WORD18
103104

E xCHECN='N'
105 CONDITION=IORD16+NORDl7+HORD18
106 SIM &WORD12 FOR ECONDITION 'T0 RESULT
107 CLEAR
108 2 'SUH OF",NORD12,"=",RESUL‘T, 'FOR',K}RD16+WORD17+hY)RDl8
109110

E XCHECK="D'
111 CONDITION=WORD16+NORD17+‘ct0d(IORD1B)'
112 SUN LNRDIZ FOR GCONDITIGI TO RESULT
113 CLEAR
114 2 'SUI OF',WORD12,'=',RESULT, 'FOR',WORD16+NORD17+K)RD18
115116

SE
117 CLEAR
118 2 'UNKNGTN MOR DN RETURN CODE"
119 RE1'TIlE=TIlE()
120 RETC03E='31'
121 ENDCASE
122 SE
123 CLEAR
124 2 'UNKNGN MOR ON RETURN CODE'
125126

RETCfX)E='27'
127 ENDCASE
128 FNDIF
129 ELSE
130 CLEAR
131 2 'DBIGNATE3 FILE NOT F(XTND'
132 RE1'1‘INE=‘TIl1E()
133 RET'CODE='32'
134 ENDIF
135 IAIT
136 RETURN
137

1+ End of Proqran SU! 1+ Doc found no errors.
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VAR1A8LES:1•(XIALCO1|CORDANCE FOR SU!

Variable Statuent nunber in listing (nodified variables indicated by '=')

COIIDITION: =99 100 =105 106 =111 112
ERROR: 69
FCHECK: =9 11 16 21 26 =73 75 80 85 90
HEOP1: =39 42 44 =45 53
LNOPZ: =40 42 47 =48 53
HXEOP3: =41 43 50 =51 54
IOGOPBEG: =53 =54 55 64 651<'l• =42 =43 55 63 64
RESULT: =27 29 =100 102 =106 108 =112 114
retoode: =15 =20 =25 =35 =59 =79 =84 =89 =97 =120 =126 =133
rettinez =14 =l9 =24 =30 =34 =58 =78 =83 =88 =96 =l03 =109 =115 =119 =125 =132
WORD12: 27 29 100 102 106 108 112 114
IORDl4: 1 =4 6 7
IORD15: 8
IORD16: 39 40 41 63 64 =65 99 102 105 108 111 114
IORD17: 38 =64 99 102 105 108 111 114
WRD18: =63 99 102 105 108 114
XCHECK: =91 93 98 104 110
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1 IF 'DBF' $(NORDl2)
2 * EXTDISIGI ALREADY ON
3 EISE
4 entity=vord12
5 WND12=IORD12+'.DBF'
6 ENOIF
7 IE FILE(WORD12)
8 CLEAR
9 USE WORD12

10 IF KJRO13='NO'I‘ USED'
11 COUNT TO RESULT
12 CLEAR
13 ? RESULT,entity
14 RE'1'I'I!E=TINE()
15 ELSE
16 IF HORD15='NOT USW
17 I£X§OP1=AT(‘=' ,IORD14)
18 L(X§OP2=AT( '<' ,4N}RD14)
19 I1X§OP3=AT('>',NORD14)
20 I4X§OPH4D=NAX(L•(X§OP1,I»4X?OP2)
21 LlX§OPEND=NAX(I3ü§OPEl4D,1•£XS0P3)
22 IP I1XiOP1=0
23 LlX%OP1=100
24 HDI?
25 IF I.4X§OP2=0
26 LOGOP2=100
27 ENDIF
28 IF LfX§OP3=0
29 I£ßOP3=100
30 HIDIF
31 IMOPBEG-'NIN(14I9OP1,1•!X§0P2)
32 I£X§OPBEG=NIN(ILX§OPBE(§,1•f£OP3)
33 IF L(I§OPBEG=100 .0R. Ll130PEND=100
34 CLEAR
35 ? 'IIXZICAL OPERATOR NOT FOUNU IN C(!(UI'1‘ION'
36 retoode='33"
37 ratti1e=ti¤e( )
38 WAIT
39 <——-—RETURN
40 ELSE
41 NORD16=SUBS'1’R(NORD14,1•(X§OPH4D+1,LH(NORD14) )
42 UOND15=SUBSTR(IORD14,LlX}OPBEG,1•(I§0PEND·14Xä0PBEG+1)
43 NORD14=SUBSTR(WORD14 ,1 ,ImOPBBG·1)
44 ENDIF
45 DIDIF
46 DO OPCHK5
47 [IF ENROR='YES‘
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48 | | | um
49 <—-——-RETURN
so Lmmrr
51 FCHECN=TYPE('&IOR014')
52 CASE
53 E FCHEG(='U'
54 CLEAN
55 ? 'FIELD [DES NOT EXIST IN SPECIFIH) FILE"
56 retcode='34'
57 retti1e=ti|e()
58 E FCHECK='C'
59 CONOITION=WORD14+NORD15+'['+WORD16+']'
60 COUN'1‘ FOR GCONDITION TO RESULT
61 CLEAN
62 ? RESULT,entity,'POR',vord14+vord15+word16
63 retti1e=ti1e( )
64 E FCHECN='N'
65 CONDI'1‘ION=NOND14+WOND15+NOND16
66 CWNT FON GCGTDITION TO RESULT
67 CLEAN
68 3 NESULT,entity,'FOR",vord14+vord15+¤ord16
69 rett1ne=tine()
70 E FCHECK='0'
71 CONDITION=hORD14+NORD15+'ct0d(NOND16)'
72 CGJNT FON ECONDITION TO RESULT
73 CLEAN
74 ? RESULT,entity,'POR',vord14+vord154vord16
75 retti1e=ti1e()
76 SE
77 CLEAN
78 ? 'UNKNWN ERROR {N4 NE'1‘URN CODE'
79 retoode='35'
80 retti1e=ti¤e()
81 E
82 HIDIF
83 ELSE
84 CLEAN
85 ? 'DESIGATE0 FILE NOT FOUND'
86 retoode='36'
87 re'cti1e=ti1e( )
88 wu
89 WAIT
90 RETURN
91

4+ End of Proqrau COUNT 4+ DOC found no errors.
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VARIABLES: HXIAL CONCORDANCE FOR COUNT

Variable Stateaent nunber in listing (nodified variables indicated by '=')

CONDITION: =59 60 =65 66 =7l 72
entity: =4 13 62 68 74
ERROR: 47
FCHECK: =51 53 58 64 70
LIXBOP1: =l7 20 22 =23 31
LOGOP2: =18 20 25 =26 31
IMOP3: =19 21 28 =29 32
LOGOPBEG: =31 =32 33 42 43
IIXSOPEND: =20 =2l 33 41 42
RESULT: =11 13 =60 62 =66 68 =72 74
retcode: =36 =56 =79 =86
rettile: =14 =37 =57 =63 =69 =75 =80 =87
WRD12: 1 4 =5 7 9
WORD13: 10
BORD14: 17 18 19 41 42 =43 59 62 65 68 71 74
l1RDl5: 16 =42 59 62 65 68 71 74
WRD16: =41 59 62 65 68 74
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1 IF 'D8F' $(WORD12)
2 * EXTEISIOK ALREADY ON
3 * RIP IT OFF
4 IF
5 OLWORD12=WORD12
6 WRDl2=WORDl2+'.DBF"
7 IF FILE(WORDl2)
8 USE FILES
9 LOCATE FOR FILEWAHE=OLDWORD12

10 IF FOUKD()
11 IF DELE1'E
12 DELETE
13 DELETE FILE WORD12
14 PACK
15 CLEAR
16 ? 'FILE EAS BEEW DELE'I'ED'
17 retti1e=ti¤e()
18 ELSE
19 CLEAR
20 ?'YOUAREl1OTALL(!dH}TODEI„E'I'E171IS FILE'
21 retoode='37"
22 retti1e=ti|e()
23 EWDIF
24 ELSE
25 CLEAR
26 ? 'DEIGKATE FILE WAS NOT FOUND"
27 retoode='38'
28 retti1e=ti1e()
29 EWDIF
30 E
31 CLEAR
32 ? 'DESIGWATE) FILE HOT FOUl|D'
33 retcode='39'
34 rettiae=ti1e()
35 :4 IF
36 WAIT
37 RETURN
38

++ End of Progran DELETE +4 Doc found no errors.

VARIABLES: LCXZAL COECORDAWCE FOR DELETE

Variable Sbateeent nuuber in listing (aodified variables indicated by '=')

DELETE: 11
FILENAHE: 9
OLIMRD12: =5 9
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VARIAELES: LOCAL CONCORDAIICE FOR DELETE (continued)

Variable Statenent nunber in listing (nodified variables indicated by '=')

retcode: =21 =27 =33
rettitez =17 =22 =28 =34
WORD12: 1 5 =6 7 13
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1 IFHAKHARK-EOR1IARK=2
2 CURWORD='KJRD'+S1'R(FORHARK+1,2)
3 LlI§0P1=A'I‘(‘=',&CURWORD)
4 L(X§0P2=AT( '<' , GCURWORD)
5 HX}0P3=AT('>',&CURWORD)
6 LfX§0PEIlD=lAX(I.43GOP1,L•0GOP2)
7 L(X40PEII>=lAX(1•IX§0PEHD,I.(X§0P3)
8 IF LOGOP1=0
9 HX§0P1=100

10 HIDIF
11 IF LlX§0P2=0
12 I£X§0P2=100
13 EIIDIF
14 IF LOGOP3=0
15 I£X§0P3=l00
16 HIDIF
17 L(X§0PBH§=HIl|(I£X§0Pl,I•4X§0P2)
18 L(I§0PBEG=HIH(1•(X§0PBEG,I3lXS0P3)
19 IF L4X'§0PBEG=100 .0R. LtX§0PE4D=l00
20 CLEAR
21 7 'HXIICAL OPERATOR HOT FOUND IN COHDI‘I'IOK"
22 retti¤e=ti1e()
23 retoode='43'
24 C0|1DCHK='NU1'0K'
25 <——-REIURH
26 ELSE
27 SUBl16=SUBS‘1'R(6CURWOR0,LOGOPE1(D+1,LEll(&CURWORD) )
28 SUBI15=SUBS'1R(&CORIORD,IlX40PBEG,1•(I§0PEND-I1X40PBEG+1)
29 SUBW14=SUBS'I'R(8CUR1|0RD,1,L•£X§OPBE(§·1)
30 IE
31 E
32 * SPACES AROUHD OPERATER USED
33 SUBU16='UORD‘+STR(P01ZlARK+3,2)
34 SUBW15='RJRD'+S1'R(FOR14ARK+2,2)
35 SUBW14='WRD'+STR{FORlARK+1,2)
36 SUBW16=&subv16
37 SUBW15=&subu15
38 SUBW14=&subvl4
39 EIDIF
40 IX) OPGIK
41 IE ERROR='YE'
4243

<-—RETUR!l
44 Lmmr
45 FGIECK='1'YPE('&SUBI14')
46 CASE
47 FCHECK='U'
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48 CLEAR
49 ? 'FIELD DOES NOT EXIST IN SPECIFIEO FILE'
50 retti•e=ti1e()
51 retcode='44'
52 CONDCHK='NOTOK'
53 EFCHEG(='C'
54 CONDITTON=SUBW14+SUBH15+'["+SUBWl6+']'
55 EFCHBCK='N'
56 COND1‘1'1ON=SUBN14+SUBN15+SU8N16
57 EFCHECK="D'
58 COND1T1ON=SUBN14+SUBW15+‘ctod(SUBN16)'
59 SE
60 CLEAR
61 ?'UNKNG4N ERROR ON RETURN CODE"
62 rettine=time()
63 retcode='45'
64 CONDCHK='NOTOK'
65 EIIDCASE
66 RETURN
67

++End of ProgramCONDCHK++ Docfound no errors.

VARIABLES: LOCAL CONCORDANCE FOR CONDCHK

Variable Statement nuuber in listing (modified variables indicated by '=')

CQIDCHK: =24 =42 =52 =64
CGIDITION: =54 =56 =58
CURWORD:=2345272829
ERROR: 41
FCHECK: =45 47 53 55 57
FORIIARK: 1 2 33 34 35
LOGOP1: =3 6 8 =9 17
LOGOPZ: =4 6 11 =12 17
LOGOP3: =5 7 14 =15 18
HXQOPBEG: =17 =18 19 28 29
LOGOPFND: =6 =7 19 27 28
!4AKEl4ARK: 1
retcode: =23 =5l =63
rettinez =22 =50 =62 _

SUBW14: =29 =35 =38 54 56 58
SUBI15: =28 =34 =37 54 56 58
SUBW16: =27 =33 =36 54 56
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1 SET EXACT ON
2 ERROR='N0"
3 IF IORD17<>'="
4 IF WORD17<>'<'
5 IF NORD17<>'>'
6 IF WORD17<>'<>'
7 IF NORD17<>'>='
8 IF WORD17<>"<='
9 CLEAR

10 ? 'INVALID OPERATOR IN CONDITION'
11 retti•e=tiee()
12 retoode="41'
13 ERROR=‘YES'
14 ENDIF
15 ENDIP
16 HIDIF
17 ENUIF
18 ENDIF
19 ENDIF
20 SET EXACT OFT
21 RETURN
22

++ End of Progran OPCHK7 H DOC found no errors.

VARIABLES: LOCAL CONCORDANCE FOR OPCHK7

Variable Statenent nunber in listing (nodified variables indicated by '=')

ERROR: =2 =13
off: 20
ON: 1
retoode: =12
rettinez =11
WORDI7: 3 4 5 6 7 8
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1 SET EXACT ON
2 ERROR='N0'
3 IF NOR0l5<>'='
4 IF HOROl5<>'<'
5 IF IoRD15<>•>¤
6 IF WORD15<>'<>•
7 IF NORD15<>'>='
8 IF WOR015<>'<='
9 CLEAR

10 ? 'INVALID OPERAIOR IN CONDITION"
11 retti¤e=tine()
12 retcode='40"
13 ERROR='YES"
14 ENDIF
15 ENDIF
16 ENDIF
17 ENDIF
18 ENDIF
19 ENDIF
20 SET EXACT OFF
21 RETURN
22

H End of Progran OPCHK5 H Doc found no errors.

VARIABLES: IAXIAL CONCORDANCE FOR OPCHKS

Variable Statenent nunber in listing (nodified variables indicated by '=')

ERROR: =2 =13
off: 20
OR: 1
retcode: =12
rettine: =11
WRD15: 3 4 5 6 7 8
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1 SET EXACT ON
2 HlROR='NO'
3 IF SUBU15<>"=‘
4 IF SOBW15<>•<'
5 IF SUBH15<>'>'
6 IF SUBW15<>'<>'
7 IF SUBH15<>'>="
8 IF SUBH15<>•<=•
9 CLEAR

10 ? 'INVALID OPERATOR IN CONOITION'
11 rettine=ti!e()
12 retc0de='42'
13 ERROR="YES‘
14 ENDIF
15 ENDIF
16 HIOIF
17 ENDIF
18 ENDIF
19 ENDIF
20 SET EXACT OFF
21 RE'TURN
22

4+ End of Progran OPCHK ++ DOC found no errors.

VARIABLES: LIXIAL CONCORDANCE FOR OPCHK

Variable Statuent nunber in listing (nodified variables indicated by '=')

ERROR: =2 =13
off: 20
Q4: 1
retcode: =12
rettine: =ll
SUBN15: 3 4 5 6 7 8
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VARIABLES: GLOBAL COICORDANCB 103 variables

Variable occurs in Modules (nodified variables indicated by
’=')

big ¤IO1N
BLANK =LX
CHOICE =MENU
Cicode =LfX§IN
CIHNAND =LOGIN =LX =MENU
CMN0 =LX
CONDCHK =CONDCHK =SELECT
CONDITION =CONDCHR =COUNT =SELEC1‘ =SUH
COUNTER =FILES =LX
CREATEDATE FILES =JOIN =SELEC'I‘
CURWORD =CONDCHK =SKLECI‘

=SH{N€

DELETE DELE'1'E =JOIN =SELEC1‘
DESCRIPT FILES =JOIN =SELECl‘
entity =COUNT
ERROR CONI¤]KCOUNTLX=OP(THK=OP(IHK5=OPCHK7SUN
FCHECK =C(NlDCHK =COUN'l‘ =SELE(.'T =SHüI =SUN
FCHECKI =JOIN
FCEECK2 =JOIN
FERROR =SELECT =SHOW
FIELDCNT =SELECI'
FIELDLIST =SH(N€
fields =5BUV
field_na¤e JOIN
FILENANE DELETE FILES =JOIN =SELEC'l'
FILESEL =SELE(.'T =SHW
FILETOUSE =SELEC'1‘ =SEüI
FORHARK CONDCEK =SELECT
getfield =JOIN
gettieldz =JOIN
HONLONG =LX
keyfield =JOIN
LASTIORD =SELEC‘1‘
LINES =STRUCTUR
LNENFILE =SELEC'i‘
LOGOPl =CONDCHK =COUNT =SUM
IIISOPZ =CONDCHK =COUNT =SUH
LCXSOPS =CONDCHK =COUNT =SUM
LKXQOPBEG =CONDCBK =COUNT =SUN
LOGOPEND =CONDCHK =COUNT =SUN
MAKENARK CONDCHK =SELECT
ncode =LOGIN LX MHIU
NENUBAR =lENU
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VARIABLES: GLOBAL CONCORDANCE (continued)

Variable occurs in Modules (nodified variables indicated by '=')

ISQ =ASK =LX
lSubQ =ASK
NAME =L(X§IN
nevfile =JOIN =SELECT
off LANGUAGE LX OPCHK OPCHK5 OPCHK7 STRUCIUR
OLDFILE =SELECT
OLIKTRUIZ =UELETE =JOIN =STRUCIUR
OLDIORD14 =JOIN
OIJHJRD18 =JOIN
ON LX OPCHK OPCHN5 OPCHKT STRUCTUR
pcent =JOIN
pdone =JOIN
PICK =LX =NENU
PREV =LX
REULT =CGNT =SUN
retcode =CONDCHK =COUNT =DELETE =JOIN =LANGUAGE =LX =0PCHK =0PCHN5 =0PC1IK7 =SELEC'T =SHG =S'IRUCTUR
=SUN
Iettile =CONDCHK =COUN'T =DELETE =FILES =JOIN =IANGUAGE =LX =0PCHK =0PCHK5 =OPCHK7 =SELECT =SHG
=STRUCTUR =

SUN
RETURNCODE =LX
RETURN'TINE =LOGIN =LX
snall =JOIN
START =LX
SUBCODE =LlX?IN =LX
SUHITTINE =LX
SUBQ =LX
SUBNI4 =CGDCHK
SUBNIS =CONDCHN OPCHK
SUBN16 =CONDCHK
SURE =LGIN
TEXTLINE =S’TRUC'TUR
UNINARN =SELECT
v12cnt =JOIN
vltcnt =JOIN
NHICHNORO =SELEC'T =SHG
WORD =LX
WRDIO =LX
WRDII LANGUAGE =LX
I)RDl2 =COUNT =OELETE RIOIN =LX SELECT SHG =S'I'RUCTUR SUN
NORD13 COUNT =LX SELECT SHG
WRDIA =C(NlN‘T =JOIN =LX SELECT SHG =Sll
NORDIS =COUNT =LX OPCHN5 SELECT SHG SUN
KJRDI6 =COUNT JOIN =LX SELECT SHG =SlH
NOEDIT =LX OPCHK7 SELECT SHG =SUN
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VARIABLES: GMBAL CORCORDANCE (continued)

Variable occurs in Modules (rodified variables indicated by '=')

K>RDl8 =JOI! =LX SELECT SEM? =SU!
IORDI9 =LX SELECT SHUI
WORD20 =LX SELECT SHW
HORDZI =LX
WORD22 =LX
IORDZ3 =LX
IORDZ4 =LX
IORD25 =LX
WORD26 =LX
WORDZV =LX
WORD28 =LX
WORD29 =LX
WORD30 =LX
vordcnt =SELEC'l =SHOH
WORDVAR =LX
X =!ENU
XCHEG =SU!
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DATA FILES USED IN SYSTEM LX

DBF FILE FILES

No Aliases

Opened in: DELETE FILES JOIN SELECI‘

FILES has no evidently related index files.

Fields

Field Length Type Ix Picture Picture taken fron

FILHIAHE 8 C
DESCRIPT 50 C
CREATEDATE 8 D
DELETE l L

Tßtal 67

FIELDS CORCORDAHCE FOR DBF FILE FILES

Field oocurs in Modules

CREATHIATE FILES =JOIN =SELEC'I‘
DELE'I'E DELETE =JOIN =SELECT
DESCRIPT FILES =JOIN =SELECT
FILERAIE DELE'I'E FILES =JOIR =SELECT
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DATA FILES US¤•• IN SYSTDI LX

DBF FILE IOG

No Aliases

Opened in: LOGIN LX

LOG has no evidently related index files.

Fields

Field Length Type Ix Picture Picture taken fron

CGDIAND 160 C
CIHINO 2 C
STARTTIHE 8 C
SUBHITTIHE 8 C

8 C
SUBQ 2 N 99
ACTQ 2 N 99
SUBCODE 3 N 999
RETURHCODE 2 C

Tutal 195

FIELDS CONCORDAICE FOR DEF FILE LOG

Field oocurs in Modules

CGIAND =1£X§I|| =LX =HElU
CLIHNO =LX
RETURICODE =LX
RETURNTIHE =L!X§IN =LX
SUBCODE =L£I§IN =LX
SUBHITTIHE =LX
SUBQ =LX
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DATA FILES USED IN SYSTEM LX

DEF FILE STRU

Mo Aliases

Dpened in: STRUCTUR

STRU has no evidently related index files.

Fields

Field Length Type Ix Picture Picture taken froa

TEXTLINE 65 C
Total 65

FIEIDS CORCORDAMCE FOR DBF FILE STRU

Field oocurs in Modules

TEXTLIME =STRUC'IUR
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DATA FILES USED IN SYSTEM LX

DBF FILE XROBI

_ \
No Aliases

Opened in: JOIN

XROBl has no evidently related index files.

This DBF not found in directory path(s).
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DB? FILE XROB2

No Aliases

Opened in: JOIN

XROB2 has no evidently related index files.

This DB? not found in directory pat.h(s).
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DBF FILE XROB3

No Aliases

Opened in: JOIN

XROB3 has no evidently related index files.

This DBF not found in directory path(s).

Other Index Files Found in the Systa

Indexes

Ix Index file Index expression

1 XNOB1 * Index file not found *
2 IIPINDEX DEPT

Recursion check: OK (No circular references)
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HIERARCHY FREE FOR SYSTEM Page 62
LX

LX

ELHELP
FILES

OINHELP
IAHGUAGE

‘—0PCHK5
KLETE

FILES
OIN

SELELT
'——coru>cm<

l—OPGK
SHOW
S'I'RU<.'I‘UR

UA
*—opcm<v

LIXSIN
UHU

EK

ELHELP
OIIHELP

SELHELP
SHWHELP
STRUHKLP
SUIHELP

SELHELP
SHUIHELP

UHELP
SUHHELP

** HIB OF AIIALYSIS **
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LX PROGRAH DGUNHITATION PAGE 0 (CONTENTS)

CONTENTS

Source Local
Module File Listing Conoordance

ASK ASK.PRG 20 20
CN’1'HELP CN‘1HELP.PRG 16 16
CONDCHK CONDCHLPRG 48 49
COUNT COUN'1‘.PRG 43 44
DELETE DELE1'E.PRG 46 46
DEIHELP DELHELP.PRG 18 18
FILES FILES.PRG 11 11
JOIN JOIN.PRG 21 24
JOINHELP JOINHELP.PRG 15 15
LANGUAGE IANGUAGILPRG 19 19
HISIN LIXGIILPRG 7 8
LX LX.PRG 1 4
HENU HENU.PRG 9 10
OPCHK OPCHK.PRG 52 52
OPCHKS OPCHK5.PRG 51 51
OPCHK7 OPCHK7.PRG 50 50
SELECT SELECIHPRG 28 35
SELHELP SELHKLP.PRG 14 14
SHG SHG.PRG 25 26
SHMLP SHGHELP.PRG 13 13
S‘1'RlXI'1'UR S'1'R1X.‘1'UR.PRG 37 38
STRUHELP S'I'RUHELP.PRG 12 12
SUN SUILPRG 39 41
SGEELP SIMHELRPRG 17 17

Global Goncordance 53

Hierarchical Tree 62

DBF's

FILES 56
HX? 57
STRU 58
XROB1 59
XROB2 60
XR083 61

File Page

Miscellaneous Index Files 61
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APPENDIX G

OUERY LANGUAGE PROGRAM VALIDATION

The query language program used in the experiment was extensively tested

to insure that correct performance and data capture occurred during the

experiment. Testing of the query language program was accomplished in

four phases.

In the first phase, all source programs were examined by automated program

documentation software. The documentation software checks for closure of

DO WHILE, IF, and CASE statements as well as for other source language

syntax errors. It also determines if calls are made to nonexistent subroutines

or to uninitialized variables.

In the second phase the source code was compiled. In addition to resulting

in faster performance, compilation of the source code resulted in a second

check of language syntax. After compilation, only run-time errors were left

to be identified. Run-time errors were checked in the third and fourth

phases of testing.

The third phase of testing was performed by the author by running test data

through the program. Each query language command was tested with a

number of queries. Correct queries using different command options were

entered to insure that a correct solution was retrieved. Incorrect queries

were purposely entered to determine if syntax errors were properly detected,
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recorded, and that the user was provided an appropriate error message.

Run—time errors detected during this phase were corrected before continuing

to the final phase of testing.

The fourth and final phase of testing involved a pre-test of the language by

six undergraduate and graduate students attempting to make the same

queries which would be attempted in the actual experiment. This procedure

identified several more run-time errors which were subsequently corrected.

After this final phase of testing, the language was deemed ready for use.
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